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WE COULDN T HAVE DONE IT 
WITHOUT YOU! 

 
Season 2021 has thrown up its fair share of turmoil in Canberra  with the combination of one of the 
ACT  ainie  in e  ever and an unprecedented 65-day Territory-wide lockdown wreaking havoc on 
the footballing calendar. Despite all this unrest, ANUFC clinched a whopping five premierships, 
alongside club championships in both Masters and State/Community Leagues.  
 
Football is a team game and on behalf of the whole ANUFC community, we want to thank all of our 

a ne  fo  hei  n a e ing o  in hi  c a  ea on  He e  o e en bigge  and be e  hing  in 
season 2022! 
 

https://www.pizzacapersgungahlin.com.au/
https://www.hellenicclub.com.au/
https://anu-sport.com.au/
Joshua Bryce Woodyatt
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Story time: In 2018, the dream team of Pat 
Holloway and Jack Mendham stepped away from 
the club after two very successful years steering 
the ship. It would prove a monumental task to fill 
the huge Pat and Jack shaped hole in the club’s 
administration.  
 
In 2019, Harrison Vlahos (H) admirably stepped 
up as Vice-President to keep the club running—
but the one-man Vlahos show could only achieve 
so much on its own. Despite these stresses, 2019 
presented a silver-lining. It showed how 
important it is for all of us to contribute to 
continue to enjoy the benefits of being the 
greatest club in Canberra! And so, a new wave of 
volunteers crested to ensure our great club’s 
success in the coming years.  
 
In 2020, H ascended to the throne following a 
cutthroat election campaign that saw (for possibly 
the first time in our history) two excellent 
candidates nominate for President. This was my 
first year on the Committee, serving as H’s VP. 
Joining us was Treasurer Dylan Kim, Secretary 
Arthur Treloar, and the combined wisdom of 
Greg Kelly, Brett Graham, Peter Papathanasiou, 
Tom Crossley, Ryan Vickers and Dom L-S. 
 
The stage was set for a successful year in 2020, 
and so we planned. But alas, it was all for nought 
by March, as you all know, thanks to the Canberra 
TP shortage.  
 
Why is this important, you ask? Because the only 
priority for 2020 was to get back onto the park 
and play some football. Everything else was 
shelved for 2021.  
 
If anything, 2021 is better understood as 2020 
version 2.0. Of course, there were some 
wonderful achievements from 2020, and this is a 
good opportunity to thank last year’s team for 
setting us up for our tremendously successful 
season this term. 
 

After 2020, H stepped down as El Presidente. 
Arthur finished up at the ANU and returned home 
to the Central Coast (he assures me that this is 
unrelated to the Mariners’ change in fortunes). 
Dylan stepped down as Treasurer and 
commenced his grad role. Greg moved to Byron 
and, when I was last in contact with him, he 
assured me that his take-over of the Byron Bay 
Football Club was well underway. Vickers took a 
sabbatical, and Dom returned to playing. 
 
Brett, Tom, Plastic and I were joined by Lachie 
Bayliss, Michael Blacksell, Marcus Alim, Fabian 
Hoffmann, Isaac Ellis and Alice Mcneill. 
 
We understand that many of you want to 
contribute in some way, but the expectations 
placed upon the people in these positions is too 
great. Reflecting upon 30 years of president’s 
addresses (courtesy of the SCUM archives), this is 
a common theme. Too few people with too much 
responsibility. 
 
We recognise that there are many individuals 
who can contribute an hour or so each week but 
have no interest in attending committee 
meetings. We also recognise there are some 
individuals who want to have a say in the strategic 
direction of the club but are unable to commit to 
help run the club. Of course, there are the nutty 
people who want to do both. 
 
So, in 2020, concurrent with the adoption of the 
new constitution, we reformed our structure and 
delineated the committee positions from 
operational positions. 
 
Under this new framework, Lachie, Isaac, Plastic, 
Tom, Alice and Fabian became the first cohort of 
committee members not tied to an operational 
position. Similarly, we welcomed Josh Woodyatt, 
Timothy Harris, and Felix Freckmann as SCUM 
Editor, Communications Manager, and 
Equipment Manager respectively; the first of a 
new operations team not involved in the 

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT 
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committee.  Special thanks are due also to Brett 
(as registrar and Capital Football Liaison), 
Michael (as ANU Sport Liaison), and Marcus (as 
Refereeing Coordinator) who served in both 
capacities in 2021. 
 
Shortly, the club will communicate an EOI for the 
operational roles for 2022. I hope you all consider 
extending out to the club and offering your time, 
whether that be an hour a month or an hour a 
week. We have great plans for our 60th year, and 
it is a fantastic opportunity to get involved 
(especially for students looking to add some 
spice to those job applications). 
 
Time to focus on our on-field achievements. This 
year we won FIVE premierships. Congratulations 
are due to NPL2 U23s (Manley), SL1R Orange 
(Rhodri and Marco), SL3 (Adam and Olly), CLM4 
Blue (Dolphins), and MO45 (Chris De Ruyter), 
though it was disappointing not to be able to 
stage a finals series, as I am sure we would have 
picked up even more silverware.  
 
We also picked up several club awards, which 
only underscore our status as the best football 
club in Canberra! We won the NPL2 Club 
Championship, the NPL2 Fair Play Award, the 
combined State and Community Leagues Club 
Championship and (for the first time ever) the 
Masters Club Championship. Together with the 
Women’s Club, ANU swept all the senior club 
championships in 2021. Well done! 
 
2021 also saw the emergence of four new teams, 
in the form of Masters 3 (Adrian), CLM5 Orange 
(Battlers 3), CLM5 Blue (Coach Ilann) and CLM6 
White (Myself). Importantly, three of these sides 
enjoyed a student majority, fulfilling the club’s 
remit as the University’s footballing outlet. As a 
result, total membership grew from 326 
members in 2020, to 440 in 2021. 
 
Even with this swell in numbers, we still face 
excess demand from students wanting to join us! 
To help satisfy some of this demand, the club 
established a Social Football program this year, 
running during semester and offering small-sided 

football on Fellows. It was free for all Competitive 
Club Members, $50 for students and $170 for 
non-students. We had 12 social football members 
in 2021 and hope to push this up to above 20 in 
2022. There is also appetite for this program 
within the competitive club membership, with the 
new ANU Social Football Facebook Group having 
close to 70 members. We averaged about 15-20 
players per week.  
 
The ANU Soccer Club United Magazine entered 
its 30th year of continuous publication in 2021, 
under the outstanding stewardship of Josh 
Woodyatt. The change to a monthly format in 
2020 was positively received by members 
according to the member survey, and Josh has 
some wonderful ideas on how to make the 
magazine more engaging. I thank Josh for his 
wonderful editorship in 2021 and am looking 
forward to seeing what linguistic wizardry he can 
craft in 2022. 
 
Speaking of the member survey, the 2021 survey 
is still open and accepting responses! 
 
2021 saw a continuation of the pilot goalkeeping 
coaching program from 2020 after repeated 
requests and lots of positive feedback about the 
offering. This year we had a new coach in Peter 
Campos. Peter was active on Fellows every 
Monday and Wednesday from 6:00pm-7:30pm 
and made a tremendous addition to the ANU 
coaching team. I would like to thank Peter for his 
efforts in 2021 and hope to see him back in 2022! 
 
Both myself and Adam Condipodero undertook 
the advanced C-Licence coaching course in 2021. 
I implore all coaches to seriously consider formal 
coaching qualifications, as these can provide you 
with the tools to complement your current 
coaching experience, for the benefit of both your 
team and the wider club. To that end, the club 
offers a 50% subsidy for the cost of all advanced 
coaching courses.  
 
Summer 9-a-side continues to enjoy huge 
popularity in 2021. In 2020, and despite the 
effects of COVID-19, we were able to support 50 
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teams across the men’s and mixed competitions, 
and I am happy to say that we expect a similar 
number of teams in 2021. However, this will be 
Pat Holloway’s last year as Commander in Chief 
of the Summer 9s. Pat has been a wonderful 
servant of our club, and even after stepping away 
from active duty, has continued to support the 
club by organising Summer 9s. But, Pat having 
recently become a father, he will quite 
understandably not have the time to organise the 
9s any longer. On behalf of the entire ANUFC 
membership, I thank Pat for his dedicated service 
over many years, and wish him all the best going 
forward! 
 
In our continued efforts to redress some of the 
issues arising out of Capital Football’s strained 
resources, ANUFC this season established a 
referees coordinator position to oversee 
refereeing appointments for those matches 
where Capital Football had not made official 
provisions. Marcus was the first referees 
coordinator and has established an army of 
referees ready to descend upon Willows and 
South at 11:00am each Saturday. We do hope 
these teams have enjoyed not having to worry 
about referee appointments this year. While the 
pilot program was very successful, there are many 
ideas we have on how to make the program even 
more successful in 2022, so watch this space! 
 
Refereeing marks a good segue to remind 
everyone of some important truths: Coaches are 
volunteers; players are people too; referees are 
human. Football is just a game. Reduce Abuse! 
We are not afraid to deploy our vilis est 
sermo/talk is cheap action hero, Michael 
Blacksell, on you. 

Finally, I would like to thank all our wonderful 
partners from 2021. Their generous support has 
made a profound impact on the club. Thanks are 
due to Peter from club champions Ford-Peterson, 
Chris and the entire Gulson Family, Matt and the 
team from Capital Clinic Physiotherapy, Wall-E 
and the Pizza Capers Crew, Chase and the Moray 
& Agnew team, ANU Sport, and of course, our 
wonderful hosts Hellenic Club.  
 
Looking forward, 2022 marks the 60th 
anniversary of this great club. We will be 
establishing a 60th anniversary sub-committee, 
and I strongly recommend joining to those 
interested in developing a deeper understanding 
of what it means to be an ANU Football Club 
member! There is also some pretty good 
evidence that we were in fact NOT established in 
1962, and in fact, could be much older! But you’ll 
have to get involved to find out more… 
 
But that’s all from me. To wrap up, I would like to 
thank you, the members. Without you, our club 
simply doesn’t exist. From the Chris Brinleys to 
the Peter Papathanasious to the Jack Mendhams 
to the Daniel Clinks, each and every one of you 
has contributed to where we are today, and your 
contributions will no doubt have a part to play in 
the future of our great club. While we all 
eventually move on, you will always be ANU 
Football Club, and the ANU Football Club will 
always be with you.  
 
vilis est sermo and see you in 2022! 
 

Jonathan Saunders 
2021 ANUFC President

The best I could do: SCUM editor struggles 
to find a photo of Jono looking ‘Presidential’ 

SCUM • 3 
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As has become customary in my very 
brief stewardship of this fine 
masthead, I have yet again proven 
unable to resist adding my two cents 
right at the off. Given the veritable wealth of season reports, photos, player profiles, and more that 
grace this Annual Issue, however, I will be keeping it unusually brief. 
 
Jono, in his presidential address, alluded to the integral importance of you—the club membership—
to everything that ANUFC does. SCUM is no exception. We rely on you for match reports, photos, 
and whatever else you can rustle up from the wonderful world of local Canberran football to 
chronicle the history of this great club. It might seem like a bit of a chore to write up a report after a 
5-0 drubbing, and perhaps you can’t be bothered putting pen to paper after you’ve taken the win 
all the way to Hellenic for a night out with the lads. Having been called upon to do just that in seasons 
past, trust me—I get it. 
 
This in mind, let me take this opportunity to thank each and every one of you that did submit 
something to SCUM this season. Be it the shortest synopsis, or the most detailed sports reporting 
this side of Mundo Deportivo, it all makes a difference. Some submitted pictures; some forgot 
entirely. Some were straight to the point; others employed more…colourful descriptors. All were 
welcome. Without wanting to detract from the many other submissions this season, I would like to 
extend particular thanks to the Masters teams. Without fail, week-in and week-out, I receive all the 
latest on the trials and tribulations of their campaigns. Though I have been known to curse their 
eloquence as I hurry to format each month’s issue, I cannot fault their unwavering commitment to 
SCUM, and to keeping the club’s traditions alive. It is very much appreciated here at SCUM. 

 
Coming into ANUFC’s 60th year, and rounding out SCUM’s 
30th, I have come to see just how important these monthly 
contributions are. With memories fuzzy and record-keeping 
disparate, SCUM offers a vital window back into our long and 
winding history. Without wanting to give too much away, 
volume 32 promises to capitalise on the fruits of this history, 
and to share with you all some of the great moments past in 
the ANUFC chronicle. But the story isn’t finished! I implore all 
of you to remember SCUM as you’re flicking through these 
pages for your team’s report, and to keep its mission in mind. 
When you’re lacing your boots up for that first game of season 
2022, only to be left on the bench, don’t just shout ‘helpful’ 
tips at your teammates and wait for one to get hauled off after 
fifteen minutes. Take a few photos! Jot some ideas in your 
notes app to write up later (perhaps about your bench-bound 
experiences)! Any, and all, SCUM contributions are welcome. 
 
Hopefully you have enjoyed reading about season 2022 in 
these pages as much as I’ve enjoyed putting them together. 
Here’s to a fantastic diamond jubilee! 
 

Joshua Woodyatt 
2021 SCUM Editor 

LETTER FROM THE 
EDITOR 

Watching on: SCUM editor 
abdicates his defensive duties to 
ponder how on earth he’ll dress 
up this scrappy 3-3 draw 
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Coach’s Player of the Season: Alaisdair Moore  Players’ Player of the Season: Sam Carters 
 
Bittersweet...heart-breaking...frustrating...agonising. Unfair. 
 
All words that could accurately be applied to describe the abrupt and premature ending to our NPL2 
season and our, ultimately unsuccessful, bid for promotion to Capital Football's NPL competition. 
 
Yet, once the initial disappointment had faded (though, let's be honest, I'm not sure I'm quite there yet), 
the one word that resonated the most is proud. 
 
At the end of the day, a 96th minute equaliser for Queanbeyan in our Round 17 match left us an agonising 
two points short of top spot. What literally ended up being the final minutes of football in 2021 were the 
only thing separating us from the ambitious goal we set out to achieve at the start of the season. 
 
Across first-grade and U23s, we played 32 matches, won 25, drew six and lost only one.  
 
Our first-grade side led the competition for 12 out of the 17 rounds played, with hard fought wins on the 
road against Yoogali and Wagga particular highlights, while two wins and a draw against overwhelming 
preseason favourites Queanbeyan provided another memorable achievement. 
 

 NPL2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 O'Connor Knights SC 16 13 2 1 41 8 33 41 2.6 
2 ANUFC 16 12 3 1 44 16 28 39 2.4 
3 Canberra White Eagles FC 16 8 2 6 36 30 6 26 1.6 
4 Yoogali SC 17 7 2 8 35 33 2 23 1.4 
5 Wagga City Wanderers FC 17 4 0 13 23 67 -44 12 0.7 
6 Queanbeyan City FC 16 11 1 4 49 20 29 10 0.6 
7 Weston Molonglo FC 17 3 1 13 26 52 -26 10 0.6 
8 Brindabella Blues FC 17 2 1 14 24 49 -25 7 0.4 

NPL2 SEASON REVIEW 

SCUM • 5 
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The U23s again proved to be on another level to the opposition, with their unbeaten season thoroughly 
deserved. Huge credit to Andrew Manley for taking an already successful side and further developing the 
quality of their football to a point where each and every U23s player could comfortably walk into a first-
grade side anywhere else in the league. 
 
Unfortunately, COVID-19 and 
Canberra's inevitable lockdown 
put a premature end to what 
would have otherwise been a nail-
biting season finale. 
 
Prior to the season's cancellation, 
with two points in it and five games 
still to play—including two more 
against eventual league winners 
O'Connor—the squad was 
brimming with confidence and in 
with an amazing shot at the Big 
Prize. Sadly, it wasn't to be, at least 
for now.  
 
My lingering disappointment is unequivocally for the players, not in them.  
The quality of this group as footballers means, for me, it's solely a matter of time until that ultimate success 
on the pitch comes their way and they get the opportunity they deserve to compete with the very best 
teams in the Canberra region as part of the NPL. 
 
The quality of this group as people—both individually and as a collective—means that, irrespective of their 
on-field results, success is guaranteed. 
 
I'm exceptionally proud of each of the players, and grateful for the trust and belief they placed in me and 
Manley from the outset, as we looked to build on past success and take our football to the next level. It's 
been a pleasure and a privilege.  
 
On an off-field note, I'd like to thank both the club and the committee for the opportunity to lead our NPL2 

program this season, as well as all the people across the 
club who have supported our endeavours this year.  
 
In my 19-ish years with ANUFC, I've seen the ups and 
downs, and the highs and lows of our various forays into 
'premier league' football, and I know our participation in 
the upper tiers of Canberra football wouldn't be possible 
without the efforts of dozens of people behind the scenes, 
giving up their time and effort throughout the year. 
 
I'd especially like to thank the members of our NPL sub-
committee—Alice, Jan, Chase, Isaac, Hugh, Lachie, Ricey, 
Nelson, Tommy and Al—and acknowledge the enormous 
amount of work they did to support the squad, from 
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organising travel to ordering equipment, booking grounds to planning social events. In simple terms, our 
successes on the field couldn't have been achieved without them.  
 
Thanks also to Ziggers and J-Rod for their continued support—it's a testament to the club to have so many 
former players and coaches willing to stay involved and make the environment the fantastic one that it is. 
Lastly, it's with more than a tinge of sadness that I'm having to step away from the role of Head Coach for 
the 2022 season.  
 
While work and family commitments mean I can't play as big a part next year, I'm looking forward to 
staying involved and seeing the squad and the club continue to achieve the enormous success it deserves.  
 
vilis est sermo, 
 

Adam Condipodero 
2021 NPL Head Coach 
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Undefeated; Lots of injuries; Room for 
Improvement 
 
Given the group of players we’ve had over the 
past three years in the under-20s/under-23s 
teams I wasn’t surprised that we came first. For 
me, the goals were to get the team playing to 
their potential week-in, week-out, and to get as 
many players as I could ready for the first team. 
At times we achieved the first, and with 6-7 
players (a third of the team) making an 
appearance for the first team from under-23’s, I 
think we accomplished the second.  
 
This was also my first year coaching a team. I am 
so glad I had Condi, Crossley, Marc, the support 
of members of the sub-committee and a great 
team to work with. I don’t think the team and I 
would have been able to achieve what we did 
without their support. Individually I hope each 
player learnt something new this year and I hope 
ANUFC has made enough of a good impression 
that they stay around for years to come. I’m 
disappointed that the team won’t have the new 
challenge of playing in NPL1 next year but with  
 
 
 

 
under-23s possibly coming into the mix for 
promotion, I have no doubt that it's only a matter 
of time. The NPL2 under-20s/under-23s league 
stats for the past three years are as follows: 

• 40 games 
• 34 wins 
• Five draws 
• One loss 

 
Some of the moments that stood out for me this 
year were: 

• The first 25 mins of the game against 
Yoogali in Griffith (beautiful and effective 
football, 4-0 at 25 minutes) 

• An ‘ugly’ win against Weston (3-2) 
• The 8-2 win against O’Connor for a 

number of reasons: Because we won 8-2; 
because it was O’Connor; because their 
U23’s coach got red carded after we 
scored; because he complained to 
Capital Football that our player doing the 
line cheated and was drunk and the reply 
from Jono politely calling their under-23’s 
team shit. 

 
Andrew Manley 

2021 NPL under-23s Head Coach

 NPL2 under-23s P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 

1 ANUFC 16 13 3 0 55 19 36 42 2.6 

2 Brindabella Blues FC 17 11 1 5 38 24 14 34 2.0 

3 Weston Molonglo FC 17 8 4 5 35 24 11 28 1.6 

4 O'Connor Knights SC 16 7 0 9 46 50 -4 21 1.3 

5 Queanbeyan City FC 17 6 3 8 30 35 -5 21 1.2 

6 Yoogali SC 17 5 4 8 26 36 -10 19 1.1 

7 Canberra White Eagles FC 17 5 2 10 32 50 -18 17 1.0 

8 Wagga City Wanderers FC 17 2 3 12 22 46 -24 9 0.5 

NPL2 UNDER-23s 
SEASON REVIEW 
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Players’ Player of the Season: Lee Hynes 
Getting off to a blistering start with seven goals in the first three matches. It was clear that Lee was in form 
and ready to take another golden boot. Very left footed—but that didn’t seem to stop him. I feel 
disappointed for him as he was just making his way into the first team towards the end of the season. I 
look forward to seeing Lee push for the first team next year. 
 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Callum Mcgarty 
This choice may surprise people and may not, but Cal improved so much over the season. Playing one of 
the more complicated positions in the team he really listened to the feedback was given. He grew into the 
position. I’m disappointed for him that the season ended when it did because he was playing so well 
towards the end.  

 
 
Player Profiles 
 
Benjamin Rathjen - Apps: 10 Goals: 3 
Technical, tactical, injured 
 
Callum Mcgarty - Apps: 14 Goals: 3 
Coachable, Eager  
 
Connor Woulfe - Apps: 9 Goals: 2 
Full speed ahead—no brakes 
 
 

 
 
 
Dylan Prime - Apps: 8 Goals: 0 
Committed, Enthusiastic 
 
Dylan Siow-Lee - Apps: 14 Goals: 2 
Surprisingly good header 
 
George Owens - Apps: 15 Goals: 7 
How does he still have the ball? 
 
Gus Coleman - Apps: 12 Goals: 6 
Competitive, great style 
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Hugh O'Brian - Apps: 9 Goals: 4 
Best Hair 
 
Jake Bradley - Apps: 5 Goals: 0 
Good Blokes FC 
 
Lee Hynes - Apps: 16 Goals: 15 
Heavily Left Footed; I mean, it worked  
 
Leo Hadley - Apps: 8 Goals: 0 
Qualities beyond his age 
 
Marc O'Neill - Apps: 13 Goals: 0 
Dependable; consistent; hell of a throw 
 
Michael Lewis - Apps: 7 Goals: 0 
I wish he played more this season :( 
 
Nelson Cary - Apps: 7 Goals: 1 
“When are you back?” 
 
Nunzio Franco - Apps: 9 Goals: 0 
Positive, Passionate 
 
Oliver Grist - Apps: 15 Goals: 2 
Keen, Mischievous 
 
Thomas Crossley - Apps: 13 Goals: 0 
Fruit Tingles 
 
 
 

Thomas Gane - Apps: 16 Goals: 2 
Making defenders look bad 
 
Guest appearances 
 
James Gazy - Apps: 3 Goals: 0 
Does anyone know his age? 
 
Isaac Ellis - Apps: 2 Goals: 2 
Give me a home among... 
 
Cuneyt Caglar - Apps: 2 Goals: 0 
Excellent touch and quick to turn 
 
Keegan Jackson - Apps: 2 Goals: 0 
Very safe hands 
 
Liam Neeson - Apps: 1 Goals: 3 
Hat-trick and dislocated shoulder in the same 
game—that takes talent 
 
Matt Rice - Apps: 1 Goals: 0 
Mr Money Bags 
 
Alasdair Moore - Apps: 1 Goals: 0 
Might be stuck as a CB for now on 
 
Rowan Peterkin - Apps: 1 Goals: 1 
Quickest in the Team?? 
 
Tim Lopez - Apps: 1 Goals: 0 
Loves a tackle
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As promised in the August issue, SCUM is proud to present the final standings for the 2021 Golden Glove 
award! Goalkeepers too often go unnoticed, so we’ve made sure to put the Golden Gloves front and 
centre in this season’s annual issue. 
 
 Congratulations to Cameron Fox of the Community League 4 Orange side for taking this season’s trophy, 
narrowly edging out NPL2’s number one Keegan Jackson with a less than goal-per-game ratio. Here’s to 
another successful season between the sticks for all ANUFC keepers in 2022! 
 

 
 
 

Rank Player Team Games Conceded Ratio 

1 Cameron Fox Community League 4 Orange 11 8 0.73 

2 Keegan Jackson NPL 2 12 9 0.75 

3 Alexander Hendry State League 1 Reserve Orange 10 11 1.10 

4 Peter Philippa Community League 6 Blue 13 16 1.23 

5 Joshua Carroll Community League 2 17 24 1.41 

6 Peter Papathanasiou Masters League Over-45s 18 26 1.44 

7 Jake Bradley NPL 2 under-23s 11 16 1.45 

8 Cameron Reeves State League 1 Blue 15 26 1.73 

9 Nicholas Thomson State League 1 Reserve Blue 13 24 1.85 

10 Nick Dean State League 3 Reserve 13 24 1.85 

11 Liam Bessell-Koprek State League 2 Reserve 20 37 1.85 

12 Peter Kibble Community League 4 Blue 14 26 1.86 

13 Nathan Scotter Community League 5 Orange 9 17 1.89 

14 Thomas Young Masters League 1 19 37 1.95 

15 Brett Bennett State League 3 16 34 2.13 

16 Liam Murphy State League 2 9 20 2.22 

17 Louis Merrill State League 1 Orange 7 16 2.29 

18 Andrew Gourley Community League 6 White 11 28 2.55 

19 Jake Sheehan Masters League 3 7 19 2.71 

20 Kieran Connor Community League 3 14 40 2.86 

21 Chris Dryland Masters League 2 5 17 3.40 

22 Ruben Mayenco Community League 6 Orange 14 58 4.14 

2021 BEN PAULL 
GOLDEN GLOVES 
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Wait, what? 
 
Remember how I was saying just now that goalkeepers too often go unnoticed? Well 2016’s SCUM 
annual edition resoundingly proved that point by straight up forgetting to include the Golden Glove 
award. That’s right—this time we dropped the ball. 
 
Not content to stand by and let such an injustice go unresolved, and thanks to some not at all partisan or 
self-interested lobbying from Plastic on behalf of goalkeepers everywhere, SCUM presents the 2016 
standings in full, and only five years late. Show your goalkeepers some love, people. 
 

 

Rank Player Team Games Conceded Ratio 

1 Peter Papathanasiou Masters League 1 Blue 30 26 0.867 

2 Cameron Fox State League 9 Blue 23 25 1.087 

3 Jake Bradley Capital League Reserves 8 9 1.125 

4 Nunzio Franco Capital League 17 21 1.235 

5 Hugh Paterson State League 5 Orange 16 20 1.250 

6 Tom Cutler State League 5 Blue 14 18 1.286 

7 Benjamin Nicholls State League 2 11 15 1.364 

8 Stephen Wilkinson Masters League 2 8 11 1.375 

9 Nick Dean State League 6 Orange 15 21 1.400 

10 Peter Ness State League 1 18 27 1.500 

11 Nikolai Milosevic State League 9 Orange 17 26 1.529 

12 Michael Blacksell Masters League 1 Orange 14 26 1.857 

13 Joseph Mickleburgh State League 4 20 38 1.900 

14 Souveek Halder State League 6 Blue 17 42 2.471 

15 Simon Blake Masters League 3 12 31 2.583 

16 Jake McGaw State League 3 10 27 2.700 

2016 BEN PAULL 
GOLDEN GLOVES 
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 State League 1 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Weston Molonglo FC 1 14 12 2 0 48 8 40 38 2.7 
2 UC Stars Football 6 14 10 1 3 48 21 27 31 2.2 
3 ANUFC 1 15 10 2 3 49 26 23 32 2.1 
4 Belnorth FC 4 14 7 4 3 45 23 22 25 1.8 
5 Gungahlin Juventus 2 14 8 1 5 40 24 16 25 1.8 
6 Majura FC 6 14 6 4 4 35 29 6 22 1.6 
7 ADFA FC 1 12 4 1 7 16 30 -14 13 1.1 
8 ANUFC 3 15 3 2 10 30 40 -10 11 0.7 
9 Monaro Panthers FC 3 14 0 2 12 10 55 -45 2 0.1 

10 Woden Valley SC 9 14 0 1 13 13 78 -65 1 0.1 
 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Miles Jennings  Players’ Player of the Season: Jack Gibson 
 
Following the generosity of the NPL23's squad to not take the time to consider players that weren't yet in 
the territory for uni during their trials, 17-time SL1 Player's Player Edward Dickinson stuck his hand up to 
pick the the territory's top young talent. The departure of the formidable coaching presence that was Sir 
Greg Kelly meant the squad was looking to have to be rebuilt from the ground up. However, regardless 
of the incoming talent, Ed was armed with two pieces of knowledge: 1) There was no need to sign a new 
number nine, and 2) 'You look good you play good'. The final pick was a squad for the ages; a great mix 
of youth and experience that was guaranteed to be front-runners for the title and put the Hellenic Club 
through its paces.  
 
Returning to the SL1 squad was Oscar 'Dad' Wills, to provide some much needed fatherly guidance to 
the large selection of first-year talent that gave the indication Ed had recently played too much FIFA Career 
Mode. Another resigning, albeit a few weeks later, took place in the form of the C-licensed women's coach 
Rob Illingworth who, had the season not been cruelly interrupted, would have ensured that we were well 
positioned to lose the grand final, given his years of expertise in this area. The squad also picked up the 
infamous Moose bartender Jared Hearn and NPL veterans Alex Ollman and Leo Baeza; all three coming 
down after 12 collective years in the top squads. Big impacts and many goals were expected from this 
trio; two of whom lived up to that billing (hint: it wasn't Ollman).  
 
The season started off like any other; banging in five within 25 minutes against Majura, before losing 2-0 
away to a Gungahlin side that we would eventually come back to haunt. An ANUFC tale so classic, some 
say Nicholas Seefried was there. Young starlets Miles Jennings and Cooper Bergin Piggot would 
quickly learn of the physical nature of the State Leagues throughout these matches and ultimately 
prepared themselves for the subsequent reverse fixtures later in the season: the former knocking himself 
out cold on the back post and the latter sleeping through a game only several hundred meters from where 
he lived. Once he'd learned to stop mimicking Ollman and take less than 14 touches, the flair of Jules 
Richalot shone through early on; making the ADFA backline look real silly and ensuring we secured 
several key results, including a scrapy away win against Monaro.  
 

STATE LEAGUE 1 (ANUFC1) 
 SEASON REVIEW 
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Among the season highlights was the first annual ANU SL1 derby, brought on by the Capital Football 
restructure of the State Leagues. Against a team led by the inevitable figure of Lachlan Bayliss, and 
following a draw between our teams in the preseason, this game was always poised to be a thriller. Our 
prolific Phil Foden babushka doll Jack Gibson snagged a hat-trick after demoralizing the poor opposition 
centre back who, despite having a comfortable foot and a half in the air, struggled to contain the 
reflections off of Jack's blonde tips when attempting to challenge for any 50/50. Jack's efforts, as well as 
Jared's neat little finish, ensured that Bayliss' inability to see beyond a few feet without his glasses and not 
the most obvious offside call since Italy 2002 did not impact the allocation of the three points and 
subsequent derby bragging rights.  
 
Not to be outdone by Jack's on-field showing, our illustrious French centre-back Gus "Blanc" Johnson 
took it upon himself to lay claim to the season's Golden Boot early on. Having struggled for form and 
missed several clear cut chances earlier in the season, Gus went on to score five; four at home in the first 
leg before a breath-taking stunner away at Upstairs Moose in a performance Peter Drury would only have 
described as "simply mesmerising". 
 
Following this outstanding finishing and thus a clear lack of necessity for a goal-scoring phenomenon, we 
decided to sign another one anyway in the form of Sam Smith from NPL1. His performances at right back 
for the Panthers demonstrated a vision and a drive that we felt could bolster our already deadly forward 
line and according to Sam, at the simultaneous peaks of his career and his pubescence, he too was once 
a forward. He capped his first goals in the blue and white against our ageing foes the University of 
Canberra; saving us from the embarrassment of throwing away a 4-0 lead (after mistakenly taking Ollman 
off) to clinch the winner in a 5-4 nailbiter.        
 
We rounded out the second half of the season almost undefeated; a testament to our formidable backline 
led by our fantastic Jekyll and Hyde pairing in Tyler "Jaap Stam from a distance" Grindal, the safest man 
ever to grace a football pitch, and the ever-buoyant Alex Clarke who made his versatility known by taking 
penalties off of forwards, hitting long balls like a midfielder and finishing like a defender. Cameron 'Chad' 
Reeves capped off several great saves on a chilly Deakin afternoon by ensuring we had the largest away 
crowd for what was comfortably the least important game of our season, in which Callum Wilson also 
cracked a 40-yard volley into the top corner that Gus would later go on to describe as "not bad". Our 
versatile fly-half Liam O'Rorke also bagged a cheeky chip at this fixture, following it up the next week with 
what was easily the assist of the season; a massive accolade given how often he assisted starving university 
students with humble loaves courtesy of Three Mills bakery.    
 
We were unfortunate to finish off our season by slipping up at home, with a 2-1 loss to UC in what would 
be, unbeknownst to anyone at the time, our last kick as a team. To say the ANUFC1 team was grateful for 
the season we did get would be an understatement, and we as coaches have both the club and each and 
every player to thank for making it all possible. We look forward to spanking Bayliss again next season.  
 

Ed Dickinson 
2021 SL1 Head Coach 
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 State League 1 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 

1 Weston Molonglo FC 1 14 12 2 0 48 8 40 38 2.7 
2 UC Stars Football 6 14 10 1 3 48 21 27 31 2.2 
3 ANUFC 1 15 10 2 3 49 26 23 32 2.1 
4 Belnorth FC 4 14 7 4 3 45 23 22 25 1.8 
5 Gungahlin Juventus 2 14 8 1 5 40 24 16 25 1.8 
6 Majura FC 6 14 6 4 4 35 29 6 22 1.6 
7 ADFA FC 1 12 4 1 7 16 30 -14 13 1.1 
8 ANUFC 3 15 3 2 10 30 40 -10 11 0.7 
9 Monaro Panthers FC 3 14 0 2 12 10 55 -45 2 0.1 

10 Woden Valley SC 9 14 0 1 13 13 78 -65 1 0.1 
 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Alfie Killigrew Players’ Player of the Season: Nick Warren-Smith 
 
2021 Squad: 
    
Coaches: Lachlan Bayliss and Liam Sanby Games Goals Yellow Cards 
Alfie Killigrew  13 1  
Ariel Larkey 15 13  
Benedict Frohlich 7 1  
Braydon Turner 7 1  
Dan Nguyen 14 2  
Diego Olaya 7 1 1 
Harry Moseley 10 3 1 
Jack Jenkins 10 3 2 
Lachlan Bayliss 15 1  
Lachlan Wisdom 15 1 3 
Liam Sanby 15  1 
Louis Merrill 7   
Matthew Wilson 13 1  
Michael Sywalk 9   
Nick Warren-Smith 14   
Phillip O’Byrne 15  1 
Robert Monterosso 12 1  
Thomas Larkin 11  1 
Tom Rope 15   
 

STATE LEAGUE 1 (ANUFC3) 
SEASON REVIEW 
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Gulson Canberra – The Home of Fine Cars for over 50 years. 

Gulson Canberra was established in 1963 by Ray Gulson. What started out as a 

motorsport and tuning shop quickly grew into a successful motor dealership. Ray 

has always had a passion for motorsport and special motor vehicles, with a desire to 

meet and exceed the needs and desires of his customers key to his success. 

Today, that tradition continues, with Gulson Canberra now owned by Ray’s son, 

Graham. Enthusiasm, passion, and customer service are still our core principles.  

We now represent Porsche, Fiat, Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Dodge, and Jeep brands. 

Our dedicated and enthusiastic showroom team are available by appointment, so 

please contact them on 02 6280 6755 or at sales@gulson.com.au for any inquiries. 

Services and Parts remain open for essential services.

AWAY DAYS IN YASS 

Community League 6 
Yass v ANUFC 
Walker Park 1 
15 May (matchday 5) 

SCUM • 16 
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 State League 1 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 ANUFC 4 13 11 1 1 50 14 36 34 2.6 
2 Weston Molonglo FC 2 12 8 2 2 60 16 44 26 2.2 
3 Gungahlin Juventus 3 13 8 2 3 36 21 15 26 2.0 
4 Belnorth FC 5 12 7 1 4 32 22 10 22 1.8 
5 UC Stars Football 7 12 6 2 4 43 26 17 20 1.7 
6 ANUFC 2 13 6 1 6 47 24 23 19 1.5 
7 Monaro Panthers FC 4 12 3 1 8 28 40 -12 10 0.8 
8 Majura FC 7 12 1 0 11 23 82 -59 3 0.3 
9 ADFA FC 2 11 0 0 11 7 81 -74 0 0.0 

 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Ruairi Fleming  Players’ Player of the Season: Ross Edwards 
 
Despite the loss of key players from last season, in Callum Philips and Moseph Elkheir, the boys from 
ANUFC4 started the season with high hopes. With the return of injured stars John Mammoliti and Marco 
De Angelis, and a number of shrewd new signings in Sam Hayes, Sam Nixon, Harry Crawford and Alex 
Hendry, the team was looking stronger, and more handsome, than it had ever been, the latter in no small 
part down to the departure of former keeper Joey Mickleburgh. With the ageing but nonetheless dynamic 
Davies at the helm, alongside longstanding co-coach and delicious toyboy De Angelis, the squad were 
confident of taking the SL2 Reserves title, despite loud noises coming from Lovie and his lads. However, 
it wasn’t to be! Shit hit the fan two weeks prior to season commencement. We were thrown in two divisions 
higher at the unknown level at SL1 Reserves and told to battle it out with the infamous Turps who’d picked 
up the cream of the crop during pre-season trials! After a 3-0 drubbing at UC in a pre-season friendly 
while testing an experimental 1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 formation, the boys were apprehensive. Was this a 
step too far? Had we bitten off more than we could chew?  
 
The answer was an EMPHATIC no! ANUFC4 had a phenomenal season, only losing the one game to 
Belwest in the bog of Lyneham after what felt like six months of rain. Aside from another solitary draw on 
the world’s dodgiest pitch at Weston, all opponents were brushed aside with ease. Our final game, against 
Weston, secured the title with weeks to spare: this despite “snow-gate”—the unforgivable absence of three 
of our stars, Lachie Tan, Max Bonic and Harry Crawford, who opted for a weekend at the snow rather than 
a battle in the trenches with their brothers. The season’s stats read: 13 played; 11 won; one draw; one 
loss; goal difference +36—waaaaaayyyyyy above average.  
 
Spearheaded by the maturing Cameron Sambridge in attack, marshalled by a defence led by Captain 
Nicholas Pyne and colossal new signing Sam Nixon, propelled forward by a midfield dominated by Ross 
Edwards and De Angelis and padded out by Jeremy Saleh, victories came consistently, and the free-
flowing football made spectators moist and weak at the knees. Ruairi “Mr Sex” Fleming’s clinical finishing 
on the Mooseheads dance floor ensured that nobody was left frustrated. Surprisingly, even Podge scored 
a few crackers from beyond halfway. Scoreless for the season were James Patterson, John Mammoliti, 
Lachie Tan, Max Bonic and Harry Crawford—you know what’s coming chaps… ;-) 
 

STATE LEAGUE 1 RESERVES 
(ANUFC4) SEASON REVIEW 
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The ANU derbies were played in good spirits, at a high level. For 2021, Davies and De Angelis came out 
on top of Turps (not literally, sadly!), but no doubt Turps and his boys will be seeking revenge in 2022. 
Despite the season ending prematurely as a result of the Rona, the boys managed to clinch the 
premiership in what will go down as a monumental season, marking our ongoing climb towards the A-
League. Rumour has it ANUFC’s president has approached Davies and De Angelis to discuss the 
prospects of promotion to the NPL with the end goal being a team in the A-League. At this stage, it is 
unclear what direction the elite coaches plan on steering this championship winning team. What is clear, 
is that never has there been a better team nor a better group of blokes to don the blue and white of 
ANUFC. Onwards and upwards… 
 
 
 
 
 
Players Player: 321 voting for weekly Man of the Match ended unbelievably 
close, although Ross Edwards deservedly took the prize. Ross’ season was truly 
phenomenal, and the award is richly deserved. He’s some player… and we’re 
lucky to have him! 
 
The Coach’s Award was more challenging. In reality, we could have given the 
award to any member of our squad, given contributions in different ways 
(perhaps excluding Lachie Tan, Max Bonic and Harry Crawford, who missed the 
season’s biggest game, to head to the snow!). However, his ability and 
willingness to play in any position, to an exceptionally high standard, over and 
over again, and his ample contributions off the pitch, sees the award go to 
Ruairi Fleming: a talent, a top-bloke and a dream to coach.  
 

 
The coaches would like to thank the entire group for their efforts 
this year. Each squad member is awesome, with a guaranteed 
2022 spot.  

 
We would also like to thank the ANUFC board, particularly 
Jonathan, Harrison, Michael and Brett, for ensuring that the season 
was as close to normality as possible. COVID eventually put a 
dampener on things, but our team spirit and bond has grown over 
another 12 months. Next season will likely be the grand finale in the 
epic career of player-coach Davies and, with this close-knit group, 
there’s no doubt it’s going to be special.  Winning three 
consecutive titles is no mean feat: winning it four years in a row is 
the next challenge.  
 
To our award winners: the entire squad were outstanding this year, 
but your prizes are thoroughly deserved. CONGRATULATIONS.  

 
Rhodri Davies and Marco De Angelis 

2021 SL1R Orange Coaches 

2021’s AWARD WINNERS 

FROM THE 
COACHES 
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Jack Bell: 
 
Jack de Bell, also called Jack Attack, Jack he don’t have my back, Jack who 
loves to give the woodwork a smack and the Ronaldo of SL1 Reserves, 
returned to the boys for another stellar season. With a deadly left foot and 
questionable beer choices, Jack finished the season with two goals from nine 
appearances including a mid-season 50 metre worldie to finish a 5-1 
drumming of Majura.  
 
A winger by trade, centre back by mentality and failed striker by goals output, 
Jack de Bell has identified as a future leader of Da Finga Blasters. When asked 
what separated him from his teammates, inspirational gaffer and team leader 
Podge Davies commented ‘Jacko is like a son to me, every now and again his 
gets out of line but I give him the stern word (aka. ‘the finger’) and it puts him 
back in line.’ Jacko occupies a special place in the hearts of the Da Finga 
Blasters and we hope to see him next year for another title charge. 
 
Max Bonic: 
 

An ever-present figure in the team, like an uncle that stands too close behind 
you when you’re cutting Christmas cake. Reliable, always handy, but dear lord 
you’ve got no idea what his intentions are. Max had a great season, until he 
didn’t. He put in many strong defensive performances this year, with his 
trademark no nonsense defending, which regularly ends with studs coming 
within inches of an opposition’s tibia. 
 
However, Max’s biggest failing of the season puts him at severe risk of 
irreparable status damage. Cometh the hour, cometh the man, and this man, 
nay, boy, simply disappeared off to the snow for some bang average pizza turns 
on frozen water instead of showing up for most important game of the season. 
His partners in crime are also guilty of such treason, but Max has always been a 
strong proponent of making sure one’s priorities are right, and in this case, he 
got it severely wrong. I don’t know how he sleeps at night. 
 

Now, if Max showed the same amount of determination in his football as he has done in getting a rag tag 
cricket team together (which seems to have vanished as fast as it appeared), he could be a decent player. 
With all this being said, I look forward to next season where Max will have to claw back his dignity and 
return to the lowly heights from which he fell. 
 
Harry Crawford: 
 
If you didn’t know who Harry Crawford was before the start of this season you’d be forgiven. Despite 
playing for ANUFC for a number of years, Harry spent the early part of his football career plying his trade 
in the lower divisions of the club. Harry, however, was gifted a chance to prove that he had what it takes 
to thrive in the higher divisions after being thrown a lifeline by elite-level coaches Davies and De Angelis 
to play with the best of the best in SL1R. The exact circumstances surrounding Harry’s signing are subject 
to much speculation. The rumour is that veterans Max “Diet Coke” Bonic and Lachie “Palm Beach” Tan 

PLAYER PROFILES 
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refused to sign their new contracts unless a contract was 
also offered to Harry. Harry’s signature turned out to be 
a good piece of business for SL1R, as he established 
himself as a key player for the team. Deployed at centre 
back and, on occasion, full-back, Harry was heralded for 
his tenacity and hard-hitting style of football.  
 

However, despite performing 
well on the field, Harry’s season was plagued 
by off field controversy which saw his name 
in the headlines, not for his ability to play the 
beautiful game, but rather for his ability to go 
on a bender. Crawford was often spotted on 
a Friday night stalking the Mooseheads 
dance floor with captain Nicholas “ocean 
eyes” Pyne. Despite going out seemingly 
every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Harry 
failed to replicate his on-field performances 
off the field with his statistics leaving a lot to 
be desired.  

 
Marco De Angelis: 
 
After suffering a major ACL setback last season, Marco De Angelis returned 
with venom into our midfield, not just as co-coach, nor even just as Podge’s 
toyboy, but as a man on a mission. 
 
Despite missing most of pre-season and threatening to implement a “vineyards 
> football” policy, Marco ended up being one of our finest contributors this 
season once again. 
 

Marco’s Season in Numbers: 
 
Marco put in a string of consistent performances in with average 
running stats of 13 kms per game (if he is to be believed) and backed 
it up with a respectable 3:14am average leaving Moose time. His 
biceps grew 3cm in diameter, and he had a 320% increase in 
interactions with Jeremy’s mum.  
 
His consistency on the pitch meant that he was perpetually winning 
man of the match honours, and he was one of the main reasons we 
dominated teams all season. In the coming years it will be great to see 
Marco evolve into the sort of player and man worthy of his Misso 
coming along to a match, but in the meantime, accepting a couple of 
our friend requests wouldn’t go astray. 
 
 
 

 

Harry’s Season Statistics 
Goals: 0 Girls Kissed: 3 
Assists: 0 Hands Held: 30 
Stepovers: 1.5 Sexual Partners: 0 

Ex-Girlfriends Upset: 1 
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Shohan de Silva: 
 
A mysterious injury hampered much of the Sho's season but what he 
showed us when he entered the park was a point of difference that was 
absolutely needed in attack. Pace, left foot and right foot, some of the 
qualities that many of the team’s wingers lack dearly (looking at you 
Douros!). In 2020, Sho demonstrated his versatility and in 2021, that was 
no different. With a game in goal a standout performance, albeit with that 
mysterious injury. However, Sho's best performances came off the park this 
season... team cameraman - some of those shots were amazing, but more 
of the gaffer was needed, and in the growing of the moustache - the 
undisputed number one. Some are hunting you down Shohan de Silva, 
with pitchforks and torches. 
 
Rhodri Davies:  
 
Dad, Papi, Podge, Professor Davies, President of Da Finga Blasters, the Welsh dragon, the gaffer, DILF.  
It’s tough to find some new content to write about a bloke that’s probably had 20 player profiles, a couple 
of which may have been produced on a typewriter, but I’ll give it a red-hot crack.  Back for his, I think I’ve 
lost count let’s say tenth crack at a grand final win, Podge came into the season full of optimism with such 
a strong squad who wished to continue under his tutelage and of course the Welsh George Clooney, was 
again ready to resume his ‘critical’ role at the base of the midfield three. Pre-season started, and Mr. ‘I 
track how many kilometers I do at training’ was ready to put the squad with a few new additions through 
its paces. I would say that his idea of pre-season fitness was at the least questionable and unusual. The 
continual games of British bulldog which I had not played since primary school was a personal highlight. 
Honestly, I think other strength and conditioning coaches should take note.  
 
So, with Podge getting himself and his players at their physical and emotional peak the season was ready 
to begin. The season was surprisingly full of highlights for Davies despite a few questioning if father time 
was catching up with him.  One thing Podge had not lost was his pure shit-housery mastered over the 
decades. Whether it was giving the American from UC a piece of his mind and screaming in agony at what 
was a touch of his ankle, or staying down on a few occasions where momentum was against us, these 
examples of invaluable experience at least demonstrated he was good for at least one thing.  
 
Moving on, other highlights include redefining the defensive midfield role, something Sam Nixon was 
regularly happy to point out. One thinks of a number six as a disciplined midfield general who screens the 
back four, but not Mr Davies. Dad was often seen with a nosebleed, he was that high up the pitch, but not 
the kind of nosebleed Marco gets. This revolutionary attacking freedom where the Defensive midfielder 
let his eight and ten actually defend while he marauded forward did however, produce some results. 
Podge had his best scoring season in quite some time and as we continually heard week after week, they 
weren’t tap ins. One usually so wasteful in front of goal had found perhaps too late in his career his 
shooting boots. Literally the main reason I feel he was so successful was the matchday six strike on the 
side of his boots: David Beckham eat your heart out. The Roberto Carlos-esque outside of the boot goal 
against Monaro and the thumping hit in the varsity were just two examples of his newfound knack for 
important goals. Off the pitch, too, the gaffer was turning back the clock, some late by his middle-aged 
standards Moosehead appearances and constant advances towards Lachie Tan and Ross Edwards were 
indicative to his commitment to the team. All in all, despite an unfortunate abrupt end to the season, 
Davies had again impressively led his men to another league title, hopefully much like the great Tom 
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Brady he will continue to perform at a high-level and lead the mighty Finga Blasters to a lucrative grand 
final win before hanging up his famous boots.  Finally, I will leave you with two images which encapsulate 
the season of one Rhodri Davies.  

 
Nicholas Douros  
 
The Greek heartthrob; a rat; a disgraced former young Labor leader; we’ll C U Next Tuesday—Nick Douros 
has been known by many names amongst teammates and opposition players throughout season 2021. 
When he’s not busy looking at himself in the mirror or on his phone, or if he’s not looking at the many 
posters he has of Andrew Barr in his bedroom, he’s sitting on halfway lines across a variety of ACT playing 
fields, ready to be fed from the players behind him. It’s actually surprising that we didn’t have more 
hamstring injuries this season with the midfield and fullbacks having to do all the hard work while he sat 
at the halfway line, plotting which work colleague he was going to hurl abuse at next. His threat going 
forward, along with a delicious delivery, has seen him create chances and goals for his teammates this 
season, occasionally finding the back of net himself. In saying that, his efficiency in the final third would 
see him only valued at 5.5 on Fantasy Premier League.  
 

Fullbacks across the State League 1 Reserves 
competition have found themselves going into an 
early retirement as he’s nutmegged them, turned 
back around, nutmegged them again, and 
nutmegged them for a third time just to be sure he’s 
done his job. This ties in with his lack of efficiency in 
the final third. Talks of him potentially going back to 
Melbourne have been met with anger across senior 
members of the championship winning side, as they 
are eager to get him to sign the contract to remain a 
part of the 2022 side looking to continue where they 
ended in 2021. In saying that, as a team collectively, 
we are probably all secretly happy that he’s leaving 
(*** Disclaimer: the latter statement is not true!). 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure One: Rhodri’s heat map Figure Two: The strike against Monaro 
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Ross Edwards: 
 
Ross Edwards, also known as the rock around which ANUFC4 is built, has many qualities. Probably best 
renowned for his lusty moustache, his thunder thighs that look surgically enhanced, and his silky touch, 
what excites ANUFC4s most about our dear Ross is the fact that he’s likely the next ANU marriage cab off 
the rank, along with which comes a guaranteed stag, the type of party at which Da Finga Blasters excel! A 
move to Melbourne has been mooted, but with agent fees holding up the deal, we’re optimistic and 
hopeful that he will return for another title charge in 2022!  
 

Training at SL4 often amounted to a warmup lap, British bulldogs, 
possession, and World Cup. In every session Ross would pivot towards 
Coach Davies, his crypto lover and fellow Link boy, for a partner. In every 
session, Coach Davies carried Rosstacles to the victory. During games, 
Edwards was notorious for playing the six, eight and ten roles 
simultaneously, allowing his midfield partners the freedom to roam and 
cause carnage as they desired. A season full of highlights ended with 
Choss picking up Players’ Player, an accolade that was fully deserved (all 
jokes aside!). With some tasty finishes and some big hits to look back on, 
nothing stands out more than the twist and handoff to the neck against 
Monaro in our first game of the season: this powerhouse is hopefully 
here to stay… we’re hoping that the prospect of a go-boat infused stag 
do, a Chainlink and BTC pump, and a title in 2022, will keep him around!  

 
Ruairi Fleming: 
 
The Finga Blasters were all set for the title run this year after their ultimate utility Ruairi Fleming informed 
management that Mum had signed off on his permission form to re-join the squad for the 2021 season. 
And, so it came to pass, that after Golden Creek HS rung its bell on Wednesday afternoons, Ruairi would 
drop his girlfriends home and make his way over to South Oval for training, which regularly left him 
strapping up his boots during the warmup. It must be said however, that once Mr Fleming arrived, he was 
a sight for sore eyes. The face of Tommy Gun’s barbershop in Civic clearly put his lucrative signing bonus 
towards a full wardrobe of tracksuits in the pre-season, repping a full set each and every week, coming in 
close behind Nicholas ‘Yellow-Card’ Douros for the most fashionable member of the squad. Thankfully, 
once on the field he was a revelation. To start the season, Ruairi was working his magic up and down the 
sideline from right back before a short spell of poor form saw him lose his place to certified stud James 
Patterson. However, Ruairi quickly found his way back into the first eleven, in the midfield, with the ageing 
legs of half-centurion Davies desperate for some respite as the season wore on. He was lightning with the 
ball at his feet, a genius going forward and an unconventional but effective finisher, in essence, everything 
the team needed from its new attacking midfielder. Ruairi put in some immense performances throughout 
the year, damaging ADFA from the middle and from the wing, finishing the season with three goals from 
13 appearances, having assisted many more.  
 
On the 11th of August 2021, Mr Sex and the Finger Blasters finally met their match. Andrew Barr and the 
ACT government were left with no choice but to lock up wives and daughters across Canberra in a 
desperate attempt to salvage what was left of the city, dashing Sex’s conquest for total domination and a 
Division 1 reserve football title. Mr Sex now spends his days hastily clinging onto his snapchat streaks, 
awaiting his return to the KFC in Golden Creek on Saturdays, and will surely return to the ANUFC in season 
2022 to finish off what he started. 
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Samuel Hays: 
 
Cries of heartbreak and despair 
rang across the territory when the 
final spot on ANU’s most coveted 
team was given to Samuel Hays. 
Countless talented footballers 
have set out for years to earn a 
priceless spot on the ANU 4s, but 
only the truly great can succeed. 
The sadness and disappointment 
quickly turned to anger as 
rumours of nepotism began to 
circulate. Did he know one of the 
coaches? Did he know the 
captain? Was it simply an 
administrative error? No one 
could believe a defender from the 
lower leagues in Wagga had managed to earn the last spot in the squad as a winger. And they were right, 
he hadn’t earnt it at all, having only shown up to one preseason trial. However, the plethora of cries fell on 
deaf ears as Samuel’s name still found its way onto the team sheet come the start of the season. 
 
The start of the season did little to silence Samuel’s doubters, as he went the first ten weeks as a winger 
without registering a single goal or assist. Samuel can only thank his magnificent teammates, as despite 
his borderline refusal to contribute, their stellar play led the team to go undefeated during this stretch and 
the calls from Samuel’s doubters were drowned out by the elation of the supporters. Finally, after ten long 
and hard weeks, Samuel managed to find his way onto the scoresheet, expertly bundling the ball over the 
line with his stomach from half a yard out. Despite the unusual nature of his finish, once that first goal hit 
the back of the net, Samuel’s confidence exploded and he didn’t look back as the goal contributions 
began to flow. His work rate, determination and consistency were all enviable as he became a regular 
fixture bombing up and down the wings for this championship side. Congratulations to Samuel on his first 
season with the club, which saw him pick up his first league title, as well as finishing on an impressive goal 
tally of three alongside club greats such as captain Nicholas Pyne and coach Rhodri Davies. 
 
Alex Hendry: 
 
SL4’s favourite Cabaret Performer, Jail Guard, and Goalkeeper - in that order. It is ironic that Alex should 
work at the AMC Jail after his attempted grooming of Ruari Fleming at our initiation evening, but we’re 
not here to talk about criminal records. After the loss of Mr Joey Micklebrough, it was always going to be 
hard for the next keeper to match his enthusiasm and passion for the world game.  
 
But Alex rose to the occasion. What Alex lacked in height he made up for with a dainty touch and dulcet 
tones. A stalwart between the sticks, Alex’s season has been consistently strong - mainly due to the world-
class performances of ANUFC4’s back line, and particularly down the right wing when Patto is on the pitch. 
When we’ve needed him most, however, Alex has come through for us, even when hit with the Omega 
variant. He never shied away from coming off his line to snatch a ball from the air, a clearance from the 
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ground or Ruari’s virginity from his rectum. All in all - a good keeper, a great hobbit impersonator, a stellar 
Burlesque performer, and an asset to ANUFC4 for years to come (hopefully). 
 
John Mammoliti: 
 
The Italian stallion, if stallions pulled in at an enchanting dichotomy of 4ft 9in and 90kgs of muscle. John 
is the only man in football who could find a way to make himself useful as the self-appointed assistant 
coach of a team that already has two gaffers, but he’s managed it and in style.  
 
The only thing John loves more than a fresh pair of bone white trainers is a ping across the face of his own 
goal from left back. Defiant in the face of groans from the sideline whenever he does, he’s convinced that 
putting the right back under pressure is worth it for the satisfaction of a well struck ping. John is a man 
who sees no value in simply getting something on an incoming cross and putting it out of harm’s way, if a 
clearance hasn’t been hit on the volley first time with the as much power as one can muster, it’s not a 
proper clearance. Not wanting to get bogged down in the eccentricities of John’s game, let’s take a 
moment to appreciate his tireless work ethic up and down the wing from fullback, attacking crosses into 
the box with both feet and better approximation of professionalism in training than anyone, gaffers 
included, in our team has managed this season.  

 
John’s hard work failed to translate to goals, however, as he finished the season without one. He will 
mutter, when asked about it, something about a goal in the first game of the season but the first game for 
the Finga Blasters was round two, and we look forward to seeing John’s cracking arse au natural on this 
year’s nudie run. Persistent running up and down the wing, though more often up than down, commitment 
in the 50/50 and 0/15 aerial battles won for the season, the Finger Blasters would not have had the success 
we did without the Italian Wombat. 
 
Sam Nixon: 
Early season scouting reports described a young buckeroo, full of energy and 
briming with potential. After some under the table negotiations and sold on the 
promise of crypto riches and footballing glory (or maybe just the fact he could 
now put SL1R on his footballing Resume !), the towering centre back arrived 
in pre-season at the peak of his ability. Under the mentoring of the power 
couple, turned coaching partnership extraordinare; Podgettino and Marco 
Bielsa, this little caterpillar broke through from the shackles of his chrysalis a 
transformed into one hell of a defensive butterfly.  
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Towering well above the diminutive figures of opposition strikers, who trembled in his presence and able 
to catch them up in a single bound, it wasn't uncommon to see a striker in tears in their post match 
interview, crying at the unfairness of his godlike physique. One UC striker even went as far as to ask the 
Ref to check if he was wearing stilts. Alas only a tanned pair of toned calf muscles were found. One 
defensive master-class after another soon galvanised this legend into the folklore of yet another victorious 
campaign for the SL1Rs with numerous honours to his name: 
 

• Most successful last ditch slide tackles. 
• Most teammates defended when they almost got into a fight. 
• Best goals-to-minutes-played-as-striker ratio. 

 
Just to name a few... It is safe to say that Sam Nixon, or the Snicmeister, as he was sometimes affectionately 
known, has been an absolute asset to the team (many pundits calling it the "signing of the century"), and 
with a bit or smart investing in the upcoming crypto boom, the team should hopefully be able to keep him 
for many more victorious seasons to come. 
 
James Patterson: 
 
Contrary to popular belief, the keener eye would 
notice James brought a more decision-making 
style of play to the SL1Res 2021 table. Early 
decision making is the hallmark of an elite, and 
no one embodies this better than James ‘Patto’ 
‘King Swim’ Patterson. Whether it’s the look in his 
eyes four metres behind and due East of his 
right-wing counterpart, or the spider-like run up 
to attack the bouncing ball 14 metres outside the 
box, you know he’s already made that decision. 
He decided this year to balance his chicken legs 
with a sub-4-minute-km running pace—an 
attribute he hid very well from the football pitch. 
Even before a game, you bet he’s decided to clear his post-game schedule to watch local SL1 celebrity 
striker Jack. Reminiscent of last season’s ANU Derby clash, Patto deemed it necessary to give away another 
80th minute penalty to this year’s arch-rivals—thank God Caspar saved the day. Patto’s game became so 
proficient, it began to seep into his football life. Days before a date with Downstairs Moose, he will have 
decided if it was to be a snow party or a smoke-bomb. And last, but not least, he decided from the 
beginning of the season that he would again be on the nudie—a travesty. 
 
Malcolm Sambridge: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sambridge of the year 2021. Confirmed.  
 
 

 

To sign, or not to sign: that was the 2021 question: 
Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer 

The slings and arrows of outrageous tackles, 
And to take knees against State League 1 teams, 

And by opposing end them? To die: to sleep; 
 

To sleep: perchance to score: ay, there’s the rub; 
For in that sleep of glory what dreams may come 

When we have shuffled off the final defender, 
Must give us pause: where’s the veneration 

For the keeper must realise, James has two left feet. 
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Nick Pyne (C): 
 
When Saturday morning comes around and he wakes up to that smell of wet grass to pull that armband 
over his bulging bicep. He is no longer shy Nicolas in the strategic policy branch from treasury. No. He is 
Captain.  
 

Like King Leonidas leading the Spartans, he 
makes an army of eleven feel like eleven 
thousand. He can command from the back 
or lead up front making opponents dazzled 
as to how a man can be in two positions at 
the same time. But not as dazzled as the 
team with his rain-man halftime speeches. 
Or as dazzled as when one looks into his 
deep blue eyes. Not only does he know how 
to pick the team up in the game but 
somehow finds time to pick up at the game. 
 
The world should be worried because the 
only thing holding this tamed stallion back 
were a pair of ankle spurs. Now that the 
saddle has been ripped off, the paddock 
gate left open and he’s been spanked from 
behind, no team will be ready for the havoc 
this wild horse will wreak. 
 

 
Jeremy Saleh: 
 
Over the past five years I’ve had the privilege to play with Jeremy Saleh, 
having him back this season has been a good laugh and a throwback to his 
days of being a capable midfielder. You never really know what you will get 
from Jez, sometimes you’ll get 20 minutes on the field or sometimes you’ll 
get his absolute best effort, 65 minutes. His personal life has aged like fine 
wine, very well, becoming a fantastic teacher striving for new opportunities 
in his career path. Unlike fine wine, Jeremy has not aged well on the field. 
Playing with 1/4 of a knee, he barely leaves the centre circle but hits around 
4/10 long balls. Despite his laziness and generally average chat, he has 
shocked nearly 95% of this football club by being the tied second top goal 
scorer for State League 1 Reserves. 
 
Yet somehow, he continues to surprise the entire team. Providing his high-quality analysis of the 
2020/2021 EPL season with his hot take of Leeds finishing in the bottom half of the table cost him his 
dignity. Moving from friendly schoolteacher to a really, really shit blonde version of Sergio Agüero, he 
managed at times to mimic his performances during key games this season, minus the pace, talent and 
looks. No matter where you were on the field, you could spot him from his weird running prance and his 
horrific blonde hair.  
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Unfortunately for us, he somehow managed to own this look, to the sadness of many in the team. Asides 
from all these very average qualities, of which there are many, he has been a rock in midfield providing 
the work rate worse than me but a contribution larger than mine. From his left foot strike against UC being 
pivotal in a big win in the middle of the season, to his attempts at leadership playing a big part in our 
season, he’s averaged out to being a really, really average bloke.   
 
With this potentially being my last season with the team, it’s been a pleasure to play with him in what has 
been the most successful season for us. I will miss him constantly giving me shit for anything and 
everything I do. 
 
Cameron Sambridge: 
 

What an honour to be able to write a player profile for the son of ANU 
SL1R’s number one supporter Malcolm Sambridge. With his last season 
ending with a hamstring complaint (something all the best players in this 
team suffer from), Cam was out for revenge, seeing the season out with a 
goal per game. Though he did sit out a few games with some niggles, he 
was always sure to show up and support the team: even offering to ‘walk 
the line’ (rather than run it). This lack of pace up and down the sideline was 
well noted as he was unable to find himself in a suitable position when it 
came to judging an offside call for what no doubt would have been the 
goal of the season and for some the goal of their career. This moment of 
course came when a hungover senior member of the squad found himself 
in open space for an overhead top corner worldie. Out of position and 
taking pity to Majura being down a substantial number of goals, Cam 
thought it be best to crush the spirit of his own team mates rather than that 
of the opposition team…or maybe he just wanted to see a few extra naked 
boys come preso night. There’s talk that this may have been his last season 
for ANUFC4. We’re hoping that’s not the case; the boys would be lost 
without Dad on the sidelines.  

 
Chris Schmizzi: 
 
Christopher Schmizzzzzzzz had an immense season with as many influential 
impacts on and off the pitch. His starting spot was undeniable, emerging 
as a must-have wing starter from the season’s outset. Linking up with his 
comrades, Schmiztacles was able to bang in a few easy tap-ins (and one 
goal from a dead ball to win it at UC which was pretty good actually). Some 
say that Chris was so committed the team this season he purposefully left 
his futsal team mates out to dry and skipped every game of the season just 
to focus on his proper football performances. Unfortunately, Chris’ 
expertise did not stretch across to his knowledge of professional football, 
as Chris gained a reputation for having the shittiest football tips in the 
team. However, this was not without some benefit for his teammates, which 
quickly worked out that betting against whatever shit Chris was peddling 
that day would more than likely turn a profit. Towards the end of the season 
Chris was left with a horrific ankle injury from a terrible pitch in an even 
more terrible part of Canberra. Chris’ ankle injury left his duties to the side 
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lines of the pitch at the Helenic club. Chris’ commitment to the team and the drinks with the boys for 
several years in addition with his consistent performances on the pitch have made him vital player that we 
all hope to see legless at the presentation night and back next season. 
 
Lachie Tan: 
 
Lachie “Permatan” Tan contributed to the team in an immeasurable way 
- and I truly mean immeasurable! You could probably count on one 
hand the number of appearances he made on the pitch. He may have 
scored a couple of goals, made a tackle or two, but what he lacked in 
game time he well and truly made up for in performance enhancing abs. 
Although let's not kid ourselves, they definitely didn't enhance HIS 
performance... but my God! His rock hard, chiselled figure, sexy 
caramel-tanned silky-smooth skin, piercing dreamy eyes, all topped off 
with the type of sun-bleached flowing hair that would make you miss 
your own mother's funeral, just to get a few more seconds near it. Just 
remembering that he was on their team made all the boys so hot and 
sweaty that every single one of them found it impossible to do anything 
other than outperform every other man on that pitch... just to make 
ANU's golden performance enhancing mascot proud. 
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 State League 1 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 ANUFC 4 13 11 1 1 50 14 36 34 2.6 
2 Weston Molonglo FC 2 12 8 2 2 60 16 44 26 2.2 
3 Gungahlin Juventus 3 13 8 2 3 36 21 15 26 2.0 
4 Belnorth FC 5 12 7 1 4 32 22 10 22 1.8 
5 UC Stars Football 7 12 6 2 4 43 26 17 20 1.7 
6 ANUFC 2 13 6 1 6 47 24 23 19 1.5 
7 Monaro Panthers FC 4 12 3 1 8 28 40 -12 10 0.8 
8 Majura FC 7 12 1 0 11 23 82 -59 3 0.3 
9 ADFA FC 2 11 0 0 11 7 81 -74 0 0.0 

 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Angus Darragh Players’ Player of the Season: Nicholas Thompson 
 
In a season of COVID, yet again, it feels right to break from tradition and start with the “thank you” section. 
A massive thank you to everyone on the committee. It has been said before that the club is made up of a 
vast number of players who have absolutely zero idea the amount of effort that goes into organising the 
myriad of details that allow us all to play football.  
 
The committee has a thankless task (if it rains, people bitch about not getting enough games; if it’s bone-
dry, people bitch about dusty and hard pitches that hurt their knees when they fall over; if it’s the season 
of COVID people bitch about lockdowns and want to know about refunds for games they have missed). 
Through all this, let’s call the committee what it is (and let’s be honest and look around your squads—very 
few people actually make any contribution to the club): a very small group of dedicated volunteers who 
do it for love not glory—the committee continues to enable us all to play football. Thank you to you all.  
  
Which leads to the first rant for the 
day: the club is now sadly full of 
players who only focus on whether 
they can get to play. This club does 
not run itself. And the bigger we get, 
the harder it is to run the club with the 
meagre number of people who 
volunteer to be on the committee. 
Look around your team—do you like 
playing football? Do you like playing 
with these people? Then do 
something to contribute to the 
running of the club!  
 
 
 
  

STATE LEAGUE 1 RESERVES 
(ANUFC2) SEASON REVIEW 
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And now we come to the second rant for the day. 
 
Firstly, I would like to send a massive shoutout to Lachie and 
Rhodri/Marco’s teams. Both teams were pushed up to SL1/SL1R 
respectively by our good friends at Capital Football. Did they 
complain? No. They just got on with business and in the case of 
SL1R, took the competition by storm—well done, well done indeed.  
 
What does this tell us? Well, a couple of things: 

1. The quality between the various divisions in Canberra football is really not that vast (SL1 v SL2 v 
SL3 isn’t that different—so if you happen to get “dropped” next season, don’t carry on like you are 
Lionel Messi, just go and make the most of it).   

2. There are far too many players f#$king around in “lower” divisions when they could easily be 
playing numerous grades higher. As an aged footballer, well past any grim prime that I may once 
have had, let me share some advice: challenge yourself to play as high as you can, you aren’t 
getting any younger and once injuries/age/families/etc catch up with you, you will not get the 
chance again. And don’t give me this “I want to play with my mates”—take your mates and test 
yourselves.  

 
So well done Rhodri/Marco on winning the Championship, but equally, hats off to Lachie’s team for having 
a red-hot crack outside the comfort zone.  
 
Which brings us to the season of the SL1R (“the lesser”) team.  

 
Nothing more need be said.  
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Normally I would now do the traditional highlights/lowlights, but to be honest it’s been hard to 
differentiate between the two this season, so let’s just go with “things that happened during the season 
that are worth repeating” (chiefly because they made me laugh, sum up the year, or are otherwise worth 
of immortalising in the SCUM).  
 
Things That Happened During The Season That Are Worth Repeating: 
 
Discovery and ongoing improvement of Goalkeeper Nick—kept us in many games and did not get 
chipped anywhere near as often as expect from pre-season (only once I think). A cracking example of what 
can happen to a player who trains really well—fancy that, they get better and better and better. Well done 
Nick.  
 
Ryan copping a ball in the beans—even twenty minutes later 
he was still rolling on the ground in agony saying “it’s 
getting worse”—I was starting to get a bit worried, but he 
confirmed later than evening that everything still worked.  
 
Otis also copping a ball in the beans—still funny.  
 
Jamie absolutely nailing a Majura player in the beans with a 
no look pass—as the guy rolled on the ground he was 
muttering “the dude wasn’t even looking and he still got 
me”. Funny.  
 
Too many Nicks.  
 
Lockdown impaired season once again. 
 
Injuries (Nick S’s shoulder dislocation and end of season, Joel’s ongoing ankle 
challenges, Olly’s hamstring, etc). 
 
Nobody knowing who Ankle Nick was until July—fortunately when he eventually 
re-appeared, he settled in very quickly after finding a kindred spirit.  
 
The game against Belnorth where the backline scored five of the eight goals—tells 
you a lot really.  
 
Spectacular own goals (Nick Strauch particularly—he was also saved from more 
by Goalkeeper Nick—you see what I mean about too many Nicks…) 
 
Brett talking the Monaro local ref out of what looked a pretty fair 90th minute 
penalty for the home team. 
 
Responding to having no Canberra City (our regular rivals over many years) by making every other team 
our bogey team.  
 
Too many passengers—players who think turning up and going through the motions is enough. I have 
news for you: you are getting older, and you aren’t 20 and able to get away with it.  
 
Not once getting our best team on the park—literally not once.  
 

Iain Warner 
2021 SL1R Blue Head Coach 
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Nicknames: Buzz/Buzzy—there is some 
disagreement over the source of this 
nickname but I'm pretty sure it was Mosey 
who started it. The leading theory is that I 
used to wear pair of white, purple and 
green boots that looked remarkedly like 
Buzz Lightyear, coupled with the fact that I 
was in the air force at the time the catch 
phrases 'falling with style' and 'to infinity 
and beyond' were very apt. The deal was 
sealed when I voiced my disapproval of 
the nickname. 
  
Team and League History: I started with 
the Pelicans in 2009 and have stayed with 
the same team ever since—though I think 
I'm one of the last few that haven't moved 
into Masters. I believe it was SL4 back then, 
but with the changes to the leagues over 
the years the team slowly morphed into 
SL1R—nothing like continuous league 
adjustments to make your team level 
sound better even though you technically 
didn't move up or down. 
  
Highlights: At the end of training on willows I retrieved a soccer ball from the far corner, bombing it back 
towards the team for collection. It was a brilliant kick, the ball went so high, and then on its return to earth 
it landed smack bang on the top of Jimmy Dawson's head who had no idea it was happening. Man, was 
Jimmy pissed. 
  
Lowlights: All the old man injuries 
  
Best/most enigmatic referee: That dude from Cooma 
  
Most respected/hated/ opponents: Spindy's brother's team, they harlot themselves out every few 
seasons to a new club. 
  
Did I tell you about the goal I scored when: At Willows against Lanyon once, I was too lazy to keep 
running, so I shot the ball from way, way, way back, left footed, low and hard like a rocket. It was close but 
going to miss until there was the slightest swing at the last second to sneak it into the bottom left of the 
goal, we ended up winning 1-0. 
  
Funniest moment: The amount of nut shots in the 2021 season—with special mention to Jamie Dawe for 
crunching that guy at short range. 
  
The main reasons you have stuck around the club for so long: I really like the people in this club. 
 

 

PLAYER PROFILE: 
BRENDAN  

HENNESSEY 
10 YEARS WITH ANUFC 

The man himself: Celebrating ten years in 2021 
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One of the benefits of putting SCUM together is being granted access to all of ANUFC’s history and 
documentation without having to put in nearly as much effort as the actual committee members. Save the 
few nights a year where I have to actually, y’know, put the work in and compile each issue, this is a pretty 
good deal for someone who enjoys history as much as I do. 
 
Combing the club histories 
has revealed a great many 
fascinating things, and so 
much worth celebrating. 
Though the earliest days 
are a bit hazy—the official 
history compiled in 2012 
writes at the outset ‘while 
we do have some good 
references in some years, 
there are nil records for 
some others’—we’re still 
lucky enough to have a few 
photos to refer to from as 
far back as season 1968.  
 
This sort of record-trawling will only increase in intensity into 2022 when, as you will no doubt have heard 
on more than a few occasions already, ANUFC celebrates its diamond jubilee. With high hopes of 
emulating the 2012 festivities, there will no doubt be plenty of commemoration both on and off the field. 
In order to celebrate this wonderful club as fully as possible, however, we need your help. Volunteers are 
encouraged for the new 60th Anniversary Subcommittee, which, under the watchful eye of club stalwart 
Plastic, will be responsible for putting it all together. If you haven’t been involved with club administration 
before, or want an entry-level pathway into how ANUFC works (which, as Jono has alluded to earlier in the 
issue, doesn’t look too bad on the old resume…), please get in touch with Plastic at 
peter.papathanasiou@gmail.com. Here’s to a fantastic 60th anniversary year! 
 

ANUFC AT 60 

We’re probably still using these kits: One of ANU Soccer Club’s 1968 sides 

Leading the Line: 1975’s ANUSC Division 1 side 
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Coach’s Player of the Season: Marcus Loane      Players’ Player of the Season: Cameron Thomas 
 
The 2021 season started with a lot of promise. It was my second year coaching the team, and we were 
hoping to build on an impressive first year albeit in a COVID-weakened division. The 2021 squad had a 
familiar look, with burly centre-half Rowan, the even burlier Tom, the tough-tackling James Kimber, the 
tough-to-get-the-ball-off (for opponents and teammates alike) Murphy, the energetic Finn, Rhys, and the 
ambidextrous Ed returning. Former Reading academy player Leám King was finally able to make his debut 
for ANU after a few years of negotiations. The departure of Gus Cowan left a hole in midfield Marcus Loane 
was all too willing to fill (more on him later). Ed and Marcus’ mate Tillack turned up at trials and he was 
pretty good at stepping on everyone’s feet in possession, but was also pretty quick, so he made the team. 
The experience and professionalism of Jacob Masina made him a coveted pick up in the late stages of 
preseason. The daring and dashing Bill Sandstrom impressed with his work rate and steely determination 
and was also a coveted choice in preseason. With an eye on the future of the team, impressive and 
physically imposing young defender Lukas Moelle joined the squad around the same time. Murphy’s 
younger brother Liam was very impressive with both the gloves and his feet at trials and was quietly 
snatched before other coaches could get the chance. Two more quiet signings, some bloke with a wicked 
long shot named Cam and the talented ‘handy’ Andy rounded off a talented squad. 2020 Coach’s Award 
winner Kimber was handed the armband as anticipation built before the first game. 
 
The season started (after a few lessons from Lovie’s team in preseason) with an encouraging, if not 
frustrating, 2-2 draw at home to UC (Murphy, Tom), which featured a stunning outside of the boot freekick 
goal from Murphy. A rearranged fixture on matchday two preceded two excellent victories, 4-0 at home 
to WEEESSSTOOON (Cam 2, Ed, Tom) and 3-0 away (like really far away) to Brindabella (Finn, Marcus, 
Felix). The Brindabella result was in hindsight some of the best football we played all season—with Marcus 
pulling the strings in midfield and Finn bombing up the wings we were in total control for the whole game 
and didn’t give them a sniff of victory. Cam started fast with a couple of goals, as did Tom Wate-Bootle. A 
tough away trip to Canberra City without both of these top scorers ended in a bitter 2-1 defeat. Two losses 
in a row followed to high-flyers Yass at home and then a difficult game away to top of the table Cooma 
with a bare XI, resulting in a loss despite some moments of quality from Cam and Bill. A 5-0 home rout of 
Canberra Croatia gave the boys a good confidence boost for the season ahead. The game was noted for 

 State League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Yass FC 1 14 13 1 0 53 15 38 40 2.9 
2 Lanyon United FC 1 15 9 2 4 34 24 10 29 1.9 
3 Cooma SC 1 15 8 3 4 37 19 18 27 1.8 
4 Tuggeranong United FC 1 14 7 1 6 44 33 11 22 1.6 
5 Canberra City SC 1 13 6 2 5 34 28 6 20 1.5 
6 Weston Molonglo FC 18 13 5 3 5 32 23 9 18 1.4 
7 UC Stars Football 8 13 5 2 6 20 17 3 17 1.3 
8 Brindabella Blues FC 4 14 5 2 7 23 32 -9 17 1.2 
9 ANU FC 5 16 4 2 10 32 45 -13 14 0.9 

10 Canberra Croatia FC 2 15 0 0 15 12 85 -73 0 0 
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a brilliant hattrick from Cam, a two-goal cameo from Tom off the bench, a questionable ‘almost’ finish from 
Tillack, and an even more questionable decision from the ref, who, instead of sending off a Croatia 
defender, forced the player’s substitution.  Another rearranged fixture in week nine gave us a week off 
before the trip away to UC.  
 
From this point on our season starts to get tough to reminisce. I don’t really want to discuss the disaster 
that was UC away more than I have to, but alas. With a very makeshift side featuring none of the first or 
second choice fullbacks we succumbed to a determined and ruthless UC. A missed penalty from our 
previously infallible penalty taker right on half time consigned us to a dismal victory. A tough 1-0 loss to 
second placed Lanyon at home followed, notable for some of the best saves of the season from the Lanyon 
keeper—indeed, one save off Tom in the final moments stunned both sides. That leads to another difficult 
game to discuss: the 2-2 draw away at WEESSTOOON (Cam, Tom) on a very boggy Warramanga field. 
Trailing 2-1 at the half, ANU took the game to Weston, piling on the pressure. ANU thought they had an 
equaliser when we tapped in at the back post after some fine link up from Murph and Seb (filling in from 
Lovie’s team), only for the linesman to flag in the face of clear evidence to contrary. Despite an old-school 
blow up from the coach, Tom made it 2-2 after an attempted goal line handball from the Weston defender. 
I would have preferred the pen for Cam to score and a red, but we got the goal, so I guess I can’t be that 
disappointed. A delicate over the top ball led Felix in on goal in the last minutes of the game, and the 
keeper duly obliged and took him out, copping the red and conceding the penalty. As Cam stood over 
the spot kick, sure to take his team to victory, the ref had a change of heart after some ‘polite’ words from 
the Weston skipper. A free kick was awarded instead. Weston stacked men on the line and in the wall, and 
we couldn’t break the deadlock. It was a tough result to take after some great defensive work in tricky 
conditions. Our fortunes changed the following weekend however, as we demolished second placed 
Lanyon on their own turf to the tune of six goals (2x Cam, 2x Tom, Leám, Felix). The tone was set early, 
with tough challenges from both sides. A fine lob over the keeper from Leám and a back post finish from 
Cam after some great link up play out from the back were the highlights, along with a stout defensive 
performance from Row and Lukas at the back. Unfortunately, this game left us without the superb glove 
work of Liam Murphy, who injured his spine in an unlucky collision. We all hoped he’d make a strong 
recovery.  
 
The rest of the season was really tough. After a maiden goal from Tillack to erase the deficit of an 
unfortunate own goal in the first half, Brindabella scored directly from kick off, lobbing the keeper from 
the whole 50+yards. The game ended 2-1. The next round against City didn’t fare much better. After 
another maiden goal from Lukas and a superb free kick from Cam we led 2-1 with only minutes to play. 
Another unlucky own goal and a deflected shot from a corner in the final minute let City leave with all 
three points.  A tough away trip to top of the table Yass followed, notable for some excellent fill-in keeping 
from Row and Rhys, and another goal for Cam. In what was to be the penultimate game in the soon to be 
shortened season, high-flyers Cooma visited and fielded a full-strength side despite all of them being at 
a wedding (funny how many weddings there seem to be each season when teams have to travel to 
Willows….). A good contest ensued, with Cooma taking the points after a tough penalty call in the last 
minutes. What ended up being the last fixture was midweek against Tuggers. We dominated the first half, 
but couldn’t quite put our chances away. Tuggeranong were ruthless in the second half as we struggled 
up the other end, scoring a few worldies from distance.  
 
All in all, it was a tough season. We had some moments of brilliance, and we had some moments to forget. 
On the whole, I think it is best viewed as a learning experience. We had some atrocious luck and some 
similarly atrocious play to accompany it. Not everything goes your way in football, and, more often than 
not ,it is the team with more desire that overcomes the opposition, rather than any difference in technical 
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ability. I think that I personally did not have an amazing season from a coaching perspective, with a few 
formation tweaks and positional changes that were probably not the best. One positiveswe can take from 
the experience, however, is how close we were all season despite our poor results. We were right in it 
against every team we played for significant periods, but just couldn’t manage to string it together when 
we really needed it. A few slices of luck and we were top four easily. We can only improve next season, 
and I am confident with the squad we have and what we learned and achieved this season we can be right 
amongst it. Here’s hoping.  
 
I’d like to thank Lovie and his team for being such great support for us both on the sidelines and when we 
needed subs. I’d also like to thank everyone who came to support us during the season, from the mates 
drinking beers on the sideline, the girlfriends, the girlfriends who apparently aren’t, and everyone in 
between. But most of all I’d like to thank my team. It was a difficult year, but you all made it much more 
tolerable. Cheers. 

 
Felix Freckmann 

2021 SL2 Head Coach 
 

 
 
 
 

Liam (Leám) King: Jack Grealish Lite; Irish-English, long hair, even talks a bit like him too. Lightweight on 
a night out (or in, to be fair).  A product of the Reading Academy, when fit he is a tricky and difficult 
opponent to mark. Will take his man on at almost any given opportunity. Has a great range of passing and 
a footballing brain clearly developed somewhere not in Australia. Limited by a dodgy hammy and ankle. 
Scored an absolutely delicious chip in the demolition of Lanyon on their own turf.  
 
His Teammates say: Leám is many things. A valued team member, an up-and-coming MySpace influencer, 
an appreciator of the occasional erotic foot, and most of all, a friend. He is loved by his team almost as 
much as he is loved by his boss.  
 
Marcus Loane: Marcus began this season with a battle on his hands. Having decided that the down-and-
dirty nature of central defending did not mesh well with his pretty-boy air, he sought a role in midfield. 
But this was no easy feat, with club-captain James Kimber, the technical elegance of James Murphy, the 
experience of Jacob Masina, ex-Reading academy prospect Liam King, and coaches’ favourite Ed 
Raftesath also vying for spots. Not to mention former NPL talent Cameron Thomas, who was occasionally 
given license to drift off his left-wing spot into a floating ten. Marcus burst into life against Brindabella 
Blues, showing courage on the ball to constantly keep things moving forward and making his fair share of 
defensive contributions. A well-taken finish capped off a man-of-the-match performance. From there, 
things didn’t look back. Marcus established himself as a near-certain starter, relegating King and Murphy 
to the wings, Masina to the bench, and Raftesath to a variety of other positions. A willingness to both play 
it simple and take his man on when necessary became hallmarks of Marcus’s midfield play—skills that were 
honed by hours of three-on-two possession on the golf greens of Lane Cove and Ainslie Oval. The 
transition from defence to midfield was well and truly complete.  
 
Lukas Moelle: Hailing from Sydney’s flashy North Shore, Lukas Moelle was never short of style on the 
pitch, often seeming more at home making mazy dribbles into midfield than duelling with a mongrel 
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forward from Lanyon or Tuggeranong. There were moments of magic, but also of madness. The girl who 
turned up to support him every game,was his sister, apparently. In short, a typical rookie.  
 
But under the careful guidance of Felix Freckmann, together with Rowan Du Toit’s uncompromising 
attitude at training, Lucas matured into a commanding centre back. Athletic, strong in the tackle, with an 
ever-improving reading of the game, he allowed the SL2 reserves to play a front-foot, possession-based 
game by giving them the kind of defensive security they needed.   
 
More notable than his 7.5 out of ten on a bad day, nine on a good day kind of performances, was the 
leadership Lucas began to show around the group. In a side that was not always as vocal as it could be, 
Lucas’s cultured North Shore voice could be heard shouting encouragement and communication from 
the back. A game against second-placed Laynon stands out. Lukas acted like a man-possessed, almost as 
if one of the opposition players had decided to get a little friendly with that sister of his who watched his 
games. With controlled aggression and tenacity, he won every header that came his way and made 
numerous last-ditch challenges, spurring his side on to a significant win. In what could only be described 
as a character-building season for the ANU SL2s, we saw the emergence of a rising star.  Scored a great 
goal too in that game against Canberra City, but that’s all we are going to discuss about that game. 
 
Cam: Cameron Thomas was far and away the worst player for the team scoring only 13 goals in 15 games. 
A full five goals off the leading goal scorer in the competition, Cam will be looking to increase his 
attendance next season in order to boost his goal tally, perhaps by avoiding laundry sinks and being less 
hungover on a Saturday. Throughout the season, Cam built his reputation as a dead ball specialist and 
(author’s note: the following story may be an amalgamation of a few separate incidents, but I digress) 
made the long journey out to Yass in the second last game of the season hoping to send a free kick or two 
into the back of the net. To the crowd's (and his own) dismay, he was brushed aside by FF7, who sent the 
ball crashing into the woodwork. Cam will be looking to apply for a coaching role in the next season in 
order to be allowed to take some more free kicks. 
 
Tillack: Nicholas Darryl Neymar Doi Garfield Tillack has had an excellent season. From running, all the 
way to running, he has proven to be a versatile and multi-talented wingback, especially that time he ran, 
and that other time that he ran. With a well-earned yellow card against the toughest team in the comp—
Canberra Croatia—and goals you can count on one finger, Nicholas is undoubtedly one of the most 
important parts of the team and an even more important part of Felix Freckmann's charitable and lofty 
soul. One thing that should be mentioned is Nick's running ability. July the 17th, the day Sir Thomas 
Running invented running by walking twice at the same time, will always be a day that Nick remembers. 
Not only as a celebration of his pace, but also as the day he made the executive decision to scuff an open 
goal against Canberra Croatia out of kindness, fair-play, and 
respect, Felix Freckmann's three most important character traits. 
It would be difficult to completely summarise Nick's season 
without a brief comment on the source of his pace, the humble 
leg. I would like to formally shout out Nick's lateral malleolus, 
tibialis anterior and his popliteal fossa for supporting him and the 
rest of the team all the way through the season. It is a real 
disappointment that it was the running of noses instead of the 
running of Nick that caused such a sudden end to our ‘journey to 
the finals’ and the season generally. Nicholas, my departing 
message to you is a poem by Cynthia Buhain-Baello found on 
poemhunter.com:  

As we run this finite race of life 
To the finish line in swiftness of soul, 

We undress ourselves of the baggage 
of strife 

Take love in our steps to reach our 
goal. 

Forgetting whatever lies behind 
We set our hearts on the eternal prize 

Fixing our eyes on Jesus we find 
His strength and power in us will arise 
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Ed: Ed, had lots of fun this season and I was pleased to see some improvement, his skillage in the village 
consolidated the team’s Inter Milan-esque style, and he had lots of fun during the season. Ed used to like 
having a poo before the game started, which tended to annoy Kieran, Lukas and I because it could be a 
bit stressful and the other teams would tease us about this by calling us names like shid fc or fard united. 
Also, Ed used to do this fun game with Felix Freckman where he’d pretend to be the coach during training 
in a sort of role play scenario, which was really funny and hot, and Felix would get so excited when this 
happened…and in conclusion, we all had lots of fun and I love you guys. The boys worked so hard during 
the season and football was the real winner 
 
Bill: Bill is as brave as he is handsome, and by God is he handsome. Bill brought the tenacity our team full 
of uh….‘privately educated’ players needed. He wasn’t afraid to slide in, get bloodied on Willows or stick 
his head in the way of opponents. A few goals from corners are testament to this. A great and valued team 
member, his teammates noted feeling ‘safe’ when he was behind them.  
 
(From Lukas): Bill, you’ve been an instrumental player to our team this season, and I’ve been extremely 
proud to have played alongside you. Your skills and technicality are all-rounded, from your impeccable 
defence, to always being able to find the right pass, even when under pressure. Thank you and to 
everyone in the team for making me feel welcome in the team in my first year, the experience has been 
amazing 
 
Felix: A wise man (HA!) once said that by the age of 24, one really should have their shit together. For 
some reason, Felix Freckmann took serious offence to this. He also took such offence to one particular 
pre-match comment that Felix threatened to bench the daring jokester for the entire game. But Felix made 
up for his sense of humour in other ways.  An inventive striker, Felix once scored a goal before the ball 
was even in play. Felix was fit too. The coach rated his stamina so highly that Felix played every minute of 
every match for the entire season. What an achievement! Jokes aside, Felix was a pretty dangerous 
attacking threat on his day. Our season wasn’t a very successful one, but I am confident that with a few 
more Inter Milan videos in the group chat we’ll come good by next year. 
 
James Murphy: Murphy is really good on the ball. Opponents and teammates alike watch in awe as his 
close control keeps the ball to his feet. Murph scored a banging freekick on matchday one, but lost his 
duties to Cam as the season went on. Capable of the spectacular, he often dazzled opponents with a quick 
direction change or a perfectly weighted pass through the defence. He was equally effective behind the 
strikers as well as in a less familiar wide-playmaking role. Provided decent chat at trainings and really 
spurred Lukas on to develop his skills, as any good teammate should. This formed a beautiful symbiotic 
relationship, where Murph bullied Lukas for being big and Lukas gave it back for being small. Moonlighted 
as the team’s physio, which came in handy more than a few times.  
 
James Kimber: Team captain this season, and came back from a hamstring injury suffered in mixed 6’s 
comp—he would be the first to tell you he wasn’t quite 100% fit this season. Still, he gave his all on the field, 
bossing the midfield with his tough tackling, great eye for an interception as well as a defence splitting 
through pass. One of the only surviving members of the headband cartel from last season (I think he 
missed his boyfriends Ollie, Carr, and Gus), he formed a great partnership with Marcus in midfield as the 
season progressed. A good bloke and a good representation of what the team captain should be—here’s 
hoping he strengthens that hamstring over the summer.  
 
Rowan du Toit: The elder statesman of the team, Row provided a solid backbone for the team to be built 
around with his defensive prowess and tenacity. With the inexperienced Lukas by his side, Row played the 
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role of tutor and defender. Known for his powerful strides out of defence and crunching tackles, all his 
teammates agree that we would hate playing against him. Loves to step out his backline when given the 
opportunity to join the strikers or cause a bit of mayhem pressing up field. His passion and desire to win 
was clear for all to see, and helped to motivate and focus his teammates in moments of need. Filled in for 
Seb S on the door at Sideway to mixed success on one occasion.  
 
Rhys McMahon: A longstanding member of the team and a coveted one at that (Lovie), Rhys was as 
dependable as they come. Always composed on the ball, Rhys loved to take his man on down the outside 
when they weren’t expecting it, and showed a tackle and defensive awareness rarely seen in such a 
technically sound player. Rhys loved a forward burst down the wing, either from wide CB in a three or 
when playing fullback in a four. This versatility was a real asset to the team, and he even had a half in goal 
when we really needed it. A quiet but determined teammate, Rhys was a real asset to the team.  
 
Liam Murphy: Murphy Jr, bigger and buffer than his older brother and even more handsome. His reflex 
saves and one-on-one ability made those lucky enough to watch him in goal think of the great keepers of 
the era: Lloris, Neuer, Ter Stegen, Oblak, JB. Shares his brother’s penchant for fancy footwork and was 
often seen to make opposition strikers look a fool when they tried to press him. His distribution with his 
hands and feet were top notch too, starting counterattacks and more often finding the striker’s head or 
feet than not. Was very unlucky to suffer a bad injury against Lanyon and we all wish him the best for his 
recovery.  
 
Tom Wate-Bootle: Big, fast, strong, handsome, wholesome—Tom Wate-Bootle is all of these things and 
more. A frightening sight for his opponents when changing into his kit on the sidelines on the phone to 
persons unknown (maybe ex squad mate Seb, perhaps?), Tom made a habit of frightening defenders on 
the field too. Incredibly versatile, Tom gave his all and brought his Adama Traoré-esque skillset (but he 
can actually finish) whether up top, out wide, or in midfield. Maybe he plays defence next year? That is, if 
he’s not busy winning UFC fights and generally being a menace. Much loved by his teammates, he made 
sure no one picked on Murphy for any number of reasons at least when he was there, and protected his 
less experienced teammates from the uncouth behaviour of some of Southside’s finest.  
 
Finn Turpin: You know what you’re going to get from Finn each weekend. An appearance sometime in 
the 15 minutes before kick-off, in his grey hoodie, carrying his plastic bag. On the field however you’d get 
a solid 8/10 each game in an all-action display. Playing mostly on the left this season (with Tillack only 
comfy on the right), Finn would bomb up and down all day, mowing down opponents seemingly in on 
goal and then overlapping past them in a flash. Was also more than handy at CB. Scored a great goal in 
the win over Brindabella, tapping in at the far post after a cross from his fellow wingback (a coach’s dream 
goal in a 3-5-2). Again, was always in the conversation for most ripped in the team, neck-and-neck with 
Tommy and Bill.  
 
Jacob Masina: Jacob brought some much-needed experience and composure to the team. Then we 
found out he was the same age as us. After fielding a phone call from his boss, I was entirely confident in 
his ability on the football field. Playing anywhere from CM, CDM, CB and RB, you could be assured of 
tough and harassing defending, a comfortable first touch and a cool head under pressure. A mix up with 
Finn at Lanyon and an allegiance-questioning fixture with Croatia aside, Jacob was dependable as they 
come at the back. Fast tracked the team’s 5G reception midway through the season and brought to our 
attention one of the all-time great photos, Political powerhouses Messrs Clive Palmer, Craig Kelly, and 
Marcus Loane in the halls of power. A great bloke and teammate, he was always keen to make trainings 
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and games despite a busy schedule keeping his boss away from Engadine Maccas, and was always the 
first to pick up the cones at training.  
 
Andy Christie: A known entity to his coach, from a bygone era of yellow cards and interesting coaching, 
Andy was the last piece of the team puzzle. From his banter with his best pals Tillack and Ed, to his banter 
with his pals Bill and Cam, to his helpful and insightful comments to anyone who’d listen, Andy loved a 
good bit of chat. When on the field, he made an impact whenever he got the opportunity. Injuries limited 
his minutes early in the season, but he always managed to cause havoc. He almost scored not two minutes 
after his first appearance of the campaign. Andy loved to provide comedic relief where both necessary 
and unnecessary, and was always there to lend a hand when Ed was walking awkwardly before kick-off.   
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 State League 2 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Yass FC 2 13 10 1 2 45 13 32 31 2.4 
2 Weston Molonglo FC 19 12 9 1 2 39 16 23 28 2.3 
3 ANUFC 7 16 11 1 4 64 23 41 34 2.1 
4 Canberra City SC 2 14 9 1 4 42 10 32 28 2.0 
5 Brindabella Blues FC 5 14 8 2 4 40 20 20 26 1.9 
6 UC Stars Football 9 13 6 3 4 31 19 12 21 1.6 
7 Lanyon United FC 2 14 6 1 7 33 29 4 19 1.4 
8 Tuggeranong United FC 2 14 4 0 10 20 39 -19 12 0.9 
9 Canberra Croatia FC 3 15 1 1 13 10 71 -61 4 0.3 

10 Cooma SC 2 15 0 1 14 16 100 -84 1 0.1 
 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Karl Peric         Players’ Player of the Season: Sebastian Szambowski 
 
A few players from the existing ANUFC’s State league 2 Reserves team had dispersed to focus on their 
mundane modest lives. Some even went on to play Community League just to prove they could not only 
catch a ball, but kick one too. Alas, preseason began and new blood was drawn from the likes of Peter 
Goweid, Benjy Jacobson, Liam Bessell-Koprek and Cameron Lees. Star-studded additions included 
Sebastian Szambowski, Oliver Owens, Warren Arndt and Jay Hawkins.  
 
Welcoming back the old guard, Anton Harper and Dominic Bartone: A crucial pairing throughout the 
season, they would help boost and motivate the team at training. Fresh pick Liam Bessell-Koprek, a 17-
year-old goalkeeper, would be wonderful saviour to the new squad. Karl Peric was also appointed captain, 
this man showed love for the team and a passion that was infectious.  
 
During the season we’d be assisted by the State League 2 team. Appreciation to the many who filled in 
for our games. They are: Bill Sandstrom, James Murphy, Lukas Moelle, Marcus Loane, Rowan Du Toit, Felix 
Freckmann, Cameron Thomas, and Rhys McMahon.  
 
Matchday one began against UC Stars on the holy land that is Willows. After already playing them weeks 
before in a preseason friendly the squad was prepared to take them on again. Lining up with a 4-5-1 with 
Warren Arndt playing the lone striker. Daniel Hick went on to start the bar tab with a goal within the first 
four minutes. Charlie Thaxter doubled the advantage, gunning down the left and burying the ball in the 
back of the net. UC Stars responded by picking up three yellow cards. Our very own Angus Cowan copped 
a yellow too, showing that we were determined to not be kicked off our own pitch. Oliver Owens would 
almost die before slotting the ball in as we responded in the second half. In a wonderful display of charity 
Felix Freckmann would make a substitute appearance, scoring the game’s last goal to make it 4-0. 
 
Lanyon United was lined up next but they would postpone the match in favour of a long weekend. What 
followed next was horrific: the fierce rivalry that emerges when we play Weston Molonglo. With home 
field advantage, we dominated the first half with two goals to nil. The game would end 2-2 as Weston 
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finished with a red card and an equaliser by directly handballing the ball into our net off a set piece cross. 
It was blatant robbery, as the Weston Striker would admit amongst the ANU players after the final whistle.  
 
As the next few games unfolded the team’s mood began to dip as we lost three in a row. Canberra City 
really opened our eyes to the level of competition as they won convincingly at Hackett. Than, to be 
shockingly defeated 4-1 by Yass at home, a game that saw us crumble to counter attacks from what 
seemed like four shots on target to Yass. It showed we needed to change up the formation. Beginning 
with a core midfield trio that made the most of the ball. Accompanied by a lone hammer of a centre 
defensive midfield to cover them. Utilising our speed with fit and fast wingbacks. Allowing us to be strong 
in both attack and defence. 3-5-2 was our messiah. All it would take was discipline in a high press and, if 
positions could be held tightly, the results would turn in our favour.  
 
To experiment with this ideology, we lined up some guinea pigs in Cooma FC. Travelling to Cooma was 
long but, it turned out, so was our goal tally on the day as we annihilated them 9-0. Dan Blair bagged a 
hat-trick and ANUFC coach Rhodri ‘Podge’ Davies was seen scratching his head somewhere in sheer awe.  
 
Morale was restored and the next run of games would see 8 straight victories. It would prove bittersweet 
as crucial players Sam ‘Mouse’ Edwards and Dominic Bartone saw their seasons cut short thanks to injury. 
 
At the halfway mark of the season, the rain had set in. We were fortunate enough to play Tuggeranong in 
round nine. That windy Saturday found Coach Lovie substantially hungover, and smelling like a pissed 
seaside donkey. Lovie being short for words during pregame chat would go through the line up quickly, 
telling his charges to focus on communicating on the pitch. Anton Harper started in the backline, paired 
with Cameron Lees and Benjy Jacobson. Possessed by some kind of screaming demon, Anton took 
charge of the backline and enforced absolute dominance over the Tuggers.  
 
This game was quite remarkable. We played like professionals, didn’t trash talk when we scored, and 
boosted our spirits from missed and successful challenges. Benjy Jacobson would run on to make the 
most of a chance by blitzing through a bunch of Tuggeranong players before scoring. Peter Goweid would 
also get on the scorecard with a divine hat-trick. As he lit up the Tuggeranong defenders on his wing, like 
a twisted child torturing ants with a lighter in one hand, can of lynx Africa in the other. Strong signs showed 
of a team finding its rhythm: 7-1 win.  
 
UC Stars away was nail biting. The game turned ugly quickly, with fouls resulting in sweaty free kick 
opportunities. At half time it was clear that UC’s intention was to bruise and batter us into submission. We 
responded by dishing out some glassware of our own. Shining elegantly in the likes of young Peter 
Goweid as he cleaned up a grown man twice his size. The referee finally wised up to the UFC match that 
was on display. Just prior, Oliver Owens had recommended SpecSavers to him, questioning his eyesight. 
Poor little Oliver would be sinbinned for the remainder of the match. “Please sir, can I have some more” 
just wasn’t cutting it. At last, an Uber delivery from Sebastian Szambowski into Tim Brown’s face meant we 
were up on the aggressors. Some brilliant one-on-one saves from Liam Bessell-Koprek made the 
difference in the end, sealing a 2-1 victory.  
 
The match up with Lanyon United was around the twist. Not knowing what to expect from their peculiar 
results across the competition meant we could be up for tough nugget of a match. As it turned out, Lanyon 
United actually sucked, and we’d win this and the away fixtures with ease. 
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By round twelve it was prime time, and we were ready to get revenge on Weston Molonglo. Popping the 
clutch at what was left of a muddy and skid marked Weston pitch, a scrappy and dirty first half led to many 
missed opportunities from both sides. Typically, Ryan Lovie was called offside after a simple finish from 
Warren Arndt’s cross. It felt like the stars weren’t aligned and the horoscope in the daily paper had fooled 
us again. A tense first half that ended nil all. As we trotted out onto the pitch there was a peculiar taste of 
chill in the air as it would reveal that we were undoubtedly the better team all round. To say what unfolded 
next was beautiful would be an understatement.  
 
Our composure in that game reminds me of that feeling when the sun hits your face as it breaks through 
the clouds on a cold day. Weston did claim a goal and Liam Bessell-Koprek pulled a master class in time 
wasting fetching the ball out of the net. The icing on the cake was when the Weston coach couldn’t stand 
to watch his team crumble as the we took the lead 2-1, being handed a big fat juicy slice of red salami for 
swearing at the referee. As Weston frustrations set in and the fouls totted up, we were rewarded with a 
penalty as Oliver Owens splashed around in the mud bath.  
  
Sebastian Szambowski was called up and the Weston ‘keeper pulled off his best (and only decent) save of 
the game. Sebastian would later get his goal, gliding through the mud and rocketing the ball into the net. 
Daniel Hick would pocket the fourth just before the final whistle, followed by the whole team shouting 
ecstatically over what was an amazing 4-1 result and a top team performance.  
 
The eighth straight win came when we full force slapped Brindabella. Warren Arndt would score two great 
goals to open up the game in the first half. The pace of the match was set essentially by Peter Goweid, 
glued as he was to the ball like a moth to a bright light. Charlie Thaxter and Oliver Owens started 
destruction of the Brindabella backline scoring two more. The clear highlight was in the dying minutes 
when the Brindabella keeper received a red card for throwing Peter Goweid to ground. Peter aptly 
responded with a smile and a wave. A delightful pouring of 4-2 with notes of cherry and sour apples. 
 
Although we went on to lose to Canberra City for a second time, we put up a better fight, but were just 
unlucky at the end of the day. Yass were next, and Yass away is always an interesting fixture in the absence 
of Capital Football referees. Once you've been there, once you've seen it, you never want to go again 
unless you absolutely have to. It started scrappy, with the ball boggling all over the pitch. Settling in and 
finding our groove, Tim Brown stashed a clean goal at the near post off an Oliver Owens delivery, proving 
emphatically that Yass were vulnerable on their sheep paddock of a pitch. A convincing 2-1 win and we 
were top of the ladder.  
 
At round 16 we played Cooma FC at Willows and gave them ten good reasons to quit football. Sadly, this 
would be our last match of the season as the ACT lockdown set in only days later. The only thing fair to 
state about it all is that we were generally left frustrated to be left in third place, after points per game was 
implemented and finals were cancelled.  
 
All of that aside, we played some truly exciting football in 2021, not only for the skill and poise the overall 
team displayed, or even for the many goals divided across the team. It was the way we competed and 
cheered for each other on and off the pitch. That was a real joy to watch.  
 
Thanks for the season lads,   
 
Lovie 
2021 SL2R Head Coach 
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Angus Cowan: 
 
With the summer transfer window closing, the SL2 reserves team had brought in nine fresh faces, all of 
whom were chomping at the bit. None more so than our very own Banana Bender, Agnes Cowan. Making 
the cross-town move from sister side SL2, this decision was more controversial than Rafa’s drastic move to 
the blue half of Merseyside earlier this year. Unlike like Mr Benitez, it can categorically be said that Gus is 
more handsome, has a better nose ring and hair than his Spanish counterpart. It’s safe to say this lack of 
loyalty was embraced by all his new teammates as we had a somewhat mild affinity toward our new LCB. 
The 6ft Gattuso was as shifty as ever and covered every blade of grass on the pitch, literally spending 60% 
of the game on the ground. My god his knees must be happy the season got cancelled. Yet, for someone 
recording no goals, no assists, 15 yellow cards and 3.7 goal-saving interceptions per game, it has been a 
pleasure to spend one twelfth of every Saturday alongside a great teammate and even better person. The 
heart of the SL2 reserves backline could not be in safer hands for the next couple of seasons. 
 
Anton Harper: 
 
Like spotting a celebrity, it's necessary to look twice when analysing Anton Harper, first as the archetypal 
modern midfielder, then as a defensive centre back. Blessed with the drive to create a standard of 
performance which demanded the very best from the team, you would look at Anton busting a gut and 
feel that you'd be betraying him if you didn't give everything yourself . It takes an extremely critical eye to 
diminish such a talent. He plays all passes with a full flourish of the leather off his boot – his drive to cover 
and tackle are particularly mesmerising. This breathtaking, dead-eye marking is a force in the game by 
itself. Opposing teams can't function at ANU’s level without a cog of their own like Anton Harper. 
 
Benjy Jacobsen: 
 
A new signing this season, Benjy hit the ground running. His impressive debut against rivals UC saw him 
start the game with a marvellous run down the wing to deliver a perfect assist for the opening goal. Benjy 
made life hell for the opposition, with his outstanding defence, incredible speed, and willingness to take 
the ball forward. Unfortunately for us, Benjy ended up stuck in Sydney for half the season. He eventually 
returned and played two more games, scoring a brilliant solo goal against Cooma before the season came 
to a premature close. 
 
Cameron Lees: 
 
Jumping the shipwreck that is Weston Molonglo, Cameron Lees made his debut at ANU in season 2021 
when he was picked up by our SL2 reserves. Lees is a devout Evangelical Christian, and considers David 
Luiz his role model. A man of few words, he has only once been quoted: "My faith gives me the belief that 
I can go out and perform and improve as a player. It gives me strength and inspiration." He later added: 
"Everything in life belongs to God. Our purpose has already been mapped out." Lees received his baptism 
in April 2021 at Club Lime Aquatics ANU indoor pool with the help of his teammates Anton Harper and 
Tim Brown. 
 
 
 
 

PLAYER PROFILES 
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Charlie Thaxter: 
 
More than just a pretty face with curly golden-brown locks, Charlie Thaxter is also a defender’s worst 
nightmare. Gifted with incredible speed, agility, a left foot which can find the top corner from anywhere, 
and an unstoppable pirouette turn, Thaxter proved a formidable attacking presence this year. He is in fact 
so exciting to watch on the football field that crowds flocking to Willows chanting his name became a very 
common sight throughout the season. Should he continue in this form we can expect even greater things 
and bigger crowds next year. 
 
Daniel Blair: 
 
Dan the-big-man Blair faced competition up front this year from the evergreen geriatric Wazza. Despite a 
slow scoring start, it was after a game of purgatory at right back when we all got to see the talismanic 
striker back to his best. Dan scored eight goals this season, and on the back of this form was pleased to 
sign a huge deal with amateur 9-a-side powerhouse Goodfellas SC to take his career to the next level. 
 
Daniel Hick: 
 
Daniel ‘the man’ Hick is a man of many talents. Blessed with an ability to casually dribble through 
defenders as though they aren’t there, he is a powerhouse in the attacking half with a knack for goals. With 
a strong turn of pace, footwork, and stamina, he routinely leaves defences wondering how to contain him. 
His ability is not only limited to scoring, though, as his vision has led to more opportunities than one can 
count. Should Dan continue on his upward trajectory, we have a lot to look forward to next season. 
 
Dominic Bartone: 
 
Dom had an outstanding season in SL2R this term. His meticulous physical preparation often left team-
mates gobsmacked. Convinced of our future league success, he predicted our group would put four goals 
past each team we played. While this didn't frequently come true, the promise remains. Dom sustained 
an untimely leg injury early in the campaign, he will surely return to teach lessons to opponents and team-
mates alike. 
 
Jay Hawkins: 
 
With #WelcomeHomeJay trending and whispers across South Oval of a return to ANUFC after an absence 
spanning seasons, Lovie moved quickly to secure the services of Jay “the real Jay 10” Hawkins. The Nordic 
pin up boy is known for bringing a certain je ne sais quoi to ANUFC sides, and marked a critical acquisition 
in the attacking plans for Lovie’s assault on the title in 2021. Utilised across the park, from out wide to up 
top, Hawkins could often be found unlocking sides with a majestic pass or bamboozling underprivileged 
no-hopers with a mesmerising first time touch. His crimes against opposition sides have left him wanted 
in no less than four suburbs across Canberra. All-in-all, a gracious return for the real Jay 10, and one which 
is welcome news to a club hoping it can get a few more rinses out of him yet. 
 
Karl Peric: 
 
Despite speculation over a possible $125 million move to ANUFC’s interstate rivals – Melbourne Uni FC, 
and a bust-up in pre-season training with Sebastian Szambowski over the captain’s armband, Karl Peric 
put pen to paper and signed a one-year contract extension to give himself one more chance at leading 
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his side to championship glory. Karl’s versatility on the field saw him form perform admirably both at CB 
and CDM throughout the season. However, Karl struggled to match his defensive dominance with 
attacking prowess, skying several set-pieces, including a penalty, well over the bar. We wish Karl all the 
best in his future endeavours. 
 
Liam Bessell-Koprek: 
 
Liam Bessell-Koprek (born 2 November 2003) is an Australian professional footballer who plays as a 
goalkeeper for the ANUFC. Regarded as one of the best upcoming goalkeepers of his generation, and 
born and raised in Canberra, Bessell-Koprek began his playing career with Canberra Grammar School, 
rising through the club’s academy system before making his senior debut in 2021 for ANUFC, aged 17. 
After being made State League 2 reserves first-choice goalkeeper, his performances subsequently 
attracted the attention of State League 1. Bessell-Koprek signed for the club in early 2021 for a measly 
packet of salt and vinegar chips.  
 
Matthew Brown: 
 
The joker in your back left pocket, quite often you’ll find him laughing his way past a challenge with a 
nutmeg. Matthew Brown is a proven performer on the pitch, he tends to leave many on their ass. Able to 
recover the ball in the most unlikely circumstances, playing alongside him is always a joy as you know he’s 
a man you can trust. But on the attack Brownie is an extravagant sight, being gifted and talented with both 
feet. Blitzing through lanes abnormally, Brownie’s on pitch efforts resemble something like a blue and 
white Mitsubishi Swift speeding down the Parkes Way. 
 
Oliver Owens: 
 
Despite a successful 2020, skipper Ryan Lovie entered the 2021 season hungry for a new signing with the 
quick feet, finesse and flair to make all the difference. After earlier successful stints in division 1, this year 
Oli Owens decided to do some charity work and help the lower classes win some silverware. From the 
outset, Owen’s first touch, fancy footwork, and partnership with Szambowski proved crucial in games 
against Yass and Brindabella. Mouth-watering solo goals and cutting long balls made him a permanent 
starter for SL2R. Naturally, such ability usually unbeknown to the Capital Football’s lower divisions was 
often met with brutal, career-ending tackles by the opposition. Whilst the overweight middle-aged men 
of Weston and Tuggeranong did everything they could to stop him, Owens outclassed them all. 
 
Peter Goweid: 
 
Peter ‘s season was much like the jellybean packets they used to hand out after a visit from Healthy Harold. 
You weren’t quite sure what flavour you were going to get, but it was often stale. Much like the sweaty, 
middle aged man donning Harold’s giraffe suit, Pete had a ‘go hard or go home’ mentality. This was no 
more evident than on matchday four against Brindabella, where Pete decided to go home. Pete likes to 
polish goggles from the Club Lime lost property in his spare time and scored all his goals in one game.  
 
Pete is Legend. 
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Ryan Lovie: 
 
Pretty bang average. Doesn’t know when to sub his own players on and always starts up front as a striker. 
You know in one game he didn’t even shake an opposition players hand? And he seems to always be the 
captain, and he takes every penalty kick! When he does score, he decides to re-enact Kylian Mbappé’s 
celebration. Absolute toss…Uh. Wait a second. This is supposed to be about Ryan Lovie...He’s 
alright…Not much else to be said really. 
 
Sam Edwards: 
 
Sam Edwards, a.k.a ‘Mouse’ the long-standing club stalwart, much like Nessie was a powerful yet 
ephemeral force within the SL2R ranks this season. Slick passing and composure on the ball as well as the 
ability to overshadow the Gaffer's half time team talk with an impassioned speech on the style of football 
demanded by pulling on the blue and white were critical in turning around the team’s slow start to season 
2021. Unfortunately, Mouse was as many of the greats are: cruelly taken from the squad prematurely due 
to injury and unable to enjoy the fruits of his labour.   
 
Sebastian Szambowski: 
 
Sebastian is super chill off the field, a blend of Jay and Silent Bob. His football persona is the opposite. His 
pre-match expletive ridden speeches had the team fired up. Starting the season in the heart of defence 
he slowly made his way further and further up the park, scoring some cracking goals along the way. 
Technically gifted, and with a high work rate, Seb would dominate in whatever position the team needed. 
 
Timothy Brown: 
 
Nicknamed ‘the Boar of Barry Drive,’ Timothy Brown is most comfortable as a winger on either side of 
midfield, though he can also play as a second striker. His intelligence and steadiness in possession is an 
unstoppable force. Tim is a menace, endowed with a great ability to pre-emptively size up his marker and 
discover their weaknesses. Smashing 12 goals in his first season, this year saw Tim put five across the 
board to secure some crucial wins. Given a reputation by the media for being a difficult character and 
taking part in questionable and often amusing activities—he was once described by Roy Keane as ‘rowdy’— 
2021 saw the floodlights shine on Tim as he set off stink bombs in Club Lime Aquatics’ ANU sauna just so 
he could have it to himself. Although denying he is ‘loco’, as his mentor Mario Balotelli frequently claims, 
Tim has admitted ‘I've always had my ear pierced with a diamond stud. I did it myself when I was 16.’ 
 
Warren Arndt: 
 
In both aesthetics and execution, Warren 'The Rainmaker' Arndt was the gruff wizard of the 2021 SL2 
reserve season. The bane of every hungover goalkeeper from Tuggeranong to Cooma, Arndt ate up weak 
defences and scored like nothing else. The man netted ten goals during the season and was our top 
scorer, which probably makes him the all-time greatest of the ANU 2nd-Div Reserves strikers. Women 
want him, men want to be him, and God may very well fear him.  
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Nickname: Waz. 
 
ANUFC Debut: 2009, State League 5. 
 
Team and League History: A few 
different State League teams then some Masters with some of 
the original faces. This was an enjoyable year back in SL2R with 
Lovie's team. 
 
Highlights: First season at ANU when we won the league 
against some tough opponents. 
 
Lowlights: Missed a winning grand final one season due to an 
overseas trip. 
 
Best/most enigmatic coach: Pete Baker. 
 
Best/most enigmatic referee: Wiley was always entertaining.  
 
Most respected/hated/ opponents: Always enjoyed the intensity and physicality of games against UC. 
 
Did I tell you about the goal I scored: I’ve scored a few, but missed plenty. A more memorable one was 
a diving header. 
 
Funniest moment: Any game with Plastic in goals. 
 
The main reasons you have stuck around the club for so long: The people. 
 
 

Nickname: Mouse 
 
ANU Debut: 2010 
 
Team and League History: 
Birthed by Paul Hughes. 
Groomed by Donald Lovie. 
Comforted by Kendal & Wayno. 
Success with Dawson & Turps. 
Hazey with Richie Bracken, Carl & Tolley. 
Resurrected with Lovie Jnr. 
 

Highlights: Grand final wins; the club crashing my 21st; 50th celebrations in 2012. 
 
Lowlights: Grand final losses; committee meetings with Caldow; training in July.  
 
Best/most enigmatic coach: Success with Jim & Turps will always have a place, but for the enigma alone, 
it's hard to go past the late great Sir Donald of Love.  

PLAYER PROFILE: 
WARREN ARNDT 

10 YEARS WITH ANUFC 

PLAYER PROFILE: 
SAMUEL 
EDWARDS 
10 YEARS WITH ANUFC 
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All-time ANU team: 
 
Many lovely faces, not many places. Not sure if it would win anything but would always be up for a Pepsi 
and a disco: 

 
Lineup (4-4-2): 
 
GK:  
Plastic 
 
Defence: 
Ed Huddy 
Lachlan McGovern 
Tom Sharp 
Jared Holt 
 
Midfield: 
Jonathon Maclean 
Jamie Dawe 
Simon Cullen 
Isidro Steger 
 
Forwards: 
Dan Blair 
David Blackmore 
 
 
 
 

 
Most respected/hated/opponents:  
It is hard to go past a Burns or a Weston.  
 
Did I tell you about the goal I scored: 
Away to ADFA on a frosty evening. The 
most delicious, Beckham-esque free 
kick you could dream of to put us in the 
lead...only for the lights to go out, and 
the match and any such record to be 
abandoned.  
 
The main reasons you have stuck 
around the club for so long:  
There are so many sides within the ANU 
nowadays it's easy to move on once you 
annoy a gaffer... 

P. Papathanasiou 

E. Huddy L. McGovern T. Sharp J. Holt 

J. Maclean I. Steger 

J. Dawe S. Cullen 

D. Blair D. Blackmore 
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Established in 2014, Ford Peterson is Australia’s leading accounting, finance and risk 
recruitment business. 

 
We actively work with candidates and clients in the following disciplines: 

 
Accounting Professional Services 

Accounting Commerce 
Business Office Support 

 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR ANU MEMBERS: 
Any ANU member whose referral results in a placement will 

receive $1,000 for themselves and $1,000 for their team. 
 

Please contact peter@fphq.com.au for more information. 
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 State League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 ANUFC 6 13 12 1 0 50 14 36 37 2.8 
2 Belwest Foxes SC 1 13 7 3 3 36 22 14 24 1.8 
3 UC Stars Football 10 13 6 5 2 34 21 13 23 1.8 
4 Brindabella Blues FC 6 12 6 3 3 28 23 5 21 1.8 
5 Burns FC 2 13 7 1 5 32 25 7 22 1.7 
6 Canberra City SC 3 13 6 0 7 39 54 -15 18 1.4 
7 Woden Valley SC 11 14 6 1 7 28 31 -3 19 1.4 
8 Narrabundah FC 1 14 3 2 9 33 42 -9 11 0.8 
9 Belsouth FC 2 14 3 0 11 15 46 -31 9 0.6 

10 Tuggeranong United FC 3 13 1 2 10 21 38 -17 5 0.4 
 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Thomas Cherian     Players’ Player of the Season: Stefan Rebel 

Eoin Noble 
 
Solid core of the team returning for more, to get some revenge against the Brindabella from 2020. We 
picked up a few extras handy players on the insistence of the coach to take a squad of 20 people. With an 
excellent pre-season, we were feeling pretty confident coming into the season.  
 
Looking at the final table one would think we were in absolute control of the league, and don’t get me 
wrong we were – we were 13 points clear after 13 games. However, with the exception of three teams, 
each team in the division had the capability to cause an upset. We got away with a few close games against 
Burns, UC, Woden and Belwest. With only two points dropped in the 2-2 draw with rivals UC. 
 
David ‘Peking’ Alexander 
 
True to form, Dave only missed a handful of games to duck out and catch the 
Peking Duk gig. Now a stalwart of the squad Dave has remained one of our 
most solid defenders, integral to the great wall of SL3. 
 

 
 

Thomas ‘can I play up front?’ Cherian 
 
Thomas had a willingness to play anywhere on the field, but a strong preference to 
get up front a score a goal. Thomas took out the coach’s pick with his willingness 
to play anywhere across the pitch and often play back-to-back after backing up.   
 
 
 
 

STATE LEAGUE 3 
 SEASON REVIEW 
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Adam ‘you shall not pass’ Wilson 
 
What can be said, as co-coach Wilson has been our absolute rock in defense. 
With a rock-solid temperament always… almost always, he was the glue at the 
back as per every season. 
 

 
Eoin ‘surely I’m top scorer’ Noble 
 
Can this man stop scoring? Well we found out he can go through a purple patch, 
a whole seven straight games, but even with this handicap he still took out equal 
top scorer! Eoin was once again one of our stars up front remaining largely 
unstoppable and arguably should have had a lot more than 9 goals. 
 
 
 

Eu Jern ‘I’m quicker than you think’ Tan 
 
Mr reliable. Week in week out Mr Tan was in the middle holding things 
together, while being held together. Euj wasn’t afraid of the long range effort 
with often to good effect. 
 
 

Stefan ‘youth in the middle’ Rebel 
 
Bringing down the average age in CM by around 10 years, Stefel had a bottomless fuel 
tank. With a ridiculously high work rate, Stef would cause all kinds of problems for 
opponents in the middle of the park. We are looking forward to having Stef back next 
year if we can convince him not to go elsewhere… 
 
 

 
Nicky ‘yeah coach, I am calm’ Robens 
 
The embodiment of calm, cool and collected. Nicky would never let 
anything under his skin. Nicky was an absolute asset both on the wing and 
at the back when needed. Caused all types of problems and teams often 
wished he wasn’t playing. The elusive goal remained, but that didn’t stop 
Nicky coming close. 

 
 
Matty ‘do you remember the last 10 mins?’ Ryan 
 
With a concussion to be remembered, well not by Matt, Mr Ryan actually played a 
pretty good, albeit lost, ten minutes. Providing a calm head and steady set of feet in 
the middle, Matt was a lynchpin in the middle. 
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Tommy ‘Snowmountainbiking’ Close 
 
No fear of a bit of razzle-dazzle, Tom needing to set himself aside from the other 
three Tom’s and other two Tom C’s, he did so in style. I understand Tom also did 
some good jumps and flips on the tracks as well. 

 
Evan ‘I reckon I’m quicker than her over 100m’ Liew 
 
Did some real good kicks. With a constant phobia of Willows, Ev relished the 
first-time shank which often would go for a throw. Always looking the part, he 
often showed up without showing up. All this said, Evan brought some quality 
and added value. 
 
Tom ‘I’m definitely quicker than Evan’ Cowen 

 
Genuinely the quickest guy at ANUFC and while Ev reckons he has him over 
100m, we suspect Cowen has him. Tom played some excellent football up 
front, and bag a couple of crackers.  
 

Tom ‘even I reckon I’m quicker than Evan’ 
Willcock 
 
With an engine that just keeps going, Tom quickly found his feet and 
rediscovered his touch. Working around defences and outsmarting 
opponents, Tom certainly demonstrated that you truly don’t forget how to 
ride a bike. 

 
Andrew ‘don’t tell Olly I’m actually an excellent fullback’ 
Langford-Wilson 
 
A secret full back, Andrew’s secret remained hidden for most of the 
season, however his dream to push up the field was granted and he was 
only required at the back for short stints. Andrew was useful addition to 
rotate through on the wing, and his connection with Cowen was strong. 
 

 
 
Yussuf ‘ok, I promise I’ll stay on my feet’ Mohamed 
 
Another stalwart at the back, Yussuf often spent more time on the deck but 
somehow often managed to end up with the ball! Yussuf was a welcome 
returnee to the SL3 fold, and only managed 1 yellow card all season! 
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Lachlan ‘a posting is better than the lads’ Mcgovern 
 
Dynamo in the middle and at the back, it was a real pity to lose Lachy to 
the homeland of Trump in June. However, we muddled on without him 
and to everyone’s surprise found we were able to plug the gap left. We 
wish him the best, however should he return early, we will certainly have 
him for 2022. 
 

Duncan ‘yep can still score screamers’ Wigley 
 
The unexpected last minute recruit, Duncan scored a bagful of top corner long range 
efforts… he hasn’t lost it. Another rock of CM, Dunc was a real asset for SL3 and pulled 
us out of a couple of tight spots. 
 
 

Emanuel ‘Quarantine’ Berg 
 
As a new addition to the team, Emanuel provided a useful addition up front 
and on the wing. Emanuel’s skill and determination provided solid 
assistance to the core of the team. 
 

Scott ‘rock up front’ Deguara 
 
The Yin to Eoin’s Yang, as equal top scorer Scott, was never far from the back 
of the net cause all types of unexpected problems for keepers. Teams would 
underestimate Scott at their own risk! 
 
 
 
 

 
Nicky ‘Brett Bennett’ Dean 
 
Mr Dennett or Bean was a rock between the posts. Often without much to do, 
made some really important saves at some key moments. Special shout out to 
Brett for absolutely copping it from our local Brindabella thugs. 
 
 

Adam Wilson and Olly Hough 
2021 SL3 Coaches 
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 State League 3 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 

1 Burns FC 3 13 12 1 0 45 7 38 37 2.8 
2 Belwest Foxes SC 3 13 8 1 4 31 23 8 25 1.9 
3 UC Stars Football 11 13 8 0 5 33 21 12 24 1.8 
4 Narrabundah FC 2 14 7 4 3 33 20 13 25 1.8 
5 Belsouth FC 3 14 7 2 5 44 27 17 23 1.6 
6 ANUFC 8 14 6 1 7 28 39 -11 19 1.4 
7 Canberra City SC 4 13 5 0 8 19 37 -18 15 1.2 
8 Woden Valley SC 12 14 5 1 8 29 42 -13 16 1.1 
9 Tuggeranong United FC 4 13 2 1 10 15 41 -26 7 0.5 

10 Brindabella Blues FC 7 13 1 1 11 11 31 -20 4 0.3 
 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Jonathon Lieschke        Players’ Player of the Season: Damien Carroll 
 
2021 Squad: 
 

Coach: Pat Holloway Games Goals Yellow Cards 
Alexander Anandhan 10   
Alexander Dudley 8 2  
Andrew Tankey 8   
Benjamin Clark 10 2  
Brett Bennett 11   
Damien Carroll 13 6  
Han Gao 13   
Jonathon Lieschke 13 2  
Justin Holland 14   
Nicholas Devlin 11 2  
Nick Dean 12   
Pat Holloway 13   
Paul Mcgeachie 11   
Phillip Adam 14 8 2 
Richard Naumovski   1 
Samuel Burt 12   
Sundeep Kesavadas 12 4  
Thomas Mason 12   

 
 
 
 
 

 

STATE LEAGUE 3 RESERVES 
SEASON REVIEW 
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State League 1 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG State League 1 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Weston Molonglo FC 1 14 12 2 0 48 8 40 38 2.7 1 ANUFC 4 13 11 1 1 50 14 36 34 2.6
2 UC Stars Football 6 14 10 1 3 48 21 27 31 2.2 2 Weston Molonglo FC 2 12 8 2 2 60 16 44 26 2.2
3 ANUFC 1 15 10 2 3 49 26 23 32 2 3 Gungahlin Juventus 3 13 8 2 3 36 21 15 26 2.0
4 Belnorth FC 4 14 7 4 3 45 23 22 25 1.8 4 Belnorth FC 5 12 7 1 4 32 22 10 22 1.8
5 Gungahlin Juventus 2 14 8 1 5 40 24 16 25 1.8 5 UC Stars Football 7 12 6 2 4 43 26 17 20 1.7
6 Majura FC 6 14 6 4 4 35 29 6 22 1.6 6 ANUFC 2 13 6 1 6 47 24 23 19 1.5
7 ADFA FC 1 12 4 1 7 16 30 -14 13 1.1 7 Monaro Panthers FC 4 12 3 1 8 28 40 -12 10 0.8
8 ANUFC 3 15 3 2 10 30 40 ## 11 1 8 Majura FC 7 12 1 0 11 23 82 -59 3 0.3
9 Monaro Panthers FC 3 14 0 2 12 10 55 -45 2 0.1 9 ADFA FC 2 11 0 0 11 7 81 -74 0 0.0

10 Woden Valley SC 9 14 0 1 13 13 78 -65 1 0.1

State League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG State League 2 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Yass FC 1 14 13 1 0 53 15 38 40 2.9 1 Yass FC 2 13 10 1 2 45 13 32 31 2.4
2 Lanyon United FC 1 15 9 2 4 34 24 10 29 1.9 2 Weston Molonglo FC 19 12 9 1 2 39 16 23 28 2.3
3 Cooma SC 1 15 8 3 4 37 19 18 27 1.8 3 ANUFC 7 16 11 1 4 64 23 41 34 2.1
4 Tuggeranong United FC 1 14 7 1 6 44 33 11 22 1.6 4 Canberra City SC 2 14 9 1 4 42 10 32 28 2.0
5 Canberra City SC 1 13 6 2 5 34 28 6 20 1.5 5 Brindabella Blues FC 5 14 8 2 4 40 20 20 26 1.9
6 Weston Molonglo FC 18 13 5 3 5 32 23 9 18 1.4 6 UC Stars Football 9 13 6 3 4 31 19 12 21 1.6
7 UC Stars Football 8 13 5 2 6 20 17 3 17 1.3 7 Lanyon United FC 2 14 6 1 7 33 29 4 19 1.4
8 Brindabella Blues FC 4 14 5 2 7 23 32 -9 17 1.2 8 Tuggeranong United FC 2 14 4 0 10 20 39 -19 12 0.9
9 ANUFC 5 16 4 2 10 32 45 ## 14 1 9 Canberra Croatia FC 3 15 1 1 13 10 71 -61 4 0.3

10 Canberra Croatia FC 2 15 0 0 15 12 85 -73 0 0 10 Cooma SC 2 15 0 1 14 16 100 -84 1 0.1

State League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG State League 3 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 ANUFC 6 13 12 1 0 50 14 36 37 3 1 Burns FC 3 13 12 1 0 45 7 38 37 2.8
2 Belwest Foxes SC 1 13 7 3 3 36 22 14 24 1.8 2 Belwest Foxes SC 3 13 8 1 4 31 23 8 25 1.9
3 UC Stars Football 10 13 6 5 2 34 21 13 23 1.8 3 UC Stars Football 11 13 8 0 5 33 21 12 24 1.8
4 Brindabella Blues FC 6 12 6 3 3 28 23 5 21 1.8 4 Narrabundah FC 2 14 7 4 3 33 20 13 25 1.8
5 Burns FC 2 13 7 1 5 32 25 7 22 1.7 5 Belsouth FC 3 14 7 2 5 44 27 17 23 1.6
6 Canberra City SC 3 13 6 0 7 39 54 -15 18 1.4 6 ANUFC 8 14 6 1 7 28 39 ## 19 1.4
7 Woden Valley SC 11 14 6 1 7 28 31 -3 19 1.4 7 Canberra City SC 4 13 5 0 8 19 37 -18 15 1.2
8 Narrabundah FC 1 14 3 2 9 33 42 -9 11 0.8 8 Woden Valley SC 12 14 5 1 8 29 42 -13 16 1.1
9 Belsouth FC 2 14 3 0 11 15 46 -31 9 0.6 9 Tuggeranong United FC 4 13 2 1 10 15 41 -26 7 0.5

10 Tuggeranong United FC 3 13 1 2 10 21 38 -17 5 0.4 10 Brindabella Blues FC 7 13 1 1 11 11 31 -20 4 0.3

2021 STATE LEAGUE 
STANDINGS 

-10 

-13 

-11 
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SCUM let the cat out of the bag a little with this one, having published the golden boot standings in the 
August issue as part of an ongoing chart of season progress. No harm in celebrating all over again though, 
right? To that end, here are the goal machines (all with at least ten goals to their name) who helped fire 
ANUFC to victory in season 2021. 
 
Though it looked like Max Wiggins of Marcus’ CLM6 side would run away with the golden boot this term, 
title-spurring drives from the likes of co-winner Pat Walker (over-45s) and Lee Hynes (NPL under-23s) 
were right up there all the way. Congratulations to all for a superb return, and here’s to more next year! 

 

Rank Player League Team Games Goals Ratio 

1 
Max Wiggins CLM6 ANUFC13 10 17 1.7 

Pat Walker Over-45s ANUFC19 11 17 1.54r 

3 Cameron Thomas SL2/SL2R ANUFC5/7 19 16 0.8421 

4 Lee Hynes NPL U23s NPL U23s 16 15 0.9375 

5 

Xavier Ellingham CLM3/CLM6 ANUFC9/20/15 9 14 1.5r 

Sam Carters NPL NPL 15 14 0.933r 

Ariel Larkey SL1 ANUFC3 15 14 0.933r 

8 Thomas Elford CL2 ANUFC21 12 13 1.083 

9 

Sam Smith SL1 ANUFC1 10 10 1.0 

Cameron Sambridge SL1R ANUFC4 10 10 1.0 

Elliot Lavers CL4 ANUFC11 10 10 1.0 

Paul Mullens M1 ANUFC16 12 10 0.833r 

Warren Arndt SL2R ANUFC7 14 10 0.7142 

2021 GOLDEN BOOT 

Goal machine: CLM3 top 
scorer Xavier Ellingham 
takes it to UC in an 8-1 rout 
on matchday 12 

SCUM • 58 
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Coach’s Player of the Season: Joshua Carroll          Players’ Player of the Season: Daniel Morrison 
 
This year marks the first significant milestone for the Battlers, being five years since the team began. No 
doubt this longevity wasn't expected as the idea of starting a football team was floated over a few beers 
between mates after a game of cricket around six years ago.   
 
There was barely a handful of games between the original Battlers. However, somehow this group came 
together to take a championship in its first year and from there the Battlers institution was born. Over the 
years the team has turned from a very average football side with next to no experience to a strong mid-
division side that continues to grow year on year, this year expanding to three sides training together as 
a squad and playing separately on the weekends.  

 
The group has built brick-by-brick over the years with new recruits 
each year that have helped mould and continue improving the 
group. There remain five original Battlers in the side: Chris Brinley, 
Harrison Vlahos, Henry Jambor, and Damien and Liam Carroll.  
 
This year has included some sad losses for the squad with some core 
members departing the team/club/country for greener pastures. 
First mention goes to Peter Cooke who moved on into masters for 
the 2021 season and unfortunately suffering a serious knee injury to 
cut his season short.  Luckily Peter remains in Canberra and part of 
the Battlers family. It would be remiss not to mention the departure 
of the Battler's social officer Sander Van Berlo at the start of this year. 
Sander has left a huge hole and has been missed through the year.   
 

 Community League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Gungahlin Juventus 4 13 12 1 0 75 19 56 37 2.8 
2 Belnorth FC 7 13 12 0 1 72 9 63 36 2.8 
3 ANUFC 21 13 10 1 2 71 15 56 31 2 
4 Woden Valley SC 14 13 6 1 6 30 35 -5 19 1.5 
5 Gungahlin United FC 5 12 4 3 5 32 43 -11 15 1.3 
6 Gungahlin United FC 4 12 4 2 6 34 31 3 14 1.2 
7 Majura FC 8 12 4 1 7 26 35 -9 13 1.1 
8 Belwest Foxes SC 5 13 4 1 8 31 53 -22 13 1 
9 ADFA FC 4 10 1 0 9 7 51 -44 3 0.3 

10 Belwest Foxes SC 4 13 0 0 13 14 ## -87 0 0 

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 2 
SEASON REVIEW 

OG: Henry, title-winning Battler 
from the 2017 season 
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This year also marks the departure of our fearless leader Chris 
Brinley. Chris has been instrumental to establishing, developing, 
and keeping the Battlers together since the beginning, and is the 
reason why this team has grown and thrived over the years. The 
standards of the team and style of play has always been driven by 
Chris at trainings and on weekends. Chris has been an outstanding 
footballer and coach to the team and an even better friend and will 
be sorely missed by the group until he returns.  
 
As well as our departures, this year also brought an injection of 
youth into the Battlers in the form of Cal, Joce and Lachie. While 
some may have thought this injection of youth would drive up the 
energy in the squad, the only clear consequence has been a 
significant uptick in the amount of KFC consumed by the group. It has also been great to see Joce on the 
prowl this year, showing up Carl's efforts on the circuit and bringing home the bacon.  
 

Contrary to the typically lackadaisical approach taken by the Battlers to training, 
with the expansion to three squads all training together, the pace at training 
clearly rose with intra-squad rivalries at an all-time high. The increased 
competition internally between the battlers teams was perhaps sparked by an 
incident at a summer 9s fixture last year involving the shout of 'Fuck you Wiz' 
and a ball thrown (accidentally) into the unsuspecting head of Markus Bauerle 
on the sidelines. We suspect this may have been the reason for Markus' absence 
from the squad this year, but look forward to inviting him back to the fold in 2022 
(coincidentally coinciding with the departure of the thrower).  
 

On the field, the Battlers boasted perhaps its strongest line up to date with an outstanding selection of 
options across the park leading to significant competition for spots. It's really difficult to single individuals 
out given the high quality across the park this year, but a special mention has to go to the packed array of 
talent in the centre of midfield that controlled the play throughout the season.  
 
The competition was characterised by a particularly strong top group of around five 
teams and a couple of teams at the bottom end of the competition that were a bit 
off the pace. The differential in talent was highlighted at Hackett oval during the 
season when due to a mix up regarding who was the home team, we hadn't hung 
up the nets. We apologised to the Belwest team for the delay as we got the nets up 
to start the match - a Belwest player replied 'that's okay we're not in a rush to get 
beaten 10-0'.  Sure enough, that ended up being the exact score line.   
 
The season also included a few very strong wins against strong competition, not least of which included a 
6-0 win over a Majura side that many would have expected to win the competition. The clean sheet and 
win were due, in part, to an excellent effort by Danny Morrison to shut down Majura's (and probably the 

Fearless leader: Brinley departs an 
icon of the Battlers side  
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competition in general's) best attaching threat. Notably the six 
goals on that day came from six different players, highlighting 
the many attacking weapons in the line-up.  
 
Perhaps the hardest fought games across the season were 
matches against Gungahlin Juventus including a 2-2 draw late 
in the season. It's a shame the finals series didn't get to play 
out to see how the full-strength teams at the competition 
stacked up against each other, but there's always next year 
and hopefully next year the Battlers can continue to build.  
 
A big thank you to all those who have assisted in running the 
team/s through the year, most notably Chris Brinley, Ryan 
Vickers and George Giannakakis. 
 

Liam Carroll, Chris Brinley, and Ryan Vickers 
2021 CLM2 Coaches 
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CLM3 Coach’s Player of the Season: Fabian Hoffman 
CLM3 Players’ Player of the Season: Solomon Roach 

 
CLM6 Coach’s Player of the Season: Jonah Holmes 
CLM6 Players’ Player of the Season: Edward Budd 
 
This is it! The catch cry of our season. You may be thinking that this is a rip-off of from the popular Netflix 
documentary of Michael Jordan’s career at the Chicago Bulls, and his epic final season in 1998. But fun 
fact, Netflix got inspiration for the show from ANU FC’s CLM3 2021 campaign. The third (or fourth?) and 
final season of the <insert name here> under the guidance of Coach Saunders.  
 
People often ask me, what is your coaching style? I’ll often reply ‘outscore your opponent’. But Mr. Enayati 
compares me very closely to José Mourinho. I know this because he said it to me in training very early in 
the season. At the time, I took it as a compliment, to be compared to a rich-man’s Sir Alex. But oblivious, I 
was, to the fourth dimensional psychic powers of Mr. Enayati. For he was forewarning me; winter is 
coming, and with it, a classic third season Mourinho. More on that later… 
 
 
 

 Community League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 O’Connor Knights SC 20 13 12 0 1 94 19 75 36 2.8 
2 Weston Molonglo FC 4 12 9 0 3 48 18 30 27 2.3 
3 ANUFC 9 12 6 3 3 42 36 6 21 1.8 
4 Weston Molonglo FC 3 11 5 1 5 33 34 -1 16 1.5 
5 Belnorth FC 11 12 5 2 5 40 36 4 17 1.4 
6 Belnorth FC 8 12 3 3 6 33 38 -5 12 1.0 
7 Woden Valley SC 15 12 0 1 11 13 75 -62 1 0.1 
8 UC Stars Football 12 6 0 0 6 5 52 -47 0 0.0 

 Community League 6 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Weston Molonglo FC 20 15 13 0 2 64 20 44 39 2.6 
2 ANUFC 13 13 8 4 1 40 16 24 28 2.2 
3 Belnorth FC 16 13 6 3 4 46 31 15 21 1.6 
4 Yass FC 3 13 5 2 6 28 39 -11 17 1.3 
5 Belsouth FC 1 13 5 1 7 23 46 -23 16 1.2 
6 Gunghalin United FC 11 13 5 0 8 39 44 -5 15 1.2 
7 ANUFC 15 12 3 1 8 25 31 -6 10 0.8 
8 ANUFC 14 14 2 1 11 20 58 -38 7 0.5 

COMMUNITY LEAGUES 3 
AND 6 (ANUFC 15) 
SEASON REVIEWS 
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Squad History: 
 

Year Competition League Position P W D L F A GD PTS 
2020 State League 3 5th (from 10) 10 4 1 5 20 35 -15 13 
2019 State League 6 4th (from 12) 16 11 1 5 72 32 40 33 
2018 State League 10 6th (from 9) 16 5 3 8 29 52 -23 18 

 
2018. Those were simpler times. Where divisions made sense (State Leagues 1 through 10) and where 
there was plenty of toilet paper for everyone. This was the first season of the <insert name here>. A 
ramshackle group of first year students, second year rejects and a handful of masters refusing to give up 
on their dreams of world cup glory.  
 
The squad that year: Ali Eideh (12), Edward Chen (2), Dominic Leal Smith (3), Dylan Kim (16), Scanlon 
Williams (56), Arthur Treloar (13), Joshua Woodyatt (27), Xavier Ellingham (8), David Moad (17), Ritwik 
Ganguly (11), Fabian Hoffmann (9), Samuel Sheung (4), Tom Harrison (18), Alex Bajer (43), Geveen 
Ratnayake (1), Yinan Zhang (5), Sam Huang (20), Sada Komori (64), Amos Law (14), Charlie Thaxter (7), and 
Ahmed Khalaf (10).  

 
The core of this squad remains in 2021: Eddy, Dom, Dyl, Josh, Xav, Ritty, Fabian, Samos, Tom, and Alex. 
 

From little things, big things grow:  Jono’s 2018 side 
L-R (top): Jono, Eddy, Ritwick, Ali, Alex, Josh (c), Yinan, Arthur, Fabian, Samos (Big Sam) 
L-R (bottom): Sada, Little Sam, Dyl, Geveen, Amos, Dave, Dom, Scan 
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The results that year did not reflect the progress that was made, and the process that was started. The 
revolution (not that revolution: that one’s on page 60) had begun. 
 
2019. <insert name here> soon tasted the 
fruits of collective labour. 2019 saw a jump 
up four divisions to SL6… ust kidding, this 
was the first season of the Reserve format. 
SL1 to SL4R, and then SL5 and SL6. It made 
as much sense as Daniel Clink playing up 
front. But nonetheless, finals football 
beckoned for the newly minted SL6 squad on 
the back of a hugely successful season. But it 
was not to be, faltering at the end of the 
season by losing four of the last five, to go 
crashing out in the semis.  
 
2020. The * season. What was looking to be the 
culmination of three years of work came grinding to 
halt in March when news broke that Canberra had a 
severe bog-roll shortage. With that, football was 
suspended until July such that new TP 
manufacturers could come online. Coach Saunders 
fled aboard a C17 to Sydney, leaving the squad in 
the care of Josh Woodyatt and Dylan Kim.  
 
Capital Football’s commitment to annual league 
restructures, in the middle of a nationwide TP 
shortage, must be commended. 2020 saw the 
introduction of Community League, so leagues now went SL1-SL3R and then CL1-CL4. The message from 
Capital Football for the shortened 2020 season was simple: have fun. The implication here was that 
winning and losing didn’t matter, so no standings were published.  
 
Nonetheless, a battle ensued at ANUFC. We were declared a second team in SL3 at 3:00pm, a spot that 
nobody wanted. Upon the threat of mass resignation, the mighty <insert name here> stepped up and 
made the jump five divisions.  

 
Expectations were not high, exemplified 
by an opening day derby defeat to 
Wilson’s SL3 11-2. But, spurred by new 
recruit Adeeb Enayati, the <insert name 
here> were absolutely punching. We 
quickly found our feet at our new level, 
finishing the season fifth out of ten. On 
the final day, we even nicked a 3-3 draw 
against the undefeated Brindabella side 
that had earlier on beaten the other 
ANU side 2-0, and had yet to drop a 
point up to then. 

2019 Transfer Summary 
In: Out: 
Kieran Connor (1) Geveen Ratnayake (1) 
Kenyon McMahon (10) Fabian Hoffman (9) 
Joey Wang (26) Ali Eideh (12) 
Jason Tsoi (29) Ahmed Khalaf (10) 
 Sam Huang (20) 

L-R (top): Ilaan, Josh, Jason, Samos, Arthur, Dom, Riti 
L-R (bottom): Joey, Alex, Aarya, Eddy (c), Dyl, Ken, Sada, Adeeb 

2020 Transfer Summary 
In: Out: 
Adeeb Enayati (9) Amos Law (14) 
Ilaan Labouze (7) David Moad (17) 
Aarya Bhatia (18) Yinan Zhang (5) 
 Charlie Thaxter (7) 
 Tom Harrison (18) 
 Scanlon Williams (56) 
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2021. Return of the Jedi or return of the Sith? 
Depends on who you ask…  
 
Daniel Clink called time on his dubious 
Goalkeeping career to join Xav in Jono’s side, duly 
handing in a transfer request to Coach Lovie. 
Despite the change, he would make a cameo 
appearance between the sticks for Felix’s injury 
stricken SL2 squad in the latter stages of the 
season, successfully conceding a goal from the 
kick-off! 
 
The Hoff returned, with the renewed vigour of a 
Cristiano Ronaldo at United. Tom Harrison 
returned from inter-hall duty (was it worth it?).  
 
We also picked up what appeared to be all the 
immigrants from the land down under the land 
down under. Dave and the Roach brothers, in 
moving to Canberra to study at Canberra TAFE, 
turned their back on UC by choosing instead to 
play for the ANU! And with them, the Roach brothers brought the newest club photographer, Kiera 
Chapman, who almost singularly is to thank for standing out in the cold all season to take not only the 
photos which line this Annual Issue, but which have featured in every SCUM of volume 31. 

 
But the gains come with losses. 2020 was the final 
season for the squad’s stalwart CB King Arthur, 
and the ever-present and ageless Sada. Assessing 
the situation, Arthur was frankly irreplaceable at 
CB, so a change in tactics and philosophy 
beckoned for 2021. Gone was the 4-4-2 of 2020, 
replaced by the 3-4-3. “Outscore your opposition” 
was the motto. Doesn’t matter how many you 
concede, if your opponent can score five, we can 
score six. With that, the OGS-like transfer season 
was complete. 

2020 Transfer Summary 
In: Out: 
Dan Clink (10) Sada Como (64) 
Fabian Hoffman (9) Arthur Treloar (13) 
Solomon Roach (13)  
Steven Roach (7)  
David Marshall (17) 
Tom Harrison (18)  
Kiera Chapman (MVP)  

Secret weapon: Alex bombs it long 

Weedkiller lines: Adeeb on corner duty 
Left for dead:  

Top scorer Xav has Belnorth’s defence in disarray 
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But of-course, it doesn’t end there. For the <insert name here> grew an appendage in the form of CLM6. 
But what started as an appendage quickly became an irreplaceable cog in the 2021 machine.  

 
New CLM6 recruits were: Kevin Yang, Andrew Gourley, Alex August, Dan Tyler, Edward Budd, Jamie 
Dunn, Jonah Holmes, Josh Campbell, Toby Gunn, Jason Yang, Scott St Amand, Eli Powles, Oli Savazzi 
Kyneur, Zachary Hall, Conor Oslington-Elliott, John Steward, Jack Nicoll and Noah Stael. 
 
Matchday One: 17th April 
 
Two days before our season commenced, Dom L-S thought it 
would be a good idea to help toughen up our star striker by two-
footing him in training. One hospital trip, and some torn ankle 
ligaments later, Daniel was out of the season opener against 
Belnorth, and would remain sidelined for the next five games. 
Thanks Dom! 
 
CLM6’s first game, which was the first ever ANUFC game for 
many on the day, was the derby against the Onions. The Onions 
were formed in a similar vein to the CLM6 side back in 2019, but 
it would prove to be that youth beats experience on the day. A 
perfect implementation of our hallmark corner routine followed 
by a barnstorming run from Oli gave us a 2-0 lead at half-time. 
But like many games to come this season, I had to leave at half-
time to have time to set up for the 1:00pm CLM3 match. But I 

Midfield maestro: Buddy on his way to a deserved CLM6 players’ MVP against Gunghalin United 

Can I keep these? Dan shrugs off 
Dom’s questionable tackle 
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needn’t worry this week, with two more goals in the 
second half courtesy of Noah Stael, giving us the first 
three points of the campaign. 
 
The first match for many of these players afforded a 
glimpse of what we could come to expect of some of 
our debutants; a captain and leader in Buddy, Oli’s 
tekkers and Jonah’s inability to make a tackle just 
some of the things on display.  
 
In the other match, we travelled to the slums of 
Giralang. Awaiting us, a brand of football we had 
become accustomed to back in SL10; kick and chase 
and hope your star player can carry the team. 
Unfortunately, the opposition snuck an early goal, 
then spent the rest of the game parking the bus. 
Towards the end of the match, we were awarded a 
penalty. Adeebo stepped up to coolly slot the pen 
straight into the keeper and the score remained 1-1. 
The story of the game, we just couldn’t break down 
the Great Wall of Beer Bellies and so walked away with 
only a point.  
 

Matchday Two: 24th April 
 
In round 2, we were back-to-back 
in the only double header we 
would have all season as a squad. 
The first game of the day saw us go 
down 2-0 to a stubborn Belsouth 
side that was more interested in 
UFC than football. A flying kick to 
the head of former SL1 GK and 
newly-minted RB Josh Campbell 
saw him escorted from the field 
with his head covered in blood 
from the gash above his eye. But 
was there a red card? No. Okay, 
how about a yellow? What? Come 
on, at least a foul then!? Not today.  
 
Following a five-minute medical assessment from a fully legit medical professional, Josh retook the field, 
bandaged and looking like Sloth out of The Goonies. 
 
Of note was when, towards the end of the match, their linesman (player) did not take kindly to my giving 
of instructions for our free-kick and attempted to intervene by getting handsy. As we would find out in the 
reverse fixture, this lot need to spend less time fighting and more time learning the rules of football. 
 

Getting after it: Jono’s CLM6 side, resplendent in 
orange Kappa, open their account with a win on 
matchday one 

Focus up: CLM6 gets a talking-to 
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Up next at 1:00pm, the CLM3 side took 
on a Woden Valley side bereft of any real 
talent, except their bald centre attacking 
midfielder. In what would be the best 30 
minutes of football we would play all 
season, we put them to the sword, 
scoring eight.  
 
But complacency crept-in, and we 
diverged from the style of play that had 
rewarded us so generously. We were 
unable to get another goal in the next 
60min, conceding once and effectively 
losing the second half 1-0, precipitating 
an unsavoury post-match spray (read all 
about it in issue 1 of SCUM volume 31). 
 
Of course, a special mention goes to Xav on what was his best goal return to date, scoring five.  
 
Off the field, the team recommenced it’s fortnightly tradition of Saturday night Hellenic trips as the TP 
shortage prevented the squad from meeting in 2020. But the addition of a new team presented a new 
opportunity for the squad. We now had access to four drinks vouchers per fortnight (i.e. $200). We also 
must thank Battlers, Dolphins and Wilson for the generous donation of their Hellenic vouchers. In one 
week, we had an astonishing $400 to chew through. But with great power comes great responsibility. 
Daniel Clink, as the teams designated drinking coach, took the 18yo debutants through the Hellenic drinks 
menu, and thanks to the Fruit Tingle, how to maximise the alcohol content per dollar! 
 

   

Retribution: CLM3 banish matchday two nightmares, putting 
Woden to the sword with a 6-1 victory on matchday nine 
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Matchday Three: 1st May 
 
Round 3 saw the CLM6 team travel across 
the border to Yass. Unfortunately, they 
would be without their coach, unable to 
attend for reasons completely unrelated to 
the match being played 100km away. 
 
Zach Hall showing his dedication to the 
cause picking up the only red card of the 
season for the squad, supposedly fouling 
his opponent and denying a clear goal 
scoring opportunity. But given the home 
ground refereeing advantage that Yass are 
known for, it is questionable how much of 
a goal-scoring opportunity they had.  
 
Nonetheless, Kevin got on the score sheet for his only goal of the campaign, as the team went down 2-1. 
 
Meanwhile, CLM3 travelled to Waramanga, to take on (the shitter) Weston. After the hamstring injury to 
Rob the previous week that would see him out of action until matchday six, and with Riti exhibiting his 
traditional early-season lack of fitness (always skips leg day), we needed a strong performance from new 
recruits Steve and Sol to get the three points. Fortunately, neither took long to find their feet, both 
dominating the midfield. We exploited the lack of pace in their backline and showed glimmers of flawless 
counter-attacking football, with all four goals coming from quick turnovers in the midfield, followed up by 
through balls to Xav and Noah. However, our long-standing struggles with set-pieces continued and the 
match finished up 4-2. 
 

Matchday Four: 8th May 
 
Round 4 saw the CLM3 side host O’Connor. This was the 
only side they’d entered into community competitions and 
was stacked with ex-NPL players. One can only assume that 
Capital Football figured placing an ex-NPL side into the 
division fourth from bottom would make for an exciting 
competition.  
 
Shortly into the first half, Sol was injured in a terrible tackle 
and, thanks to this, would remain sidelined with a knee 
injury for the next four weeks. Of course, no foul was given, 
as is the way in the Community Leagues. Kenyon too 
experienced the brunt of the tortuous defence, though 
fortunately he was able to get the shit kicked out of him 
without coming away too badly injured.  
 
All-in-all, it made for a shit day out. Difficult to play football, 
when the opposition is out to hurt you and there isn’t a 
qualified referee… 

Wonky: Not dissimilar to Yass’ turf 

Quiet day at the office:  
Not a great return for CLM3’s strikers 
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Matchday Five: 15th May 
 
Round 5 saw the CLM3 side enjoy a bye, due to the odd number of teams in the competition at the time. 
CLM6 were ready to play, though, and welcomed a young Weston team to Willows. Indeed, they were so 
young that of one of the players’ fathers was the coach, and there were opposition parents in attendance 
younger than Fabian.  
 
This also became the match everyone would remember for the debut of Rugby Jack. Rugby Jack changed 
codes after suffering multiple career-ending shoulder injuries in his chosen sport. Coming on 30 minutes 
into the first half, Rugby Jack was naturally suited to defending, and it wouldn’t take long for him to assert 
his dominance. His first attempt at a tackle saw the opposition number nine put on his arse, but 
surprisingly, no foul was given. Exuding confidence, he attempted a similar tackle inside the penalty area, 
but this time gave away a penalty. This would prove to the difference between the two sides on the day. 
Upon reflection, the instruction of ‘make the tackle’ probably confused the lad into thinking he was on the 
rugby field. 
 
The opposition coach is also worth a mention, for his ability to not understand the rules, and instead spend 
the whole game whinging. You see, on Willows 1, while this match was being played on Willows 2, Ilann 
and his CLM5 side were playing Tuggeranong. A severe player shortage saw them borrow players. 
Naturally, with the CLM3 side having a bye, such players were available. But two players would be needed 
for the CLM6 side as well, Steve and Kenyon. So, a plan was hatched: Steve and Ken would play the first 
30 minutes on Willows 1, then sub off and duly sub on to the game on Willows 2. Nothing in the 
competition regulations prevents this, as both players were correctly listed on the match cards, but 
perhaps the Weston coach had his own rulebook? 
 
Matchday Six: 22nd May 
 
During the week prior to round six, it was announced 
that training would be split, as it had become too 
obvious the impossibility of coaching technique to a 
squad of 40 at each session. To the incumbents, this did 
not go down too well. More on that later. 
 
The CLM6 team which travelled to Bonner to take on 
Gungahlin were really starting to develop a pattern of 
play characteristic of ANU, with quick, short passing and 
fast counters rewarding the team nicely. Scotty is worthy 
of a mention for this game, with his deadly through balls 
from RM cutting the Gungahlin side open and leading 
to multiple goals involving Oli and Noah.  
 
Meanwhile, the CLM3 team turned up at Lyneham to find a venue devoid of line-markings. Fortunately, 
there was a spare rugby field available with weed-killer football markings. Facing the second Great Wall 
of Beer-Bellies, the team scored early and headed into the break at the half with a comfortable and 
deserved 2-0 lead. In the second half, Belnorth’s kick and chase got them an early goal, before David 

Captain obvious: Dave helpfully points out the 
lack of line markings 
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Marshall took over penalty 
duties from Adeebo and slotted 
home to take a 3-1 lead. What 
was looking like a comfortable 
win quickly went South, 
however. Belnorth’s kick and 
chase got them a second, and 
towards the end of the match, 
Samos lined up the Belnorth 
forward and flattened him. The 
Belnorth number nine didn’t 
appreciate this, and a coming 
together ensued. Of course, 
there were no cards, and 
surprisingly, the opposition 
were awarded a free-
kick…Belnorth converted, and 
there just wasn’t enough time on 
the clock to get another. What 
finished as a draw felt like a loss.  

 
Matchday Seven: 29th May 
 
During the week, the players were informed that the best sixteen would be selected to play CLM3. A level 
of complacency had set in with several poor performances in CLM3, and some poor attitudes towards 
training. The players were challenged to step up and apply themselves. Regrettably, this wasn’t 
communicated to those same players, who got the sense that the Special One of local Canberran football 
was taking the push for A-League promotion a bit too seriously. With the coup fresh off the kind of turnout 
that usually accompanies university group projects, the distraction of a third season José Mourinho revolt 
unsurprisingly saw both teams handily beaten by superior opposition in what was the lowest point of the 
season. The trend of team memes that it began for the rest of the year was a silver lining, though. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Football friends: Matchday six descends into farce 
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Matchday Eight: 5th June 
 
With a renewed vigour, the squad stepped it up in training the following week, and the results showed on 
the weekend.  
 
CLM6 faced the Onions at Lyneham in the reverse of the opening day fixture. The Onions were coming 
off the back of their only win of the season, against Yass, and so carried a lot of confidence into the derby. 
Daniel Clink remained in the CLM6 squad, in search of confidence on the back of his first goal of the 
campaign the previous week. He was accompanied up front for this one by Xav. Alex August would make 
his debut at striker in this fixture, with the utility replacing Clink 30 minutes in, and snatching the fourth of 
the match. Dom LS put in a particularly noteworthy performance refereeing the match, handing us three 
penalties with Clink stepping up to take two of them. Ruben (Onions’ GK) had saved Clinks two, and by 
the time the third had been given was fed up and left the field! 
 
The game finished 4-2 but the onions played very well and were deserving of a point.  
 
Meanwhile, CLM3 hosted Belnorth at 
Hackett, in a reversal of their opening day 
fixture. The Hackett field lacked any sort of 
symmetry, with Kieran being able to touch 
one of the crossbars, but not the other. 
Once again, we drew against Belnorth 
opposition, our third such result of the 
season, when a collapse at the end of the 
match undermined what was otherwise a 
very solid performance. We were 2-0 up at 
the half, and 3-1 late in the second. This 
match was a good demonstration of what 
an asset Fabian could be with a bit of 
fitness. Sol returned from his knee injury, 
smashing home a fantastic strike from the 
edge of the 18. And, of course, David 
slotted home yet another pen.  
 
Off the field, this was the night of the infamous Midori shot! Jonah arrived late to Hellenic, and looking to 
catch up to his mentor Clink, decided to go hard…on shots of Midori. It’s like snorting Dorito crumbs to 
get high.  
 
Matchday Nine: 12th June 
 
As it was the exam period/mid-semester break, there was a severe player shortage. We had requested 
that Belsouth reschedule the CLM6 fixture to the free Kanga Cup weekend on July 4. However, they 
refused as their team had (supposedly) scheduled a ski-trip that weekend. We asked them to reschedule 
to a mid-week match but they again refused, and so, with Capital Football seemingly having no interest in 
helping us, the fixture went ahead with a depleted team.  
 

Penaldo: Marshall converts another 
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The plan was to have half of the team sprint from Scullin to the Mint to make the latest possible kick-off at 
1:10pm for the CLM3 match. We were also able to get a ring-in (Markus Koecke) from Masters, so we 
could have a starting XI. 
 
When we arrived at Scullin, we found that the fixtured (west) field had bent rugby goals and a dodgy 
interpretation of an 18-yard box. The eastern field had futsal sized goals, probably used by the school next 
door. Which left the central field as the only field we could realistically play on: at least it had proper sized 
goals and straight lines.  
 
The problem? The first opposition player didn’t turn up until five minutes before kickoff, and of course, 
there was no appointed referee. When they did turn up, they were not interested in playing on the middle 
field, and instead wanted to play with the futsal goals, which wasn’t even the fixtured field.  
 
And where are the corner flags? They didn’t have any. By now it was 11:05am, and with the team on a tight 
schedule to make the 1:00pm match, there were obvious frustrations. Belsouth were helpfully informed 
that they needed corner flags to play, especially so given the pitch’s non-existent line-markings. They 
disagreed, with the ‘referee’ (being a player from the previous match) saying that the corner flags 
requirement was not a rule. Guess he’s not familiar with FIFA’s Laws of the Game? 
 

Given all of the Belsouth shithousery during the week, and 
then on the day, Community League Mourinho laid down an 
11:15am ultimatum to provide flags else then the match 
would not be played, in accordance with competition 
regulations. Obviously, we were happy with that as it meant 
we would have a full squad for the CLM3 match.  
 
And so, Belsouth having raised José’s full ire, off to Woden 
we went for the CLM3 fixture. Clink returned the CLM3 
starting XI and, with his newfound confidence, scored his 
first brace as the side dispatched Woden with a convincing 
6-1 win.  

Rare sight: José straps 
his boots on to show 

Woden how it’s done 

Studs up: ring-ins from the 
CLM6 squad weren’t pulling 
their punches up in CLM3 Nice try: This was about as close as Woden came to the ANU goal 
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Matchday Ten: 19th June 
 
This CLM3 match was probably the most complete 
performance of the season. Hosting Weston at Willows, 
Kieran kept his first clean sheet of the campaign, Rob 
returned from his hamstring injury to score his only goal of 
the campaign, and Dyl—our corner maestro—assisted Steven 
from a corner-kick.  
 
Meanwhile, the CLM6 team snatched a draw at the death 
against Yass, thanks to a 30 yard left-footed pop shot from 
Jason. The goal came completely against the run of play, as 
Yass had dominated possession on a sloppy surface still 
soaked in the weeks of rain that had preceding the match.   
 

 
Matchday Twelve: 3rd July 
 
The CLM6 side faced off against league leaders Weston 
down at the Mint. The whinging of the Weston coach 
continued. This time, apparently upset at the fact that 
we had players who had played CLM3 on the match 
card. Adeebo scored his first own goal to put us 2-0 
down in the second half, and while Jason snatched a 
goal late on in the second half, there wasn’t enough 
time to get an equaliser, and the team went down 2-1. 
 
Over at Willows, Clink continued his goalscoring form 
to bag his first career hat-trick against a poor UC side. 
Somehow this side was initially put into CLM1, but after 
weeks of huge defeats were reassigned by Capital 
Football to CLM3. Realistically, they should have been 
placed in CLM6.  
 

Matchday Fifteen: 31st July 
 
The squad went swimming this round, with the CLM6 side diving into a soaked Bonner District Playing 
Fields, and the CLM3 side taking a dip in the Waramanga Swimming Pool. While the CLM6 side went 
down to 5-4 to Gungahlin, the more shocking result was that Jamie could get punched in the face without 
so much as a yellow. 
 
CLM3 overturned a heavy 5-0 defeat from earlier in the season to beat the better Weston side 3-2, thanks 
to dominant performance from Kenyon at the back. Such was his value that he played a full 90, capping 
off a seriously impressive performance with the match winning goal after a blistering run up the left flank, 
hitting a curling right-footed strike into the top corner. 
 

Jonathan Saunders 
2021 CLM3, and CLM6 Head Coach 

Cover star: Sol in action at the Mint 

Boss: Steve conquers all from midfield 
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Certainly, Canberra’s very own José Mourinho will be missed by the team he never bothered to name. 
From meticulously planned and executed drills—often so intricate that they required several re-
explanations to a visibly confused squad—to a ground-up mentality for squad improvement, Jono has 
been central to the football experiences of a now-tightly knit squad at ANUFC.  
 
To be sure, it hasn’t been without its hiccups. Jono’s banzai gameday attitude has resulted in more than a 
few comings together, both from the sideline and on the park. The line between coaching and playing 
can occasionally be blurred by a classic late-game self-substitution. We tried to revolution him that one 
time. Things of that nature. 
 
But the overwhelming impression Jono leaves will be one of genuine footballing excellence. To have 
taken a core group of players from having never met one another, and displaying the collective footballing 
acumen of an under-8s side, to a position of regular title-contention is no small feat. The growth of players 
like Alex Bajer, Samos, Kenyon, and Kieran stands testament to this. 
 
It frankly came as little surprise when Jono pulled a Real Madrid-era Mourinho and announced a move to 
the greener pastures of Belconnen United’s under-14s NPL coaching gig. As one of the few coaches to 
have taken full advantage of subsidised Capital Football coaching courses, and almost certainly the only 
one to have done so in the Community Leagues, he was always going to want to test himself at a higher 
level at some point or another. He can be reassured that the squad he leaves behind—both as an 
established group in CLM3, and as a burgeoning pool of talent in CLM6—will continue to benefit from his 
hard work, as has the whole club through his Presidency. The squad looks forward to one day being able 
to watch Jono start huge fights about corner flag regulations in the A-League, and beyond. As with 
Mourinho, some things never change. 

AN ODE TO THE 
DIV 10 MOURINHO 
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ANUFC congratulates the following players for notching up some pretty remarkable long-service 
achievements in season 2021: 
 

10 Years 
Brendan Hennessy 

Duncan Wigley 
Michael Blacksell 

Nick Terrell 
Nigel Palfreman 

Sam Edwards 
Thomas Elford 
Warren Arndt 
Chase Deans 
Elliot Lavers 

 

15 Years 
John Couch 

 

20 Years 
Ian Moes 

Peter Papathanasiou 
 

25 Years 
Adrian Cunningham 

Steven McIntyre 
Tom Klekner 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

LONG SERVICE AWARDS: 
10, 15, 20, AND 25 YEARS 
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Each year, ANUFC hands down a select few awards distinct from the usual coach/player-selected, team-
specific prizes on offer. These awards—Jim Dawson’s President’s Award, the Coach of the Year prize, and 
the Fair Play Award—recognise significant achievement on a club-wide basis. The winners for season 2021 
are as follows: 
 
 

Michael Blacksell 
 

Winner of the 2021 Jim Dawson’s President’s Award 
Masters League 2 

 
 

Christopher De Ruyter 
 

ANUFC’s 2021 Coach of the Year 
Masters League Over-45s 

 
 

CLM6 Orange (Onions) 
 

Winners of the 2021 Fair Play Award 
Community League 6 Orange (ANUFC 14) 

 
 

On behalf of the entire club, SCUM congratulates three worthy winners! 

2021 CLUB AWARD 
WINNERS 
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Coach’s Player of the Season: Joseph Gorta  Players’ Player of the Season: Harry Williams 
Coach Flipper Cover: Elliot Lavers (10 goals)  ANUFC Golden Gloves: Cameron Fox 
 
Welcome back avid readers and aficionados of the mighty dolphins. After last year’s Hitchhikers Guide to 
the Galaxy themed edition, I’ve read too many books and drank too many beers whilst locked in Ainslie to 
keep to a flowing consistent narrative, so I shall ramble… enjoy the journey…   
 
After the non-season of 2020, the pod were keen to get back to normality for the 2021 season, hoping for 
just three little things:  

• Winning the league in a COVID free, relatively dry season of more than ten games; 
• Finally winning a grand final; and 
• Long-awaited vengeance against Weston Molonglo.1  

 
It was with great enthusiasm that the pod migrated back from not-so-distant shores having been pretty 
much stuck in Canberra since Christmas. Indeed, much pre-season planning was conducted during our 
December team drinks and then again on the first ever Dolphins’ Christmas Day. Sadly, some of the finer 
tactical details imparted to, and by, the coach during these sessions were (and remain) a bit hazy…there 
are some pros and cons to our unofficial sponsorship from Capital Brewing,2 but thanks for an awesome 
orphans’ Christmas to the lads who joined me and the family! 
 
As part of the annual migratory cycle, we lost a Dolphins’ stalwart in Charlie ‘Chuggs’ Guerit to the deep 
legal waters of Sydney, Lachie took off on a tour of Queensland beaches (we believe he may still be stuck 

 
1 Dolphin Fact 1: Forget elephants; dolphins are the animals with the longest-lasting memories. Research published in Proceedings of the Royal 
Society B in 2013 proved that bottlenose dolphins can remember the whistles of other dolphins that they lived with for two decades, even when 
they were separated from one another. While elephants and chimpanzees have both been found to have impressive recall, neither comes close 
to a 20-year memory span. See Jason N Bruck, ‘Decades long social memory in bottlenose dolphins’ (2013) 280 Proceedings of the Royal Society 
B 20131726. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2013.1726. 
2 For our actual club sponsors, see the inside cover of this issue of SCUM. 

 Community League 4 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 ANUFC 11 11 10 0 1 56 7 49 30 2.7 
2 Majura FC 9 13 10 2 1 48 16 37 32 2.5 
3 ANUFC 10 12 6 3 3 49 22 21 21 2 
4 Canberra White Eagles FC 13 6 2 5 45 25 20 20 1.5 
5 Gundaroo Bullocks 1 12 6 0 6 40 29 8 18 1.5 
6 Burns FC 4 13 6 1 6 35 35 7 19 1.5 
7 Belnorth FC 10 13 3 1 9 16 58 -36 10 0.8 
8 Majura FC 53 11 2 1 8 30 59 -33 7 0.6 
9 ADFA FC 5 10 0 0 10 10 80 -73 0 0 

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 
(ANUFC 11) 
SEASON REVIEW 
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there) and the gentler waters of Masters called to Andy 
and Grant, leaving only one old Scottish bastard to 
keep the squad’s average age up! 
 
However, numbers were swelled with the return of 
many of the pod (Joel, Dave, Amer and Josh) who 
missed last season, Sam Guerit was promoted from 
linesman extraordinaire to the first team squad and 
Jack Mendham brought some additional facial hair to 
the back line.  
 
The squad was formed, our 11:00am kick-off 
confirmed, some additional Dolphin kits were winging 
their way to us from Italy to ensure we continue to be 
the best looking and best dressed squad in Canberra 
(and help the club in kitting out all 403 squads), 
everyone was kinda fit, and we were pumped for the 
season ahead. 

 
Clearly Weston Molonglo were intimidated by news of us donning the famous rainbow dolphin kit again, 
and the return of many of the squad who played them off the park yet consistently lost to them in 
2019…they opted to play in a lower division to avoid us. Ah well, one of the season goals made 
unattainable, but as old Meatloaf says: ‘two out of three ain’t bad’. 
 
And so, to the season that almost was… 
 
Dolphins 2 (Adlam, Williams) – Canberra White Eagles FC 0 
 
We kicked off the season against a tough White Eagles outfit that had taken 2020 off and dropped down 
a few divisions. In a tight affair, we kept it tight at the back, earning stand-in goalkeeper Ikmal an opening 
day clean sheet while the outfield took advantage of the tired legs of a White Eagles team lacking a bit of 
match fitness. Jake scored a lovely goal on the hour mark, opposition heads dropped, and we knocked 
out a comfortable and morale boosting win to start the season thanks to Harry (who thankfully likes being 
a Dolphin more than taking his obvious talents to a higher calling)!  
 
However, despite the score-line suggesting that the Dolphins won, the true winner this day was a tough 
tackling Willows which managed to rack up an impressive three injuries to the Dolphins (two calf injuries 
and a broken arm for Sam on his playing debut, although he did go and have lunch and a pint before 
realising his arm really hurt…) and a horribly dislocated knee for a Belnorth player in the other CML4 
match on Willows 2. Add that to the mercurial Gibbo, who would go on to spend the entire season on the 
bench from his 2020 injury, and we were already thinking a squad of 20 might be too small! 
 
Gundaroo Bullocks 0 – Dolphins 3 (2x Britton, Salim) 
 
After the Paddock was deemed unplayable in 2020, and we played our away game at Hackett, the team 
were pretty excited by the news that the Gundaroo golf course green-keeper had been spending time 
fixing up the pitch for us to grace it on matchday two. Looking forward to a run-out against the always 

Don’t tell Kappa: The Dolphins’ Errea strip. 
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decent blokes from the Bullocks, the Dolphins set about a relatively comfortable win, enjoying the various 
Irish and English accents that inevitably end up somehow taking the field for Gundaroo.  
 
After Dave had nailed a wonder strike, Ikmal followed up his clean-sheet from the prior match with a goal 
from wing-back, with a rather hungover Joel marshalling the backline into keeping our second clean sheet 
of the season and making Foxy a happy man in goals. Nick was attempting to give away his beers on the 
sideline which worried the team, however we were able to confirm that it wasn’t real beer and that non-
alcoholic beer just isn’t as good – thankfully the pub beckoned for a lazy lunch in the sunshine with 
Gundaroo legend Choppy behind the bar.  
 
Dolphins 4 (Lavers, 2x Williams, Salman) – Belnorth FC 0 
 
Back home—well, Lyneham, the spiritual home of the Dolphins due to its close proximity to OCI, a fine pub 
with a strange gravitational attraction to Dolphins. Indeed, Jake moved from his previous home 
somewhere near Yass to within easy stumbling distance of the pub—he and Amer still rocked up after me, 
despite my tardiness and there living literally across the road from the pitch. Some weird science could 
be done on the inverse relationship between distance and timeliness. Surely someone at the club can look 
into this for a PhD?  
 
Anyway, inspired by the return to a nice grass pitch within walking distance of the pub, we rolled Belnorth, 
kept another clean sheet, had a referee supplied by the club (great initiative) and trooped off for a beer! 
 
Burns FC 0 – Dolphins 3 (2x J.Fox, Britton) 
 
The Lion Rampant flags were gently blowing in the corners, the breeze sounded like the light, sonorous 
serenade of a lone piper, the grass was a proper shade of green with a wee bit of mud, and the weather 
not too hot, not too cold…an almost perfect day for a Scotsman to enjoy a game of football, almost 
enough to make him miss home. 
 
As the old hacking bastards with dodgy facial hair came onto the pitch to represent Burns, thoughts of 
missing God’s Country started to fade… here was a reason for leaving these people behind…Thankfully, 
the Dolphins didn’t even think about any of this stuff and set about another clean sheet and convincing 
win, although the game won’t be remembered for this.  
 
It will be better remembered for the non-foul apparently committed by Elliot on the drunk/high/disturbed 
Burns ‘keeper with about 15 minutes to go. Now, anyone who has played against El knows he is fast, but 
I’ve never seen him move faster than when chased by a crazed old bloke in goalie gloves who claimed to 
have been somehow assaulted. Thankfully, his own teammates were better at rugby than soccer and 
pulled off a number of great tackles, spent some time sitting on their keeper and generally trying to stop 
him killing Dolphins like some sort of half-blind whaler.  
 
Plans for post-match beers at the Burns Club were shelved; the Burns team were super apologetic, and 
we left the game for some calming beers at OCI to plan how best to get revenge on the pitch next game. 
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Dolphins 14 (3x Gorta, 2x Williams, Allen, 2x Lavers, 3x Shillito, C. Fox, 2x Salim) – ADFA FC 0 
 
Any foreign powers please stop reading now, there is nothing here of any interest…okay good. 
 
I’m sorry to break the news to the rest of you that, should anyone decide to invade, we’re screwed. ADFA 
are generally fit, but shit, so you can always rely on them to have no idea what they are doing on the pitch 
while looking a bit athletic, and to be able to put in a shift (why else do they spend hours doing drill?).  
 
The bench were busy admiring how good our dolphin kits looked, debating the tactics to employ in order 
to break down the valiant defenders of the realm, and having a laugh about the submariners that 
somehow are attending ADFA. We looked up five minutes later to Gorto shouting he was on a hat-trick 
already…within 20 minutes it was getting embarrassing, and the final score of 14-0 flattered ADFA. The 
margin was so large that our third choice keeper Jake kindly offered to stand between the goalposts for 
the second half, which allowed Foxy to net a nice goal…in reality, Jake could have read a nice book and 
had a cuppa. As we were swapping gloves, we looked up to see one of the ADFA boys was still on the 
pitch, clearly didn’t get the briefing on half time! 
 
In fairness to ADFA they kept on going for 90 minutes, were gallant losers, and decent blokes…but I’m 
thinking we should let the animals from Burns defend Canberra if the enemy is at the gates! 
 
Dolphins 9 (4x Lavers, Guerit, 2x Williams, J.Fox, Gorta) – Majura FC (53) 1 
 
Words fail me…we conceded…Foxy almost cried…Are we starting to set too high standards?  
 
Apart from the lesser Majura scoring, Elliot and Harry absolutely ripped them apart and Sam scored on 
his second game for the Dolphins having recovered from his broken arm. But we conceded; I don’t play 
a sweeper to lose goals, but shit, we have scored 35 in six games.  
 
ANUFC (10) 0 – Dolphins 4 (2x J.Fox, 2x Guerit) 
 
Derby day at Lyneham meant that everyone was looking forward to post-match lunch at OCI with the 
minor exercise of putting the other ANU team to the sword first to get up a thirst and a bit of an appetite. 
The game as we’ve come to expect in derbies was a bit tighter than the score line might suggest, and was 
played at a good tempo and in great spirits. The Dolphins claimed another good win, Vickers didn’t pull 
a hammy, and the event was only really spoiled for the crowd by Brinley not being there shouting at his 
team. Lunch and beers were typically and reliably good.  
 
Dolphins 3 (2x Lavers, J.Fox) – Majura FC (9) 1 
 
The good Majura team were actually not a bad side, but winning this one was going to see us reach eight 
straight wins at the half-way point of the regular season. Elliot was on fire, Joe Fox grabbed another goal 
in what has been his most prolific season in years, and our team worked hard, supported each other and 
played some good football. 
 
Halfway there – 8 wins from 8, 42 goals scored by 12 different players and only 2 conceded, no COVID, 
no rain – couldn’t have asked for a better start to the season. The lads were excited, form was good and 
we were playing nice football – we were starting to feel this was our season! 
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26 June – Gundaroo Bullocks 
 
So, we were hoping for a non-COVID, fairly dry season…26 June: mark it down in the annals of history.     
It was the beginning of the end…we’re bloody Dolphins, let us play in the water! 
 
Belnorth FC 1 – Dolphins 5 (Adlam, Sharp, Mason, Shillito, Salim) 
 
Soooo…the wife and kids were away for the weekend and I had a few beers the night before, so I’m not 
100% sure what happened in this game. Clearly the coach got the tactics spot on and we won; the match 
sheet says we won 5-1 and that I scored, I believe a cross hit me on the left foot—might have been a 
corner? Not even sure why I was on the pitch as I’d deliberately started myself on the bench drinking 
tea…oh, and Jack Pat took out the only girl in the league, but not for dinner—more the eat grass type, 
awful tackle take out…and Mason scored, so it was probably awesome, or a penalty—he only scores 
awesome goals or *spoiler alert* penalties in the bottom-right corner. I think Josh tried to make us all 
drink blue beer post-match but maybe I was hallucinating… 
 
However, the left footed goal was the start of the slowest perfect hat-trick recorded in Capital Football 
history, taking me until 12:30pm the next day to complete with a header for Masters 3 after an early Sunday 
morning strike for Masters 2. I think I was still hungover, because everyone knows not to expect someone 
6’5” to head the ball, even if my head did feel oddly large… 
 
Canberra White Eagles FC 3 – Dolphins 1 (Lavers)  
 
So some idiot of a coach was being all nice and agreed to postpone the match against White Eagles a few 
weeks earlier so the other team could watch Croatia playing…Anyway, they remembered to turn up for 
the re-arranged fixture, and we kinda forgot to mentally turn up (maybe it was the scary skull and cross 
bones on their black tops?) and were swiftly two down within about ten minutes. At one point, our two 
centre midfielders had an average age of over 40 and were shouting at the kids that this is how you run 
about and make the opposition uncomfortable. Bad day at the office—should have made them forfeit, 
but then we’d have ended up going five weeks without a game as it turned out. 
 
17 July – Burns FC 
 
If only real wars decided not to have a second battle because the trenches were flooded, world history 
would make for a more pleasant read. As it was, we probably needed a month off from playing to fully 
enjoy the pissing rain of Canberra. 
 
24 July – ADFA FC 
 
We got excited that ADFA’s ground wasn’t an ACT Sportsground…but they still called it off. Should 
probably have gone easier on them last time out. I did happen to drive by on my way to Bunnings around 
lunchtime to see that they were playing rugby on the pitches. 
 
31 July – The Footballing Gods 
 
The skies were clear, ACT Sportsgrounds were open…and we had a bye! The Soccer Gods are not 
dolphins. I fear they may be jealous that they didn’t make the cut pre-season. They probably use those 
old-fashioned, dolphin-unfriendly tuna nets out of spite. 
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Dolphins 8 (Gorta 3, Sharp, Guerit 3, Patfield) – Majura FC (53) 1 
 
We conceded in the 90th minute, and thankfully we didn’t agree to play last goal wins, otherwise the lesser 
Majura would have claimed a victory and maybe, what with the way things panned out, the league. Foxy 
almost cried again…maybe we are getting a bit hard on ourselves. 
 
We absolutely played them off the park and were warming up nicely to finish the season with a good run 
of matches, confidence was high, the football was good—bring on the derby and good Majura to finish 
the regular season in style, maybe add a few rematches from the washouts and then we can go and win 
the finals series? What could possibly go wrong—we’ve made it through the floods… 
 
Late season historic wins…  
 
So we missed the chance to win the league properly with glorious wins against ANU and good Majura, 
before beating them again in the finals series and getting the grand final win the boys deserved…bloody 
COVID. 
 
But regardless of what Jono and others might tell you, we did win the Trivia Night. Final rounds worth 
more points than the rest of the quiz with points only available to one team that are pretty much luck based 
don’t count…Drinking quickly does however so well done Ryan, although as a Dolphin you were at an 
advantage.3  

 
3 Dolphin Fact 2: A study published in the Journal of Experimental Biology in 2015 analysed the breathing patterns of dolphins. The researchers 
found that they could inhale eight gallons of air in a second and exhale 34 gallons per second—three times faster than humans, allowing them to 
replace as much as 95 percent of the air in their lungs in a single breath. When combined with a job in a brewery, it’s no wonder Ryan can down 
beer so quickly. See Andreas Fahlman et al., ‘Lung mechanics and pulmonary function testing in cetaceans’ (2015) 218(13) Journal of Experimental 
Biology 2030. 
 

Just ask them:  
The real winners of Trivia Night 2021 
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Reflections on a season almost had 
 
Okay, so, we managed 11 games, one better than last year, got rained off again, got COVID-ed off again 
and didn’t have finals again…BUT we had a lot of fun when we were able to take to the pitch and, as 
normal, when we caught up off it (even if that was watching Tottenham lose whilst drinking beers on our 
respective couches). We benefitted again from lots of beers courtesy of Ryan and Gibbo and did our best 
to keep OCI in profit. We also sported the best support of any team with regular appearances from our 
injured players, parents, better halves and dogs! 
 

The case for an ANUFC third kit: This editor salutes the Dolphins for their excellent style 
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From a footballing perspective, we scored a ridiculous 
number of goals, played some lovely football, didn’t 
concede many (which kept Foxy happy) and deservedly 
won the league on points-per-game. We managed to 
register 15 different goal scorers in 11 games (despite 
Elliot getting ten in ten, and the lads registering five 
hattricks), and we only had one match where I was 
swearing and grumpy as fuck on the sideline…well done 
lads!  
 
Special thanks are due to: 

• Molly for putting up with Ikmal, Foxy, and the rest of us for another season, going on a beer run 
for us, and helping us win the trivia; 

• Andy for filling in several times and making me the second oldest player in the team; 
• Joel for a great few games before tragically injuring himself for the season—wish you well in your 

migration to Sydney; 
• Jack Mendham for showing Gus how to shout at defenders and grow a beard—all the best in 

Wollongong; 
• Bender and Hamish for your regular support on the sidelines; 
• Remi and Lola—the most popular blondes to grace the sidelines of Canberra 
• Kieran Pender for not making me drop him and for showing us there are other ways to succeed in 

life off the soccer pitch (but it doesn’t quite feel as good); and 
• Gibbo for all the oranges…  

 
Surely 2022 will let us finally get in a full season and more silverware!  
 
 
Jake Adlam: Star midfielder for the Dolphins, put away the first goal 
of the season. Regular winner of the ‘Most Luscious Locks’ award 
scraped home again this season. Played every game and scored two. 
Ask him about his massive tiger. 
 
Ryan Allen: loves touch footy, bit of an allrounder, pretty handy with 
a ball as well as a couple of tonnes of malt and hops. Pass him into a 
tight spot and he’s guaranteed to make it out. Scored one cracker. Winner of the sixth best injury this 
season award with Turf Toe. Most reliable post game beer provider you will ever meet. Specialises in the 
slide tackle much to his coach’s dismay. 
 
Joel Anderson: Winner of best new doggo and runner up in least games played due to injury award, 
game was rock solid, hamstrings weren’t ☹"#$. RIP hamstring, off to a cushy retirement in Sydney: will be 
missed by ANUFC. 
 
Dave Britton: The man, the enigma—some say he’s like a ghost, strolling unseen, effortlessly around the 
midfield into dangerous positions, then even more effortlessly into the Old Canberra Inn. Solid on the 
tactics, but unfortunate with injury: nine games saw three goals buried. Solid season, expecting more 
good things from him next year. 

 Golden Flipper Covering Goals 
1 Elliot Lavers 10 

2 
Harry Williams 7 
Joseph Gorta 7 

4 
Joseph Fox 6 
Sam Guerit 6 

6 
Ian Shillito 4 
Ikmal Salim 4 

8 David Britton 3 

9 
Jake Adlam 2 
Scott Sharp 2 

DOLPHIN 
PROFILES 
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Joe Fox: A gazelle down whichever wing he ended up on, be it at the back or further up the pitch. Six 
goals in seven games; winner of the Mr reliable award, whether it was a poach or a worldie. The Dolphins’ 
own personal Slenderman, kicking ass and taking names. 
 
Cameron Fox: A 7.32m x 2.44m Canberra Red Brick Wall. No render to crack or window panes—just pure, 
unadulterated shot stopping. And when he’s not in goals, he’s up front putting the sword to ADFA.One 
Goal scored, F-all goals against. Get that man a stout or a Golden Glove trophy—he deserves both. 
 
Nick Gibson: Gibbo, the one and only, the Thickest of Noodles. Team dietician, clear winner of least 
games played due to injury award, also known as the no hamstrings to speak of award. Took the title of 
best linesman from Sam this season. Most dedicated supporter. Best (and worst) oranges. Off-field MVP. 
 
Joseph Gorta: Gorto, as he likes to be called, scored some screamers on and off the park, putting seven 
goals away and romancing everyone but that one ref that gave him a yellow. A class act well and truly, the 
Dolphins felt privileged that he made time in his busy dating schedule to come to training and the odd 
game. 
 
Sam Guerit: Sam’s broken arm in his official debut game on Willows well and truly takes the award for 
worst injury. Took it like a champ by going to the pub for lunch, then hitting the ED. Came back after a few 
weeks and scored six goals in eight games, recovering like a pro. Good man in a crisis, will jump in, broken 
arm and all, when Burns’ Keeper has the shits and wants to punch you halfway round the suburb. Can be 
found on any given evening wandering down Macarthur Ave in a bucket hat, half-cut, without a shirt. If 
you see him, please do us a favour and drop him back at the OCI—he gets lost. 
 
Elliot Lavers: Boots are as golden as his mane: gallops around up front scoring headers and footers, and 
anything he can get around. Top bloke (just ask Burns’ keeper) and our top goal scorer, ten goals in ten 
games was a pretty bloody good effort even if it’s only Golden boot for the team.   
 
Oscar Lees: Three hours of roofing before a game, then an OCI sesh—always puts in a shift and turns 
Saturday into a big day on the tools. Solid at the back, solid on the roof, not solid at paying attention to 
which pub we are going to (should have known it would be OCI), but apart from that, dedicated to the 
Dolphins and our stellar brand of football.  
 
Josh Mason: Always super supportive, enthusiastic to the point of breaking teeth—do not celebrate goals 
with this man if you value your smile. Winner of the friendly fire award, key contributor to the best injury. 
One goal for the season and a bunch of solid performances. Loves a sour beer, hates a voice chat.  
 
Jack Mendham: Close season intra-club signing brought some much-needed shouting in an Aussie 
accent to the backline and a healthy injection of facial hair. Solid, dependable, and almost guaranteed to 
be shouted at by the coach to take a touch and stop booting the ball up the pitch. Seemed not to 
understand said instruction, blamed the coach’s accent, and was rewarded with the occasional wonder-
ball. His contribution to Foxy’s golden gloves will be remembered fondly as we wish him well in 
Wollongong.  
 
Jack Patfield: Unlucky with injury this season; winner of the worst tackle award and most deserving of a 
yellow card; found the one woman in the comp and hacked her legs right into the next suburb. Picked up 
a great goal, expecting big things for this guy if he can recover from a medically diagnosed weak calf.   
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Ikmal Salim: Singer, waiter, Elvis impersonator, four goal dominator—what can’t this man do? Hug Mason 
without getting his teeth smashed in, apparently. Solid backup in goals, and solid getting round the pitch 
all season, catch him in third person after a few pints at the OCI or at Amer’s house playing FIFA. 
 
Amer Salman: Dolphins legend returned to the squad after realising our home games were basically at 
OCI. For a man with just one knee, he managed an admirable seven games and a goal, and also concocted 
some new training drills with Ikmal based on playing FIFA…  
 
Scott Sharp: Auld Gaffer and current father of the Dolphins: knows how to swear at you in six different 
languages and can put away sitters with a raging still drunk hangover and remind you about it all season 
in seven. Two goals scored that we will be hearing about for years to come, along with muttered cursing 
and Scotticisms. Should he be in Masters? Not licked yet!   
 
Ian Shillito: Horder de papier Toiler, moto et budgy contrebande extraordinaire et selfie prise de pause 
caca. Leader of the Dolphin revolucion: scored four goals, and we hope we don’t lose him to PSG in the 
next transfer window. 
 
Angus Vos: After several seasons of the coach attempting to make Gus into a sweeper, he excelled in the 
freer and less vociferous role of a centre back this year. Fast, hard to get by, and provided great balls 
moving forward. Still banned from shooting…Since losing his razor in lockdown, his beard now has its 
own appreciation society—or perhaps he is hoping to be mistaken for Jack and be returned to sweeper 
next year. 
 
Harry Williams: Players’ player of the year again; on track to beat CR7’s Canberra records; made most of 
the other CLM4 teams look like they were playing in thick debilitating mud all season whilst he was on 
Willows. The Dolphins are hoping the pod spirit and sweet kit will be enough to prevent him moving to 
newly-loaded Newcastle in the off-season.   
 
Andy Haynes: Whilst official registered for Masters, Andy couldn’t resist coming back to help out during 
the season to prove that in his 40s he is still fitter than the rest of the pod (or at least the hungover ones, 
which is a handful every week). Still plays like an angry teenager, and makes sure to bring the team’s 
unofficial mascot Lola on a regular basis…apparently Lola likes to hang out with the pod and have a beer.  
 

Viva i Delfini! 
 

Scott Sharp 
Dolphins Head Coach 
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Coach’s Player of the Season: Danyon O’Rourke Players’ Player of the Season: Louis Garnett 
 

 Community League 4 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 ANU FC 11 11 10 0 1 56 7 49 30 3 
2 Majura FC 9 13 10 2 1 53 16 37 32 2.5 
3 ANU FC 10 12 6 3 3 43 22 21 21 2 
4 Canberra White Eagles FC 3 13 6 2 5 45 25 20 20 1.5 
5 Gundaroo Bullocks 1 12 6 0 6 37 29 8 18 1.5 
6 Burns FC 4 13 6 1 6 42 35 7 19 1.5 
7 Belnorth FC 10 13 3 1 9 22 58 -36 10 0.8 
8 Majura FC 53 11 2 1 8 26 59 -33 7 0.6 
9 ADFA FC 5 10 0 0 10 7 80 -73 0 0 

 
2021 Squad: 
 

Coach: Ryan Vickers Games Goals Yellow Cards 
Adam Glanville 6 1  
Ayden O’Neill 12 7  
Benjamin Aquilina 9 3  
Danyon O’Rourke 11   
Eranga Punchihewa 12   
Francisco Gutierrez 6 1  
Jonah Kaufman 5 1  
Louis Garnett 8 1  
Matt Aitken 12 1 1 
Max Robertson 11 1  
Nicolas Holberton 5   
Patrick Doyle 11   
Peter Kibble 12   
Rupesh Basnet 4   
Ryan Vickers 8   
Thomas Baker 9 3  
Thomas Zeithofer 9 3  
Willian Taylor 9 7  

 
 
 

 

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 
(ANUFC 10) 

SEASON REVIEW 
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 Community League 5 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Weston Molonglo FC 5 12 10 2 0 57 16 41 32 2.7 
2 Lanyon United FC 1 12 8 2 2 34 21 13 26 2.2 
3 ANUFC 12 11 5 3 3 36 19 17 18 1.6 
4 ANUFC 20 10 3 3 4 19 18 1 12 1.2 
5 Majura FC 10 11 4 1 6 18 26 -8 13 1.2 
6 Narrabundah FC 3 11 3 1 7 26 27 -1 10 0.9 
7 Tuggeranong United FC 5 11 0 0 11 9 72 -63 0 0.0 

 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Will Tudehope           Players’ Player of the Season: Callum Vincent 
 

Coach: Ilann Labouze Games Goals Yellow Cards 
Aarya Bhatia 4 1 1 
Angus Mcculloch 7 2  
Callum Lindsay-Smith 4 1  
Callum Vincent 5 1  
Darcy Morgan 6 2  
Ethan Tudehope 6 2  
Harrison Keys 6 1  
Ilann Labouze 8 5 1 
Joaquin Cross 8 1  
Jonathan Challis 8   
Max Tranter 7   
Maximillian Meyer 9 3  
Michael Deng 8 4  
Nathan Scotter 8   
Nicholas Ang 7   
Nicholas Gibson 9 3  
Will Tudehope 9 1  

 
 

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 5 
(ANUFC12) SEASON REVIEW 
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 Community League 5 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Weston Molonglo FC 5 12 10 2 0 57 16 41 32 2.7 
2 Lanyon United FC 1 12 8 2 2 34 21 13 26 2.2 
3 ANUFC 12 11 5 3 3 36 19 17 18 1.6 
4 ANUFC 20 10 3 3 4 19 18 1 12 1.2 
5 Majura FC 10 11 4 1 6 18 26 -8 13 1.2 
6 Narrabundah FC 3 11 3 1 7 26 27 -1 10 0.9 
7 Tuggeranong United FC 5 11 0 0 11 9 72 -63 0 0.0 

 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Harrison Vlahos   Players’ Player of the Season: George Giannakakis 
 

Coaches: Ryan Vickers, Harrison Vlahos Games Goals Yellow Cards 
Aiden Jacobsen 6   
Akira Yee 6   
George Giannakakis 9 1  
Harrison Mckenzie-Mcharg 10 3  
Harrison Vlahos 10   
James Belcher 5   
Jeremy Cains 6   
Joseph Williams 6   
Miles Fordham 9 1  
Paul Gordon 7   
Peter Yang 9 2  
Sharvesvarar Gounder 4   
Simon Speldewinde 3  1 
Zachary Fernandez 6   

 
 

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 5 
(ANUFC20) SEASON REVIEW 
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Coach’s Player of the Season: Sebastian Bignell  Players’ Player of the Season: Peter Philippa 
 
ANUFC13 was left without a coach with the departure of Greg Kelly at the end of 2020—off to greener 
pastures on the coast. Thankfully, we were able to retain eight players including our captain Sam ‘three 
lungs’ Long, the number one shit-stirrer and assistant coach Sia, dynamic wingers Kaushal, Nick 2, and 
Liam who-needs-a-warm-up Stewart, bombarding wing backs in Zac doesn’t-want-to-overlap Collins and 
Andrew Barr (not that one), and last but not least, Peter ‘Iron Gloves’ Philippa. The level of continuity meant 
that we had a strong foundation to build off, especially given the influx of talent we had throughout the 
squad. Our forward line was non-existent until the arrival of Maxxy Wiggins, the converted winger-cum-
striker who may have misplaced his scoring boots midway through the season, but still did enough to 
secure ANUFC’s coveted Golden Boot. Our wide play was enhanced with the addition and subsequent 
disappearance of Jay ‘the Italian’ Benson. Versatility and adaptability are crucial qualities required in every 
squad—players that can fill in at multiple positions and excel—something that Henry wants-Zac-to-overlap 
Campbell and Vice-Captain Burto did with aplomb, filling in across both midfield and the wings, and 
contributing goals and assists throughout the season. Midfield creativity, steel, and vision was also 
reinforced with the additions of glass-ankles Sonny and diehard Netherlands supporter Su.  

 Community League 6 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Weston Molonglo FC 20 15 13 0 2 64 20 44 39 2.6 
2 ANUFC 13 13 8 4 1 40 16 24 28 2.2 
3 Belnorth FC 16 13 6 3 4 46 31 15 21 1.6 
4 Yass FC 3 13 5 2 6 28 39 -11 17 1.3 
5 Belsouth FC 1 13 5 1 7 23 46 -23 16 1.2 
6 Gunghalin United FC 11 13 5 0 8 39 44 -5 15 1.2 
7 ANUFC 15 12 3 1 8 25 31 -6 10 0.8 
8 ANUFC 14 14 2 1 11 20 58 -38 7 0.5 

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 6 
(ANUFC13) SEASON REVIEW 

SCUM • 91 
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Defensively, while we started a bit shakily 
(only two clean sheets in 11 games overall), 
the unit ultimately gelled as we ended up 
conceding the fewest number of goals in the 
comp. The quality and depth at wing back 
were improved with the sliding in of Sebby 
Bignell and the scorer of probably the team’s 
best goal all season, Alex Robinson. This 
goal, against traditional rivals Gungahlin 
Juventus, was, as I believe, the culmination of 
an entire season worth of consistently 
emphasising playing out from the back. A 
short goal kick was played to the left centre 
back, who played a forward pass, and thus 
technically provided the assist (so he claims) 
to the left back who bombed some 60-70 
yards down the pitch, dribbled past the entire 
opposition, and coolly slotted past a hapless 
keeper—exactly as drawn up. The defence 
was further strengthened with the additions 
of Gavin Styles (not related to Harry, I don’t 
think), Cathal ‘funny man’ Leslie, and Angus 
‘Gus’ Pratt, who all absolutely loved being 
asked to play the ball out from centre back.  

 
Overall, I would say it’s been a successful season 
despite losing first place amidst an injury crisis 
which saw us go from dropping only two points in 
the first seven games to dropping seven points in 
the last four games, leaving us in second place at 
the end of a shortened campaign. The team always 
played together as a team, never placing blame on 
anyone for a mistake and having each other’s 
backs when dirty opposition tackles were flying in. 
It was a pleasure and a privilege to be allowed to 
play Football Manager in real life for the first time, 
with the implementation of the 4-3-3 Vertical Tiki-
Taka having some success early in the season, and 
a subsequent (injury-forced) switch to a 3-5-2 
Control Possession tactic proving successful too. 
 

Marcus Alim 
2021 CLM6 (ANUFC 13) Head Coach 
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Coach’s Player of the Season: Rubén Mayenco Players’ Player of the Season: Benjamin Kennedy 

 Community League 6 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 

1 Weston Molonglo FC 20 15 13 0 2 64 20 44 39 2.6 

2 ANUFC 13 13 8 4 1 40 16 24 28 2.2 

3 Belnorth FC 16 13 6 3 4 46 31 15 21 1.6 

4 Yass FC 3 13 5 2 6 28 39 -11 17 1.3 

5 Belsouth FC 1 13 5 1 7 23 46 -23 16 1.2 

6 Gunghalin United FC 11 13 5 0 8 39 44 -5 15 1.2 

7 ANUFC 15 12 3 1 8 25 31 -6 10 0.8 

8 ANUFC 14 14 2 1 11 20 58 -38 7 0.5 

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 6 
(ANUFC14) SEASON REVIEW 

2021’s crop of onions 
L-R (top): Gerard Boyd, Vivikth Narayanan, Ethan Gaunt, Rubén Mayenco, Isaac Norden, Lam Tran, Daffa 
Widjanarko, Franklin Hood, Amir El Hassan, Finn McMahon 
L-R (bottom): Josh Hampson, Edwin Chan, Nurhan Solo, Benjamin Kennedy, Edgar Leong, Timothy Harris 
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I hope to keep this passage as short and sweet as our COVID and weather ridden season. 
 
Most fruit and vegetables have nowhere near a three-year shelf life. These onions however, these boys 
have what it takes to last a lifetime. There is no expiry date on these players. 
 
The season played out as it seemingly always does for our team: the first few matches, whilst competitive, 
ended in defeat, with the bright moments either being wonder goals from outside the box (Edwin, 
Shobhit, Gerard, to name a few), outrageous penalty saves from our DM turned GK extraordinaire Rubén, 
or the nights out after the games. 
 
However, as the games went by, so our performance levels rose—as shown by a resilient 1-1 draw against 
the then league leaders in an all ANUFC derby, as well as in a thumping victory over Yass FC courtesy of 
an Ethan Gaunt hat trick in which the boy played out of his skin. Scoring a halfway line goal as we all 
wondered…where the hell did that come from? 
 
Whilst there is no silverware to show for our impressive late resurgence in the season, the one ANUFC 
team named after a food was appropriately in prime position to win its division's plate with only 2 fixtures 
left against weak ANUFC opposition. Yet, having finished on a win, I could not be any prouder of the team 
spirit we built both on and off the pitch this year. Ultimately, nothing can be done about how things ended, 
and I guarantee that the Onions will be back stronger and fitter next season, ready to make more 
opponents cry. 
 
Great effort once again to the guys who have been Onions through and through since day zero: 
Edgar, Ethan, Rubén, Isaac, Gerard, Viv, Lam, and Max. 
 
Huge shout out as always to our off-field support, the shallots, as well as a great thank you to the new 
members of the family this season: Finn, Shobhit, Edwin, Damon, and Josh. 
 
Still yet to hear any #TimOut protests so cheers for another year and let's go for a successful fourth time 
lucky! 

 
Timothy Harris 

2021 Onions Head Coach 

Image credit: 
https://shop.countdown.co.nz/shop/produ
ctdetails?stockcode=189459&name=fresh-

produce-shallots-french 
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Community League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG Community League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Gungahlin Juventus 4 13 12 1 0 75 19 56 37 2.8 1 O'Connor Knights SC 20 13 12 0 1 94 19 75 36 2.8
2 Belnorth FC 7 13 12 0 1 72 9 63 36 2.8 2 Weston Molonglo FC 4 12 9 0 3 48 18 30 27 2.3
3 ANUFC 21 13 10 1 2 71 15 56 31 2 3 ANUFC 9 12 6 3 3 42 36 6 21 1.8
4 Woden Valley SC 14 13 6 1 6 30 35 -5 19 1.5 4 Weston Molonglo FC 3 11 5 1 5 33 34 -1 16 1.5
5 Gungahlin United FC 5 12 4 3 5 32 43 -11 15 1.3 5 Belnorth FC 11 12 5 2 5 40 36 4 17 1.4
6 Gungahlin United FC 4 12 4 2 6 34 31 3 14 1.2 6 Belnorth FC 8 12 3 3 6 33 38 -5 12 1.0
7 Majura FC 8 12 4 1 7 26 35 -9 13 1.1 7 Woden Valley SC 15 12 0 1 11 13 75 -62 1 0.1
8 Belwest Foxes SC 5 13 4 1 8 31 53 -22 13 1 8 UC Stars Football 12 6 0 0 6 5 52 -47 0 0.0
9 ADFA FC 4 10 1 0 9 7 51 -44 3 0.3

10 Belwest Foxes SC 4 13 0 0 13 14 ## -87 0 0

Community League 4 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG Community League 5 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 ANUFC 11 11 10 0 1 56 7 49 30 1 Weston Molonglo FC 5 12 10 2 0 57 16 41 32 2.7
2 Majura FC 9 13 10 2 1 53 16 37 32 2.5 2 Lanyon United FC 1 12 8 2 2 34 21 13 26 2.2
3 ANUFC 10 12 6 3 3 43 22 21 21 2 3 ANUFC 12 11 5 3 3 36 19 17 18 1.6
4 Canberra White Eagles FC 313 6 2 5 45 25 20 20 1.5 4 ANUFC 20 10 3 3 4 19 18 1 12 1.2
5 Gundaroo Bullocks 1 12 6 0 6 37 29 8 18 1.5 5 Majura FC 10 11 4 1 6 18 26 -8 13 1.2
6 Burns FC 4 13 6 1 6 42 35 7 19 1.5 6 Narrabundah FC 3 11 3 1 7 26 27 -1 10 0.9
7 Belnorth FC 10 13 3 1 9 22 58 -36 10 0.8 7 Tuggeranong United FC 5 11 0 0 11 9 72 -63 0 0.0
8 Majura FC 53 11 2 1 8 26 59 -33 7 0.6
9 ADFA FC 5 10 0 0 10 7 80 -73 0 0

Community League 6 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Weston Molonglo FC 20 15 13 0 2 64 20 44 39 2.6
2 ANUFC 13 13 8 4 1 40 16 24 28 2.2
3 Belnorth FC 16 13 6 3 4 46 31 15 21 1.6
4 Yass FC 3 13 5 2 6 28 39 -11 17 1.3
5 Belsouth FC 1 13 5 1 7 23 46 -23 16 1.2
6 Gungahlin United FC 11 13 5 0 8 39 44 -5 15 1.2
7 ANUFC 15 12 3 1 8 25 31 -6 10 0.8
8 ANUFC 14 14 2 1 11 20 58 ## 7 0.5

2021 COMMUNITY 
LEAGUE STANDINGS 

2.7 
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 Masters League 1 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Queanbeyan City FC 1 12 9 1 2 45 27 18 28 2.3 
2 Weston Molonglo FC 15 12 7 2 3 30 19 11 23 1.9 
3 UC Stars Football 14 12 7 1 4 43 29 14 22 1.8 
4 ANUFC 16 12 5 4 3 27 21 6 19 1.6 
5 Belwest Foxes SC 7 12 2 2 8 17 38 -21 8 0.7 
6 Lanyon United FC 4 12 0 2 10 14 42 -28 2 0.2 

 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Paul Mullens  Players’ Player of the Season: Nathan Ashton 
 
As the good ship ANUFC (Masters Div 1) prepared to set sail on the 2021 campaign, no less than 38 stout 
men sought to enlist in service on the creaking metaphor. Fortune would have it that the number of burly 
adventurers seeking future anecdotes in Sunday morning thuggery had doubled from the previous 
COVID-affected season that four (yes, FOUR!) Masters 
squads, splitting at the seams (figuratively and literally), 
would embark on another COVID-affected season. With 
trials came some truly shocking omissions, some of whom 
had to be talked off window ledges or dragged from the 
bottom of a bottle. To Be sure, certaiN individuals may not 
have taken the trouble to speak to the coach again, but 
that's the cruel underbelly of The Beautiful Game. Given 
Capital Football's generosity in allowing 18 players to be 
named on a Masters match card, it was thus decided how 

many would 
make the 
cut. A couple of warhorses were handed their papers and 
arm-around-the-shouldered to the Over 45s, where they 
experienced a kind of footballing nirvana, before eternal 
peace (do read Plastic's 50,000-word treatise in this 
volume). Others bolstered the Masters Div 3 team to the 
point that they were compelled to take part in Div 2. By 
sheer weight of numbers, the amount of available ANU 
footballing flesh would ultimately secure the Masters Club 
Championship for ANUFC. The season was also memorable 
for the league Golden Boot won by Paul Mullens. 
 

Of course, after Capital Football’s moment of clarity, it reverted to form with a finals plan for our six-team-
comp that was comprehensive in irrelevant detail and had many gaping holes. Being that the plan 
included the final few rounds of competition after a split, we sought clarity on what it would mean for a 
team finishing fourth (a premonition?), such as whether or not they were eligible to compete for the Grand 
Final—something astonishingly not covered in the initial draft. In a catastrophic misinterpretation of the 

MASTERS LEAGUE 1 
 SEASON REVIEW 

'Sometimes-ANUFC stalwart Oli 
Ciano burned brightly early on, before 
succumbing to family knack, deeming 

Sundays were best spent getting to know 
his children. By all accounts they're 

lovely. A decent free kick onto Chris 
Carroll's head to open the season's 
account was an enduring highlight.' 

 
Anonymous 

 'Who-the-hell-is-Simon "Cully" Cullen 
failed to achieve lift-off this year, due to 
various leg-gah! brought on by a vibrant 
lifestyle of tennis, futsal and occupying a 
permanent seat at BentSpoke. Cully's 
masterful simplicity may have been 
telling if games weren't staged on gravel 
or mud most weeks.' 
 
José Mourinho 
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less-is-more maxim, CF obviously believes that fewer teams in more competitions with complicated 
postseasons is a desirable outcome. 
 
A brief preseason culminated in victory over UC in the Uni Cup extravaganza, as an understrength ANU 
side held on to a 2-1 lead against an even more understrength opposition, kickstarting the day to victory. 
In an era when family trips to the coast determined some pre-season availability, putting the coach in the 
uncomfortable position of fielding himself, this was more a training run than a true indication of what lay 
ahead. So, to the season itself, where ANU's journey is described in relation to each opponent, rather than 
a more chronological account. 
 
Weston 
 
Inevitably, we begin with ANU's enduring nemesis, Weston, who had strolled 
to a (non-competitive) title the previous year. In a pre-match moment of 
pessimism, the ANU coach had ventured that he would take a narrow loss as 
a step in the right direction. But time is a merciless master of our destinies, 
and it's relentless march towards dulling all our attributes cannot be stopped. 
In this sense, Weston have been declared a Spent Force, who may take their 
leave of this world, to add spice to the over-45s next year. However, this 
remains unlikely given their penchant for 11:00am Sunday football and the 
ensuing hot dogs. ANU is playing the long game—all that sodium can't be 
good for their hearts and it's just another eight or nine years before they start 
dropping off. 
 
By the end of the first encounter, ANU was disappointed with a 2-2 result after leading twice and ending 
the game much stronger. We duly reverted to type in the second meeting with a 3-1 loss (the Weston 
scoreline). By the third game, Weston were leading mid-second half by the same margin, as we could feel 
a familiar pattern emerging... that is until two late goals rescued a 3-3 draw. Much more pleasing the 
second time around, and an example of the confidence and fight in this team. So, a better return against 
a difficult team, and we'll be looking to take the next step and actually win against Weston if they have the 
temerity to show up again next year. The trick is to keep them quiet in the opening 20 minutes and not to 
give away any set pieces in their final third. The execution of this trick is next on the list. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

RESULTS 
Weston 2-2 ANU 
(Carroll, Shrewsbury) 
ANU 1-3 Weston 
(Mullens) 
ANU 3-3 Weston 
(Mullens, Moes, Lattz) 

'Being a Masters coach is hard - trying to fill the inevitable gaps that appear through 
old guys trying to play well beyond their prime. So when a figure emerged mid-
season, striding onto South Oval out of the Canberra winter mist like Bagger Vance, it 
was time to roll the dice, abandoning the ploy of patiently waiting 20 years for new 
ANU students to move through the ranks to the dizzying heights of Masters. Only time 
would tell if it was a masterstroke or whether the temporary transfer would leave the 
team feeling like they'd just drank from Sullivan's Creek—refreshing for a moment, but 
with the certain knowledge that things would fast be heading south. Fortunately for 
us, Nat Ashton was the former, bolstering us at just the right moment. Immense in 
defence and more than handy in stealing a goal. The sight of his goal-saving sliding 
tackles against all teams (but let's be honest, particularly Weston) was pure gold. 
Whatever the transfer fee was, it was well worth it.' 
 
Waz 
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Queanbeyan 
 
For most of the 
season Queanbeyan 
were infallible, but 
ANU seemed always 
to have their 
measure. There's a 
fine thread regarding fortune in football—good 
teams do make their own luck, if there is such a 
thing, but there are also times when that bounce, 
that overhit cross, that challenge, or that offside 
call changes the course of a game. In Masters, 
we're also subject to the mood of the referee, 

which can be shaped by many factors including the fact that they had to come out and referee games. 
Given we see the same four guys every week, every season, the main mood-shaper is whether they like 
us. We accept that the elderly gents refereeing Masters have a basic grasp of the rules, but most prefer 
other teams to win. So, we have that to deal with. But a penny for the thoughts of the Queanbeyan players 
when the ANU coach refereed the first encounter—a thrilling loss. Imagine juggling enforcing the rules 
with tactical tweaks, player whining and having to blow a penalty against one's own team! 
 
This section is supposed to be about Queanbeyan, so here it is—two games; five scored; six conceded; 
one draw; one loss. ANU was the first team to deprive them of points in 2021, which occurred halfway 
through the season. And ANU must have been relishing the third meeting and a potential finals 
date, feeling the tide was turning. But Queanbeyan were worthy champions based on their consistency 
against the top sides, and their results tell the story. If only the NSW lockdown came into effect earlier. In 
a league where not many teams are especially a pleasure to play against, Queanbeyan play hard and 
mostly fair, with a scattering of grubiness. They're not going away either. With every season Queanbeyan 
make upgrades in certain areas, and the, umm...spirit is strong in the young'uns too, standing pitchside, 
yelling what can only be assumed equates to 'play fair and may the best team win!'. 

Chris Carroll wasted no time in becoming 
notable in the ANU jersey, scoring on his 
debut and delivering a man of the match 

performance. Big things were expected, but 
in true Thomas Vermaelen style, Chris' 

promising season would be overshadowed by 
injury. However, the biggest injury blow was 

not the ankle-ouch that would ultimately rule 
him out for the rest of season, but the 

psychological injury he served up to the coach 
post-season after deliberately being spotted 

cartwheeling past his house.' 
 

Adam 

'Sandy Abel: stealthy and smooth; silent and 
deadly. A wonderfully universal wingback who 
plays a vital part of our defence and attack. 
Plus a great guy to have a Sunday drink with.'  
 
Pauly 

'Mark Shrewsbury, the player, in a very 
competitive midfield, was very competitive. 
Though one might say he peaked with a 
sweetly struck goal in round 1. As the 
reluctant supercoach, Mark went from 
strength to strength. The introduction of the 
sideline whiteboard brought a level of tactical 
sophistication that ensured, if nothing else, 
the three players who noticed it knew who 
was starting on the field. However, both 
player and coach are merely guises for Mark's 
true identity: the tortured writer. At this, once 
again, he was superlative, for both the ability 
to continually write thrilling and somewhat 
relevant match reviews, with little hope of 
publication, and of course for the traditionally 
associated drinking problem!' 
 
Brains Trust 

RESULTS 
ANU 3-4 Queanbeyan 
(2x Moes, Lattz) 
Queanbeyan 2-2 ANU 
(Graf, Mullens) 
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Lanyon 
 
0-0 half time. 3-0 full time. Both times. ANU's games against 
Lanyon had an air about them that was both a relief after back-
to-back fixtures against the Champions and Champions-elect, 
and a certain amount of pressure to get maximum points, 
because everyone else would. Drawing heavily from his no-
easy-game-in-this-league bag of team talks, ANU's coach 
made sure there'd be no complacency. But as much as this 
coach can make sure of anything, there were a few skipped 
heartbeats. This ANU team is not so much complacent at times, 
but efficient - exerting the exact amount of energy and 
concentration required for each opponent. 

 
Lanyon were a decent side but were too fat and always ran out of everything in 
the second half. The risk here was always that they could score early, then the 
panic might set in. They had some quality components, but found themselves 
unfortunately out of their depth in this league. Each contest was an arm wrestle of 
a first half, followed by a fairly comfortable second. ANU were deprived of a third 
meeting which may have enhanced their final league position. 
 

 
 
 
 

'Miguel Lattz is a ball fiend with a lot 
of passion... mysterious but 

passionate. Where did he come from, 
where will he go? Cotton Eye Joe!' 

 
Markus 

'One would say that Markus Koeck's season was 
workman-like, with numerous breaks and downing of 
tools, occasionally a snack. During matchday sideline 
sojourns, his commentary of on-field unfoldings was 
more entertaining than the unfoldings themselves. I 
marvelled at his genetic superiority at being able to 
warm up by standing stockstill in conditions when even 
the snow said it was too cold to be outside. When on the 
field, his calls of "to my feet" are a testament to his 
commitment to our beautiful game. As the season 
matured, Markus contributed to forward movements as 
he glaciated past the halfway line, noting the great 
courage it took to overcome our defence's deep-rooted, 
childhood-stemming, pathological fear of approaching 
centrally-placed circles and lines. But to profile Markus 
without mentioning his uncanny timing would have me 
strung up at The Hague. Whether it be Charnwood or 
Mawson, to arrive at the ground at exactly 11:04am with 
such consistency is a mark of true genius. 
 
Grim 
 

'Paul Mullens entered Masters on 
the back of a glittering career in... 

other teams, but once he hit the 
magic number he presented for 

preseason with all enthusiasm and no 
pretension. Keen to establish himself 

as striker de rigueur, his blistering 
pace set him apart and prompted 

watering mouths from last season's 
weary returnees. Such was the giddy 

prospect of Pauly running rings 
around fat Masters defenders, we 

knew all we would have to do is get 
him going in a straight line. It took a 

few games to adjust to the new 
"conditions" in Masters (ie, bruises), 

but after a neat double against 
Lanyon, it was plain sailing to the 

league's Golden Boot.' 
 

 Plod 

RESULTS 
Lanyon 0-3 ANU 
(2x Moes, Mullens) 
ANU 3-0 Lanyon 
(Wall, Mullens, 
Moes) 
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UC 

 
Games between ANU and UC are known (only here) as The 
Stink Cup, to which ANU can lay claim this year. Despite the 
teams' relative positions on the table, ANU's two-games-to-
one record against UC was memorable, each game an instant 

classic. It was in the first meeting where this newly remodelled ANU team truly hit their strides and gave a 
season's best performance with a 4-2 win, underscored by a dominant period either side of half time that 
left UC shell shocked. Si adding 'sunglasses' to next season's bingo card of goalscoring touches. 
 
They say in the English Premier League, a player shows his quality if they can do it on a rainy Tuesday night 
in Stoke. Whatever the current equivalent is (Crystal Palace?), the Masters version is a Windy Sunday 
lunchtime at Wanniassa. So it was for the second instalment of The Stink Cup. An out-of-sorts ANU was 

'Nick Terrell was one of our best 
defensive players. Every time he was 
near the penalty area the probability of 
a penalty against us was huge. The 
good thing is that he has tremendous 
luck; a penalty that he created was a 
penalty that our opponents failed.  
Two from two!!' 
 
Miguel 

'This season introduced a new sensitive side to the 
gameday persona of our rampaging, take no prisoners 

wing back. Occy's (Octavio Medina Gonzalez) 
customary pregame sessions with the deep tissue 

massage roller were combined with the responsibility 
of indoctrinating a newborn into the ways of football. 
Fewer slide tackles, more side tickles – but the same 

high energy commitment on field and off. What better 
way for a footballing dynasty to take its earliest 

outlines, than by sharing the Winter ritual of a Sunday 
morning on the blighted, windswept turf of ANU's 

Wanniassa HQ.'  
 

Nick 
'As Captain of the ship, it was left to 
Ian Moes to ensure the cohesive 
structured plan of the coach was 
executed by the team on the field of 
play. This appeared to mainly involve 
telling Delvesy to shut up, and telling 
the referee to ignore Delvesy. Moesy, 
in his 20th year at ANUFC, has finally 
achieved peak Thor (without the long 
hair or beard) and was the true pillar 
around which the Masters 1 was built. 
There was no better demonstration of 
this than when ANUFC's Thor 
defeated Weston Molonglo's Korg in 
a battle for the ages. And he 
guaranteed cold beer at the end of 
every game and ensured (with a little 
help from the coach) that another 
fresh batch would be required the 
next week.' 
 
Brett 

'After a reinvention in a struggling outfit last season, 
doing what was necessary, it was vintage Chris Wall who 

experienced an Indian Summer this time. More game-
time management in a team well-stocked with wingers, 

and the freedom to operate on the fringe of a reliable 
midfield, Wallsy provided a front-third threat that 

complemented other weapons. A simpler game and free 
of injury leading to some crucial goals and assists. 

Somewhere along the line, Wallsy has racked up 1000 
(fact check, pending) games for ANUFC, but not many 

would have been as relaxed and valued as this season.' 
 

MS 
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dominated in every aspect by a determined UC. But remember that 
newfound spirit? That resolve to fight until the bitter end? ANU kept 
competing, not giving an inch. Lunging and thrusting to keep making 
challenges, to block shots. Then, ANU's moment arrived late on with 
a fast counterattack—precise decisions with the ball to secure a 
winner. 
 
With The Cup (*the Stink Cup does not actually exist, although it 
should) secured for ANU, the final meeting was held in an atrocious 
bog in Charnwood. ANU found a few solid patches on which to play 

football—always looking better when we did that—while some of those (lack of) bounce-of-the-ball 
moments brought us unstuck. After three losses to ANU, UC also found that targeting a particular 
weakness could bear fruit. A 4-3 loss. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

RESULTS 
ANU 4-2 UC 
(Moes, Hauck, Mullens, Kayser) 
UC 0-1 ANU 
(Mullens) 
ANU 3-4 UC 
(Graham, Ashton, Mullens) 

'We've all seen film characters that baffle the villain by 
appearing everywhere they look. This can also apply on the 

pitch, often with the amusing but useful results of the villains 
imploding amongst themselves or wishing they'd gone to the 

coast. Warren Hauck plays at a high level across the whole park 
each week, with a work rate and anticipation that leaves multiple 

villains staring at each other and wondering where their 
personal 1.5 metres went. Five stars and more sequels please.' 

 
Tom 

'Brett Graham is the beating 
heart of the team, but as an 80 
year old, that heart is not in the 
best shape. The "40 yard 
screamer" against UC was a 
treat that gets better with age. 
Like Brett! Part of a strong 
defensive unit, Brett was the 
reason the match card was filled 
in every week.' 
 
Mark 

'Si Kayser had a good season traversing many 
miles up and down the right - seamlessly 

switching between wing and defence. 
Regularly proved he could sling in a cross, 

chase a lost cause and both draw and deliver 
fouls with aplomb. Avid lover of the full-court 

press - dedicated positional maverick.' 
 

Sandy 

'The mercurial Matt Delves graced us with his 
presence in the back line this year. This 
international man of mystery provided a rock at 
the back... well a rock with a bull horn voice that 
had yelled inexhaustible variations of "pass back" 
for 90 minutes each Sunday. He was an integral 
part of the Great Wall that was close to the best 
defence in the league. Everyone will agree that 
the soccer sage was always willing to give others 
the benefit of his experience and pass on his 
knowledge to others, especially at the pub.' 
 
Wallsy 
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Belwest 
 
It should be said that Lanyon and Belwest, despite their meagre returns, were 
both decent sides. They were mid-table teams in a league with no lower-end 
teams. The likes of Gungahlin, Monaro, (the second) Weston, Burns, and even 
Tuggeranong and Belsouth should be ashamed of themselves for not having the 
courage and spirit to enter a team at the highest level of Masters. In fact, Capital 
Football’s persistence in fielding multiple Masters leagues of six to eight teams 
rather than consolidating them is ridiculous. I get tired of playing against the 
same 50 blokes every year. 
 
Belwest have continued to rise up the levels for the past few years and will be encouraged by their 
improvement. They (along with Lanyon, in fairness) were a team that was more or less enjoyable to play 
against. Both games were tight, despite ANU's dominance. In fact, for a team that had fewer issues scoring 
goals than last year, ANU was surprisingly bereft against Belwest. A 1-0 win and 1-1 draw; 
disappointing returns from games ANU should have won easily. Belwest relied on one main outlet (a 
speedy winger, what else?), and a secondary rangy forward with a loose touch, to go with a tight defence. 
 

 
Mark Shrewsbury 
2021 Masters League 1 Head Coach 
 
 
 
 

RESULTS 
Belwest 0-1 ANU 

(Solano) 
ANU 1-1 Belwest 

(Mullens) 

'Chris "Grim" Gouramanis returned to his old 
stopping ground of ANU for the first time since 
2010 following a stint overseas. The season 
started with him on the sideline due to a raft of 
injuries including achilles- and groin-gah! Once 
Grim made it back on the field he brought a solid 
presence playing in the midfield with his robust 
efforts in defence and touches of class and 
composure on the ball. His highlight of the 
season came against Belwest with the last play of 
the game heading the ball off the line to ensure 
ANU were victorious. On the goal front there 
were "plenty missed" in his own words. Knowing 
Grim loves a big game he was spewing not to 
play against Queanbeyan and was bitterly 
disappointed not to beat Weston.' 
 
Delves 

'Newly arrived from Sydney in preseason, 
Adam Solano laid down an early marker, 

displaying fine tactical nous in turning up at 
the pub after his maiden preseason hit out, 

volunteering for first shout, and returning with 
jugs. Selected.  Bonus features included 

scaring Weston witless with an alarming turn 
of pace, a full throttle approach when on the 

field, regularly knacked (possibly related), and 
a rare willingness to just do whatever the 

coach asked. Is very much looking forward to 
a sophomore season in 2022 when he might 

finally take his personalised kit off for post-
match net duty.' 

 
Moes 

 

'For keeper Tom (Young), this is no joke, 
After the game, he just drinks coke, 
Tom helped us not lose, 
Even played for M2's, 
And he's not that bad a bloke.' 
 
Si 
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Recollections from teammates: 

• Most toes stepped on at training in ANUFC history. 
• Only person to walk through Sammy's actual kitchen. 
• Second longest SCUM editor. 
• Most goals scored with shin... 
• He was relatively thin as an ANU student, but returned from the UK much fatter but also a much 

better dribbler. 
• And, most memorably, the 2001 SL5 grand final winning celebration dinner at Tan's Vietnamese 

(long gone now). Moes had been going beer for beer with CoatC post-match, which resulted in 
Moes throwing up in the rice container. Very classy (see photo below). 

 

 
 

PLAYER PROFILE: IAN MOES 
20 YEARS WITH ANUFC 

Pictured:  
Moesy and Coatesy at the RSL Club, Grand Final Night, around 6:30pm 

Believe it or not, it only got uglier from this point on… 
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 Masters League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 

1 Weston Molonglo FC 16 10 9 0 1 42 9 33 27 2.7 
2 Gungahlin United FC 7 10 6 1 3 25 23 2 19 1.9 
3 ANUFC 17 10 5 0 5 21 23 -2 15 1.5 
4 Monaro Panthers FC 5 10 5 0 5 18 23 -5 15 1.5 
5 Burns FC 5 10 3 2 5 16 25 -9 11 1.1 
6 Woden Valley SC 2 10 2 2 6 20 20 0 8 0.8 
7 Gungahlin United FC 6 10 2 1 7 21 40 -19 7 0.7 

 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Thomas Young           Players’ Player of the Season: Cian O’Driscoll 
 
The 2021 season saw an influx of new players to the ANUFC masters teams. So much so that, once again, 
the mighty ANUFC masters squads could field an additional team to take them to four teams once again. 
But who would take the helm of this new entity? Who would take up the challenge of forming a completely 
new team to step into the competitive arena that is Masters League 2? 
 
The answer to that question sat firmly on the experienced shoulders of ANUFC life member, and former 
golden boot (rigged!!!) and President’s award winner, Mr Ransome Mclean. Clearly the only choice for 
such a tough assignment (Caldow is a pussy). Given his years of experience with ANUFC, having won and 
lost grand finals with ANUFC State League and Masters teams, he was surely the man to take up the reins 
of this new Masters team. 
 
Fortunately, Ransome was able to draw on the able experience of Mr Michael Blacksell to assist with 
organising this new team and preparing it for the challenges to come. With Mick’s connections with the 
ANUFC Committee and logistical know how, the ANUFC Masters League 2 team was surely set up for 
success. The next question to be answered was: who would be invited to play for this august team? 
 
The first name on the roster was always going to be Mr Robert Mason. With a long history at all levels of 
football, including coaching, Robbie was always going to be in consideration to take on the captain’s 
armband for the season. With only a few years’ experience at ANUFC, Robbie nonetheless brought with 
him experience invaluable to the Masters League 2 side’s chances to heft silverware this season. 
 
It was also going to be important to have a solid presence between the posts if this team had any chance 
of winning matches. Step forward Mr Christopher Dryland. There could be nobody more reliable to pull 
on the keeper’s gloves and face down the best shooters M2 has to offer. Unfortunately, Chris was struck 
down by injury during the season and couldn’t play all the games on the fixtures list. Thankfully Mr Tom 
Young from M1 was able to help out in Chris’ absence. Thank you, Tom—your assistance was really 
appreciated, and Chris, we wish you all the best and hope we will see you back with the club next year. 
 
With four players already committed to the roster, who would be next to be invited to join this team? That 
question, dear readers was answered from a number of different sources. Ransome drew players from his 
unbeaten 2020 Masters team; he drew them from the ANUFC M1s; he drew them from State League 

MASTERS LEAGUE 2 
SEASON REVIEW 
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teams and other teams across Canberra; he even drew some players back to the club after years away 
from football. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr Tony Kelly: A rock in the centre of defence, who made consistent bruising tackles on opposition 
players and frequently flirted with being penalised. A hard man on the pitch, but a good lad off it. 
 
Mr John Couch: A flexible player deployed across multiple positions again this season. Although a late 
call-up to the team, he was integral to ensuring we could keep quality players at all positions as injuries 
and absences started to take a toll. His midseason trip to Tasmania was also a highlight, as we got to listen 
to some of his antics in the highlands of that distance shore. 
 
Mr Hugh Paterson: A long term ANUFC man, ex-committee member, and coach, Hugh was another voice 
of experience in the M2 squad. Hugh’s views on tactics, formations and generally anything were always 
appreciated on the sideline, although a little long winded at times. The highlight of Hugh’s season this 
year was unfortunately standing up at home and injurying a cruciate ligament in his knee that required 
minor surgery, cutting short his season by a few weeks. Such an old man injury, Hughie. We hope you 
recover well and we soon see you back on the park in 2022. 
 
Mr Benjamin Wilson: Always a good lad to have on the park, easy going and social, and loves running 
for days up and down the wing. Ben puts a lot of effort into playing football for ANUFC, living in NSW he 
has to travel to play and train—like, a lot of travel. Then, on top of that, he has family members lock keys in 
cars, so has to travel all the way home to get the spare keys after games, or has to ride his bike to training 
in the rain to then find out his coach sent a last minute cancellation. Yeah, Ben really is committed to 
playing for ANUFC. 
 
Dr Alfred Chidembo: While it is easy to talk about the scoring prowess that Alfred carried over from 2020 
into 2021, including his hat trick against Burns, it is much more important to note the important work that 
Dr Chidembo has done this year—from TEDx talks to his work as founder of Aussie Books for Zim. As his 
bio on www.alfredchidembo.com notes: ‘Alfred is a compelling keynote speaker with a captivating story 
that will inspire you to unearth and reconnect with your purpose, passion, and power to make a 
difference’. From learning to write in the sand as a barefoot six-year-old in a remote village in Zimbabwe, 
to becoming an accomplished leader in his field of electrochemistry, and founding Aussie Books for Zim, 
Alfred’s journey and achievements are extraordinary. 
 
Mr Scott Sharp: The resident club Scotsman, with all his bad fashion sense (although he doesn’t think so). 
While slowly becoming a Masters stalwart, he still seems to hold out hope of remaining in the State 
Leagues as the years go by. Still coaching the Dolphins in CLM4 and frequently playing as much as 90 
minutes on a Saturday, this long-legged beauty of a man still rocks up most Sundays, albeit not long before 
kick-off. 
 

 

FROM THE UNBEATEN 
2020 MASTERS TEAM: 
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Mr Matthew Caldow: A sometimes divisive figure on the pitch, as he never stops talking. Matt joined the 
team off the back of a strong season in 2020 with the M1s. Pivotal in anchoring the midfield and providing 
an outlet from defence to attack. Matt continued to provide the effort in M2s in 2021 that he has 
throughout his time at ANUFC that have seen him win medals and lead the club in roles on the ANUFC 
Committee. Matt even managed a few headers this year—that was definitely one for the highlight reel. 
 
Mr Andrew Haynes: A regular for ANUFC State League teams over the years, and recently part of Scott’s 
Dolphins, Andy finally decided to move to the more leisurely Sunday Masters games in 2021. With an 
endless motor, 90 minutes for Masters on Sunday seems to be just a warm-up for Andy. While frequently 
adding in extra fitness activities for himself during training and games, Andy never seemed to waver in his 
commitment to the team. Unless, of course, he had the opportunity to get away with the family to the coast 
for a weekend. 
 
Mr Grant Buckley: Another Dolphin that made the transition from State Leagues to Masters in 2021. Grant 
is another genuinely nice guy, but played with a ferocity that made him generally unbeatable in defence. 
Frequently anchoring the opposite side of the pitch to Andy, the two made a fearsome defensive block. 
ANUFC’s M2 team will be well served by the return of both these players in 2022. 
 
Mr Xiangyun Zhou: Better known as Sean, he hails from the M1s in previous seasons. Sean had pace to 
burn down the wing and gradually got more dangerous attacking opposition backlines as he became 
more comfortable working with the ANUFC M2 players. Sean was an enigma for the coaches in trials as 
he seemed to come out of nowhere in preseason and had the speed to beat anyone in masters squads. 
A year in M2s has seen him finesse his touch, learn to link up and work with his teammates, and understand 
the system the M2s play in. If he returns in 2022, Sean should make for a very dangerous wide threat for 
opposition teams to grapple with. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr Cameron Low: After winning glory with the ANUFC Oranje, Cam took some time out from football to 
rest up his goal scoring leg and spend some time with family. In returning to the pitch he didn’t find the 
back of the net as frequently as he did previously. Cam nonetheless warmed to the task of goalscoring 
over the season and seemed to enjoy being back on the park. A fearsome competitor that always wants 
to win, it was a pleasure to be reunited with Cam to play football again. 

FROM ELSEWHERE 
WITHIN ANUFC: 

EX-ANUFC PLAYERS 
MAKING A RETURN: 
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Mr Justin Graf: After some time out of Canberra working overseas, Justin returned to the nation’s capital 
and returned to playing the wonderful game of football with ANUFC. Having matured his view of the game 
in the international arena, Justin was able to bring a mostly calming perspective to team discussions and 
some fearsome skills on the pitch. Playing both as a wide attacker and, at times, through the middle, Justin 
was another player that wanted to compete (and win) at all times. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Associate Professor Dr Cian O’Driscoll: While an amazing footballer, and an engine in our midfield, Cian 
was another of the academics to pull on the boots for the ANUFC M2s in 2021. An Associate Professor in 
International Relations at the Coral Bell School of Asia Pacific Affairs at The Australian National University, 
Cian joined the ANU in 2020. Prior to this, he had completed his PhD at the University of Wales, 
Aberystwyth, and worked at the University of Glasgow. And a pretty good lad as well. 
 
Mr Riaz Deen: Joining ANUFC in 2021 from Narrabundah FC, with Cian, Riaz brought a little bit of Timmy 
Cahill to ANUFC in 2021. Riaz is an amazing footballer that at first glance can be overlooked. He played 
in every attacking position of the M2s in 2021 and always made opportunities to score goals for himself 
and others. Being very prolific with getting his head to the ball, comparisons to the legendary Tim Cahill 
are fair as he usually beats guys that are taller than him to headers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr Scotty Kimber: Scotty was recruited from the ANU lunchtime football comp to provide some pizazz 
up front for the M2s. His unorthodox style oftentimes confused opposition teams and occasionally 
bewildered his teammates. Hampered somewhat by injury throughout 2021, Scotty could play a much 
bigger role in 2022 if he his legs hold up a bit better. Another good lad, with a positive attitude, who is 
always a lot of fun to banter with. 

 
The final member of the M2 squad this season was Mr Jonathon ‘Macca’ Maclean. Mention of Macca 
was purposefully left until last as 2021 may be his final season playing football. Macca suffered a very 
serious knee injury playing for M2s this season which has required some serious surgeries to fix. As a 
result, Macca might be hanging up his boots after a stellar career playing for ANUFC and participating as 
a member of the ANUFC Committee, particularly as its Treasurer, for a couple of years. Macca also played 
an integral role in supporting the development and implementation of the now famous ANUFC hoodie, 
with Mr Neil “Ritcho” Price. Both Macca and Ritcho are well known for the ANUFC ‘Father and Son’ photo. 
If this is indeed Macca’s last season, then acknowledgement of his role at ANUFC is well deserved as he 
has made a significant contribution to the club as it currently exists. 

FROM OTHER CLUBS: 

AND ONE POTENTIAL RETIREE: 

FROM ELSEWHERE: 
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Following all that I think it is important to note how the 
season played out. ANUFC’S M2 team finished the 
preseason with a thorough thumping by UC’s M1 team. 
and then opened the season by shipping eight and only 
scoring one goal against the teams that would end up 
finishing first and second in the competition. At this point 
the team needed to take a long look at what it was doing. 
 
After this, we pulled ourselves together and started winning games. Not all games, but most games. Some 
games, like the one game we played against Monaro, we barely lost. Other games, like the games against 
the bad Gungahlin team we banged in five or six goals. This was a very mixed season for M2. 
 
In the end, however, we did enough to finish third and were looking good to make a run at the finals and 
probably get into the Grand Final. So, for a team that came together at the start of the year from a number 
of places, it was a pretty good effort. Hopefully we can come back again in 2022 and give it another go—
with a year under our belts the ANUFC M2 team will be a strong contender in 2022. 
 
One of the things that stands out the most in looking back at the 2021 season is the excitement generated 
across ANUFC about the potential for personalised team shirts. The opportunity to select your name and 
number on your own shirt for the 2021 season was an initiative of the ANUFC Committee that the club as 
a whole applauded.  
 
The ANUFC M2 team in particular engaged with the potential of ordering personalised shirts, and dutifully 
made their selections and paid their money early on in the season. By midway through the season the 
entire M2 team was champing at the bit, sure that their personalised shirts would soon be available for 
them to proudly wear as they continued to fight for a top four position. As the season neared a close, and 
with COVID lockdown fast approaching, the M2 team was nervously wondering what had happened to 
their shirts they so keenly committed to at the start of the season. 
 
Now weeks into the post season, with barely a whisper of what is happening with the much vaunted and 
eagerly anticipated personalised shirts one is left to wonder if perhaps this was really just a swifty to bolster 
the ANUFC Executive Slush Fund to ensure they could cloister themselves offshore when COVID 
eventually shut down the nation’s capital. Have the puppeteers behind Jonathon Saunders seemingly 
successful reign at the top of ANUFC made one mistake too many? Will the voices calling for transparency 
in the way the Club’s finances are managed finally be heard? Or will the mystery of the 2021 personalised 
shirts remain unsolved and join the other great conundrums of ANUFC, such as what is the van of trust? 
Did Ransome actually win a golden boot? Where did Jim Dawson vanish to? And how is Moesey still that 
mobile?  
 

Ransome McLean 
2021 M2 Head Coach 

 

SEASON  
HIGHLIGHTS: 
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Transitioning from the shorter form of the game, John 
Couch, a.k.a Couchie, a.k.a Ragnar left Futsal to join ANUFC 
in 2007. He started out in the back-line with State League 8’s 
under the guidance of Paul Hughes and played the first few 
seasons in the lower levels. He was put out to pasture in 
2011 when he joined Masters, a league in which he remains. 
He surprises most people when they find out that he is a 
professional Classical Guitarist—Paul Hughes commenting 
‘he looks like someone who rips the heads off bunny rabbits 
with his teeth in his spare time.’ 

 
2021 marks 15 years with ANUFC—he was mistakenly awarded his 15-year long-service medal last year…I 
mean, ten years in 2016 was correct, and 2016+5=2020. But then, ANUFC isn’t crash hot with their maths. 
On Couchie reffing a game in 2015, an ANUFC midfielder asked him “how much time left, sir?”. He was 
told 90 seconds, then yelled ‘c’mon boys – two minutes left’. The awe-inspiring rev-up Michael Blacksell 
(Lofty) gave one halftime, with spittle and a red face declaring ‘we are losing half the 50/50s’, also stands 
out in the memory. 
 
Couchie was briefly given a stint as striker—for a season with the Masters Div 3 in 2012 alongside Simon 
Blake. But, after scoring only one goal the whole season, he was moved back into the defensive midfield 
the following season and was immediately more effective, scoring a whopping two goals and stopping a 
whole lot more. There was a cameo in M1 (he’d prefer to forget) where he helped-out for a game…but 
after being comprehensively nutmegged four times in ten minutes at right back against Belconnen, he 
admitted that maybe this was not his league. Couchie didn’t score any goals in the State Leagues, but he 
started to get a few here and there in the Masters. Not known as striker as previously discussed, he did 
get a couple, the most memorable being one that was dubbed the ‘Couchinno’ by Adrian Snooks that 
seemed to stick (a 35-metre free kick hitting the top left corner over the wall left which the Gungahlin 
keeper stranded). 
 
Highlights in the club would be the 2016 and 2017 seasons. Under the coaching of Pat Niven, the division 
2 Masters took the Premiership and Championship in both seasons. Couchie claims the 2020 COVID-
afflicted season too—if unofficially, the div 2 Masters were undefeated under Ranse! Many have tried to 
get rid of Couchie, but he keeps turning up at trials, trainings, and game days—says he loves the run (yes, 
that’s getting slower), the blokes, and the beers after the game. 15 seasons and still counting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLAYER PROFILE: 
JOHN COUCH 

15 YEARS WITH ANUFC 
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 Masters League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 Belsouth FC 4 12 11 1 0 56 9 47 34 2.8 
2 Tuggeranong United FC 7 12 11 1 0 61 16 45 34 2.8 
3 Belnorth FC 14 12 9 0 3 69 23 46 27 2.3 
4 Brindabella Blues FC 3 12 8 0 4 55 29 26 24 2 
5 Gungahlin United FC 9 12 5 1 6 30 36 -6 16 1.3 
6 ANUFC 18 12 5 1 6 28 34 -6 16 1.3 
7 Weston Molonglo FC 17 12 4 2 6 23 32 -9 14 1.2 
8 Belnorth FC 15 12 2 1 9 13 52 -39 7 0.6 
9 Woden Valley SC 3 12 1 1 10 12 48 -36 4 0.3 

10 Gungahlin United FC 10 12 0 0 12 10 78 -68 0 0 
 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Simon Prasad  Players’ Player of the Season: Jake Sheehan 
 
This was a year that promised quite a bit, but in the end frustrated, due to a combination of injuries, 
washed out fixtures, and COVID. At the start of year, we had 21 players and a strong squad given the 
expected quality of our opposition. Our optimism was based on being good across the park, with a strong 
defence, a hard-running and skilful Iberian/Latin American-flavoured midfield, and an attack spearheaded 
by the welcome return of Juan Guerschman. Although about half the squad had played together before, 
the other half were newcomers, so it was expected that it might take a little while for combinations to get 
worked out. Still, in the usually (somewhat) forgiving environment of M3 we felt that the side would knit 
together quickly.  

 
Our optimism was confirmed by a convincing 5-1 win against Woden first up. At around the same time we 
had managed to defeat all the other ANU Masters teams at different Wednesday night training games, 
and were looking so good that we decided to reduce our squad numbers in order to give everyone more 
game time by donating Couchie to the M2s—an act of generosity that we later came to regret when an 
injury crisis struck.  
 

MASTERS LEAGUE 3 
SEASON REVIEW 
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By and large, it was our defence that was 
poleaxed by injury for most of the season. 
Partly this was down to a couple of players 
returning to football after years away, and 
their bodies not being fully ready for the 
rigours of competitive games—muscle 
injuries swiftly followed. Mostly, though, it 
was a simple case of impact injuries—mostly 
impacts with other players, though in one 
notable case the impact was with the 
woeful playing surface at Calwell. Having 
said that though, even at full strength we 
had one notable weakness—a lack of height 
and heading ability meant that we were 
always vulnerable to conceding goals from 
corners, high crosses and set pieces, 
although goalie Jake did a great job of 
pulling off lots of impressive saves.  
 
There were three top teams in our division, a few around the middle, and a few relative easybeats. At full 
strength we were confident we could match it with the top three teams. Sadly, when we came to play these 
teams our mini defensive injury crisis was already underway—the games in question made this crisis a full 
blown one. Early in the season we had a narrow 2-1 loss against Tuggeranong—a result we repeated in the 
second round. The game at the Calwell golf bunker against Belnorth was where the rot set in. Francisco 
pulled a hammy after helping out the over-45s in the early game, but the real disaster was when Peter 
Cooke ruptured a knee tendon in a single vehicle accident on the loose sand of the unplayable pitch. Cue 
an ambulance visit, operation, and end of the season for Peter. We continued the game on a different 
pitch that was probably just as bad as the first, and the injuries just kept coming. Snooks had previously 
sustained a cracked rib when stand-in keeper Plastic kicked a clearance straight into his chest. Freddy 
limped off, leaving us with no specialist central defenders. We managed to score some goals, but our 
makeshift defence conceded more. Final result: 7-4! 

 
The following week at Lyneham against Belsouth we 
had a better pitch, but no better luck with injuries. 
Goalie Jake had a badly injured finger, so played 
outfield in defence only to tear a hammy. Tim could 
barely walk, so played in goal in the second half after 
Plastic left for an Over-45s team lunch. Greg got a heavy 
knock on his ankle that ended up forcing him out for the 
whole season. With Craig ending the match in a similar 
state as Tim, our 11 players consisted of nine fit and two 
walking wounded. The final score was predictable. 
 
After that, we strung together some wins, assisted by 
ring-ins from the over-45s and the M2s—thanks going to 
Plastic, Nigel, Hugh, Chris Dryland, Andy, Matt Caldow, 
Mickey Blacksell, Alfred, Scotty Sharp, Tony Jarman and 
Kelly, and Thom Mason for being willing hands to the 
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pump. As the season entered its second half we were still very hopeful of making the top four, despite 
being without most of our first-choice defenders. With a few good wins mid-season we were hoping that 
guys might recover in time for the tough games towards the final run-in. Sadly, that did not eventuate. To 
make things worse, the wet weather managed to cancel three games against weaker opponents—the 
points we had been banking on washing away in the floods. The last two games that we ended up playing 
were against strong teams, and, with our defence consisting largely of players playing out of position, we 
struggled. Then the COVID lockdown kicked in, and that was that. Twelve games played out of the 
expected 18 (plus finals) did not exactly represent good value for our rego fees—especially as we had to 
referee many of our own games.  
 
There is a very good squad there in our 20 players—if we can keep the core of the team and improve our 
fitness and injury luck, next year should be much better. Here’s hoping we get a full season next year. A 
tall, strong centre-half would be pretty handy as well! 
 

Adrian Cunningham 
2021 M3 Head Coach 

 

Rob Armstrong 
 
This was Rob’s first ever crack at competitive football. Being a 
seasoned hockey player, Rob showed that old dogs can 
indeed learn new tricks. Played up front and in wide midfield, 
Rob also helped out greatly with team warmups before 
games for those few players who actually arrived early or on 
time (imagine it). 

 
Jafar Babel 
 
Senior club stalwart and Iranian-expat schoolteacher, Jafar alternated between attack and the wing, 
scoring a couple of goals, and setting up a couple of others. Early in the season he seemed determined 
to break the all-time land-speed record for straying offside, but after some stern words from his coach, 
that aspect of his game improved markedly. Made some great contributions to the season’s effort. 
 
Freddy Blanco 
 
One of our Latino contingent and an extremely reliable and elegant central defender and club stalwart. 
Whenever he went off injured—which happened a few times—we found ourselves in trouble defensively. 
 
Jose Bobadilla 
 
Mexican vet Jose is a combative and skilful central midfielder who won a lot of possession and scored two 
goals. Always good at motivating his teammates and riding a fine line with referees, he gave us a lot of 
terrific bite in the centre of the park. Never a dull moment with force of nature Jose! 

PLAYER PROFILES 
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Peter Cheyne 
 
Another player who was new to the club this year, Peter was returning to competitive football after a 
lengthy break from the game. While his skills and competitive instincts were absolutely intact, it probably 
took him the first half of the season before he had built himself up to match fitness. Once he did, he often 
found himself the only specialist defender left on the park. His skills are such that he can add value in any 
position, but we really relied on him in defence. 
 
Peter Cooke 
 
Canadian-expat and really wonderful central defensive partner for Freddy—that was, until his catastrophic 
knee injury at Calwell on matchday five that bought about a premature end to his season. We really missed 
him after that, though he did score a case of red wine from his teammates as a wedding present, so there 
were some consolations. 
 
Adrian Cunningham 
 
Useless old fart who has to be hidden somewhere on the pitch (preferably on the sideline) where his 
incompetence can inflict as little damage on the team as possible. Should have thrown in the towel 
decades ago. 
 
Craig Dadds 
 
This was Craig’s first year at ANUFC, though he has played for other ACT clubs in earlier years. Prefers to 
play striker, though was happy to drop into midfield when we found we had an excess of forwards. Scored 
two really good goals in between picking fights with myopic referees who failed to spot the many times 
he got hacked by opposing defenders. 
 
Juan Garces 
 
The Colombian pocket rocket who scored five goals was by some margin our most skilful ball player. New 
to Canberra, Juanito deserves to play at a higher level—so we were very glad to have him. Not renowned 
for his punctuality, he always made a huge impact when he eventually ran out onto the field of play. 
 
Francisco Goncalves 
 
Speedy and skilful Portuguese winger who scored two very good goals for us in between hamstring 
injuries. New to ANUFC, we were really delighted to welcome Cisco to the club and look forward to many 
more years from him. 
 
Juan Guerschman 
 
Our top scorer and very unlucky to just miss out on the players’ player award. Super reliable and silky 
Argentinian striker who scored nine goals and made a massive difference to the squad.  
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Nuno Isidoro 
 
Our second new Portuguese (via Angola) recruit this year, Nuno was our go-to holding midfield option, 
giving us considerable solidity, reliability and creativity in that important area of the field. 
 
Nsangou Issah 
 
This was Nsangou’s second year at ANUFC after playing for Ranse’s M3 side last season. A striker with very 
deceptive close control skills, he scored one goal, but deserved more. Probably needs to learn to not take 
quite so much umbrage at referees when they unfairly accuse him of simulation. He would also endear 
himself to those around him if he passed the ball a bit earlier at times. 
 
Tim Makeham 
 
Ear, Nose and Throat Doctor Tim is the fittest person in our squad. He does triathlons for fun. Tim was 
returning to ANUFC after a decade or so without football. A skilful player who can add value just about 
anywhere on the field, he was obliged to play defence given our shortage of options there. Sadly, being 
super fit does not mean you are match fit for football, as Tim struggled to finish most games due to 
annoying muscular twinges. With more match fitness he will be a major asset for us next year. 
 
Greg Mathams 
 
Greg is a really important component of our defence, so when he suffered a season-ending ankle injury 
at Lyneham it really hurt the side. An ideal team player who really motivates everyone and is always 
upbeat, skilful and hardworking, his return to normal duties next year will really help us. 
 
Pat Niven 
 
Long-term club stalwart and über-utility player Pat did not get a lot of playing time this year—due mainly 
to a couple of injuries and commitments to his daughter’s footballing. When he did play, it was by 
necessity usually in central defence, but he excelled also when deployed in central midfield or as a striker. 
 
Simon Prasad 
 
Another long-term ANUFC stalwart and valued assistant coach, Simmo was his usual reliable and creative 
force in central midfield from where he scored two goals. Winner of the coach’s award for 2021. 
 
James Prest 
 
Jimmy scored one goal from his preferred position of wide midfield but was obliged to help out in defence 
for quite a few games once our defensive injury crisis hit. He was maximum energy wherever he played 
and great to have around. 
 
Jake Sheehan 
 
An extremely capable and experienced goalie, Jake won the players’ player award for 2021. It was always 
reassuring to have him behind us in goal, though he was left a bit too exposed in some games when we 
found ourselves with most of our defence in the treatment room. An equally useful outfield player, Jake 
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played in defence when an injured finger prevented him from playing in goal—sadly he then picked up a 
bad hamstring tear, forcing him to miss more games. When he did play, he was outstanding. 
 
Adrian Snooks 
 
Snooks missed quite a few games this year due to various reasons including cracked ribs caused by a 
vicious Plastic clearance that he got in the way of. As an ultra-reliable wing-back with a good header and 
a dangerous long throw, we really missed him when he wasn’t playing. Another player who we hope will 
return for a full season next year, giving us a much stronger line-up. 
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ANU Debut: 1989 
 
Team and League History:  Various SL teams between 1989 and 1995. Masters since 1996, except for 8 
years when I moved to Brisbane between 2011 and 2018. 
 
Highlights: Our Masters’ Div 2 premiership year in 2004. Sadly, we lost the grand final – but the regular 
season table doesn’t lie. 
 
Lowlights: The first couple of years of the ANU masters team were a constant struggle. I always found it 
hard to rustle up 11 fit and age-eligible players who were willing to turn out early on a Sunday morning. 
Every Saturday night I was on the phone to guys who had played state league that afternoon, begging 
them to back up the next day. And in those days we routinely lost by cricket scores to the likes of Deakin 
and Canberra City.  
 
Most enigmatic coach: Most enigmatic is a toss-up between:  

• Frank, who coached the top ANU team for about a third of a season in the early 1990s and was 
sacked for being a complete ratbag; and 

• Steve ‘Stopwatch’ Royes who coached one of the lower SL teams for a couple of years. No one 
could ever fathom his tactical genius, but he never failed to record the exact minute of every 
notable event in games when he wrote his match reports for SCUM.  

 
Best coach: Masters’ player/coach John Martin. 
 
Best/Most enigmatic referee: 
 
Most enigmatic was the so-called ‘Spanish Waiter’ (who was actually Croatian). He elevated the art of 
publishing any form of perceived dissent to its absolute zenith – giving away penalties and red cards with 
abandon whenever anyone had the temerity to question his inexplicable rulings. Our masters team soon 
learned to say absolutely nothing while on the field and also sweet talk him before kick-off about great 
Croatian footballers past and present. This gave us an average two-goal advantage in any game he 
refereed and left our opponents fuming at the obvious favouritism he showed us. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLAYER PROFILE:  
ADRIAN CUNNINGHAM 

25 YEARS WITH ANUFC 
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All-time ANU team (4-4-2): 

 
Simon Twisk: DFAT diplomat, whose arrival as our Masters’ goalie in the mid-90s suddenly gave us 
some solidity in defence. We struggled whenever he went away on postings. 
 
Scott Channing: Possibly the best all-round player I have seen turn out for ANUFC.
 
Nick Terrell: Awarded ANU club ‘Rookie of the year’ in 1992, when he played in goal. Still impressing as 
a gifted and energetic midfielder 30 years later. 
 

Simon Twisk 

Adrian Paviour John Martin 
Juan Guerschmann 

Eammon Flanagan Chris DeRuyter 

Scott Channing 
Masahiro Yanagisawa 

Rod Lynes 
Danny Moulis 

Coaching Staff: 
Frank 
Steve Royes 
John Martin 

Nick Terrell 
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Danny Moulis: Former Socceroo who played a couple of year for ANUFC before returning to Canberra 
City. 
 
Masahiro Yanagisawa: Probably no one else remembers this quiet achieving Japanese powerhouse, 
but he was one of the fittest and most skilful players I have seen. 
 
Adrian Paviour: I only played with Adrian occasionally towards the end of his playing days, when he still 
impressed. But others spoke in awed tones about his contributions to the club in the 1980s. 
 
Rod Lynes: Captain of the ANU masters when we won our first premiership in 2004. 
 
John Martin: Energizer bunny midfielder who could run all day and won a ridiculous amount of ball in 
midfield. 
 
Juan Guerschman: Goal scoring utility who can play in any position. 
 
Eammon Flanagan: A genius striker who scored about 40 goals in each of the two seasons he played 
ANU masters. Absolutely reliable finisher who sadly stopped playing because he got fed up with being 
kicked off the park each week by defenders who he made look stupid.  
 
Chris DeRuyter: Cool and elegant goal scorer. If he and Eammon had played together the statisticians 
would have needed calculators to track the number of goals scored each week. 
 
Most respected/hated/ opponents: 
 
Croatia Deakin Masters – full of ex-NSL players who had played together for decades, who hardly ever 
gave the ball away and who routinely scored double figures against us. Ninety minutes chasing 
shadows. 
 
Funniest moment: Jim Dawson having a ‘bad hair day’ - Brett Graham. 
 
Best sideline comment: ‘If only we could play like an away team in Europe’ – Fethon Ileris. 
 
The main reasons you have stuck around the club for so long: Brilliant club spirit and great mates. 
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 Masters League Over-45s P W D L F A GD PTS PPG 
1 ANUFC 19 12 12 0 0 43 6 37 36 3 
2 Woden Valley SC 4 12 8 2 2 44 15 29 26 2.2 
3 Brindabella Blues FC 2 12 6 1 5 22 19 3 19 1.6 
4 Canberra Croatia FC 1 12 4 1 7 12 20 -8 13 1.1 
5 Woden Valley SC 5 12 4 0 8 16 41 -25 12 1 
6 Weston Molonglo FC 45 12 0 0 12 15 51 -36 0 0 

 
Coach’s Player of the Season: Lalit Prasad Players’ Player of the Season: Patrick Walker 
 
Season 2021: “Nothing but wins” 
 
The 2021 season for the ANUFC OVER-45S team was an incredibly successful and enjoyable one. The 
team was crowned League Champions with games to spare and, in my view, would have gone on to a 
clean slate and Grand Final win had we not been living through a once-in-a-lifetime pandemic. Still, job 
done for all that was asked of us in 2021. 
 
While the team was undefeated across the season, there was still plenty of competition in the league. 
Canberra Croatia are perennially tough competitors and pushed us in all three games; Woden Valley once 
again proved to have great attacking players and are always good for goals; and the Brindabella side was 
full of players with football nous and silky skills. Even Weston, who somehow finished last without a win 
for the season, gave us tough games and punched well above their weight on the pitch. Thankfully though, 
all this with only a minimal number of the regular crop of psycho opposition players ready to rip you a new 
one because they’d been dispossessed or made to look ordinary. In that respect, OVER-45S is a nice 
‘promotion’ from playing M1 for a bruising decade. 
 
But the season stats highlight the dominance of our team: 43 goals for and only six goals against over 12 
games. In other words, 3.6 goals scored and 0.5 conceded per game. These really show the attacking 
power and the incredible defensive efforts of the squad. However, attacking and defensive results aren’t 
possible of course without involvement from everyone. The goal-scoring prowess in our attack was 
supported by wingers keen to get forward and a hard-working midfield running box-to-box. The rock-
solid defence had great cover from the speedy wide backs and reliable goalkeeper. And even the peanut 
gallery on the sideline was always happy to contribute insightful and constructive analysis. The team was 
strong across the park, the balance was right, and every single player contributed. The team also took a 
step up from the 2020 season; I wasn’t part of that campaign and knew ANUFC had been in the mix, but 
it was 2021 where things really came together. 
 
The team had a great mix of players. A number were backing up from the 2020 debut season, others were 
returning to the club after a few years off, and even a face or two were new to the club altogether. It was 
one of those seasons where everything came together thanks to a nice balance of skills, football brains, 
competitiveness, pace, patience, the and capacity to wheel out the esky and put away a couple of beers 
post-match. 

 

MASTERS LEAGUE OVER-45s 
SEASON REVIEW 
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We were also lucky enough to avoid too many major injuries during the season (with a couple of notable 
exceptions), and so managed to maintain a reasonably consistent squad each week. But, as you’d expect 
from a team with an average age of 50.3 years, injuries, commitments, colds, and coast trips all conspired 
to leave us with minimal numbers on occasion, despite a squad size the likes of which Sir Alex would be 
proud. Thanks though to Simmo and Nuno and Cisco for filling in when needed from M3. 
 
For me, coming back to the ANUFC after a few years away and being involved with a team without actually 
playing a game felt a little strange. More than once did I have to ignore the temptation to register and 
play. But fortunately, the fact that we had a fantastic group of players, on and off the pitch, made my 
decision and job much easier.  
 
Thanks to Cosmo who did a great job as team captain, leading by example, and thanks also for the 
coaching contributions throughout the season by the likes of Channers and Wisey. A huge thanks to 
Plastic too! Both the team and I benefitted from his talents as a very energetic and active manager who 
arranged, negotiated, stalked, appointed, selected, organised, and cajoled from well before the start of 
pre-season. It is often a thankless role, happening out of sight, so deserves our appreciation. 
 
So, for 2021, our Players’ Player Award goes to our key striker, Pat Walker. His 17-goal haul secured him 
the Golden Boot for both ANUFC overall and the over-45s competition in 2021. Meanwhile, my Coach’s 
Award goes to Ravi. As these things should go, it recognises a number of factors. Ravi consistently played 
a solid game, always gave his all on the park, and was shifted around in a variety of positions (often in the 
same game). He was always at training, had a big cheeky smile on his million-dollar face, and quick to 
have a chat with his teammates. Ravi was always at the field early on game day, joining forces with Pat to 
have the nets set up and ready to go before some had even rolled out of bed. And, importantly, he was a 
regular contributor to the social fabric of the team, enjoying a laugh and a hard-earned bevvy or three 
from Pat’s sumptuous esky of pleasure. Sure, Ravi runs funny at top speed, but don’t hold that against him. 
 
Congratulations everyone! 
 
Chris De Ruyter 
2021 Masters League Over-45s Head Coach 
 
 
Peter Papathanasiou 
 
Doubts over whether the club’s longest-serving goalkeeper may 
have finally peaked have gained some oxygen in 2021, but when 
teams finally did break through the stoic ANUFC defensive 
resistance this year, it helped to have talent backing them up, even if 
all Plastic did all season was save one penalty. And everyone knows 
that all keepers only peak sometime during their 50s, anyway. 
 
Plastic is a multi-talented, fully-fledged club legend. Scientist, published author (I urge everyone to read 
his fascinating memoir Little One; his new crime novel The Stoning is getting rave reviews internationally), 
mountain biker, dad, and tireless team manager.  
 
Plastic’s season preparations are unrivalled in their thoroughness and start around a week after the 
previous season has finished. We usually get a lengthy email or three (hundred) outlining possible dates 

PLAYER  
PROFILES: 
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for the next season (up to and including gaps for Kanga Cup and possible finals appearances) long before 
the actual dates and fixtures are even a gleam in the eye of Capital Football’s fixture computer. We then 
get equally thorough plans for pre-season training, nutrition, and sleep, and once the season proper 
commences, regular projections of where we might finish, who we might get in the finals, intelligence on 
their strengths and weaknesses, etc. Plastic manages things so competently you could almost imagine he 
didn’t exist. Fortunately, only once in my time with the club has Plastic been seriously injured (he broke a 
finger mountain biking). But, should that occur again, be prepared for regular, detailed, and anatomically 
exact insights into the nature of the injury, the treatment, the expected recovery time, and emerging 
therapies and research. 
 
Plastic is a vital component of the team off the pitch and we are all genuinely grateful for his organisation 
and hard work behind the scenes. This includes making well-argued representations to Capital Football 
when they (ever so rarely) stuff up or come up with an incomprehensible decision. On the park, Plastic 
remains an excellent shot-stopper and distributor, which he combines with bravery and the agility of 
someone who carefully looks after his body (other members of the team, please note!). He is the proud 
owner of the over-45s Golden Gloves Award, conceding a miserly six goals from 12 matches. And he even 
wore hot pink gloves in 2021. 
 
If there is potentially any area for development in such a supreme human specimen, it is Plastic’s tendency 
to edit match reports (and, who knows, maybe even Player Profiles?!), usually to intersperse with a 
smattering of homoerotic references and sometimes to spare his blushes on the rare occasion when he 
might have been lobbed. Of course, the well-versed among you will know that Plastic not only saved a 
penalty this season (in the last match) but also scored one (in the first match). In that latter game, we were 
leading 1-0 after a half hour and awarded a penalty. The team’s regular and extremely reliable penalty 
taker was off having a rest on the sidelines. Desperate to get back on to take the pen, his pleas were 
controversially ignored by team management (I wonder why?!), and so, Plastic sauntered up the field and 
coolly smashed the spot kick home. It was a relief to all of us when a few more goals were scored the 
following week and Plastic could no longer claim to be the team’s ‘joint top scorer’. 
 
Rumour has it Plastic has already been actively recruiting for over-45s in 2022 and is now putting the team 
through a gruelling pre-season of oval sprints and fitness work with medicine balls and tractor tyres and 
fireman’s carries. Picture SAS Australia: ANUFC over-45s. I, for one, wouldn’t put it past him... 
 
Paul Kowal 
 
The ANUFC over-45s squad conceded just six goals all season. Six goals in 12 games. In other words: half 
a goal per game. So, on average, all the team had to do was score one goal and we would win. Such an 
enviable defensive record was due, in no small part, to our pairing in central defence, and PK was one of 
those pillars. Fit, strong, ruggedly handsome, and seemingly unaware of the qualities he brought to the 
team, Paul was always excited at the prospect of training nights being washed out so an indoor session 
could be run instead. He wanted to develop his close contact ball control.  
 
Ok, fair enough; impenetrable defensive play, positioning, fitness, and unparalleled core strength was not 
enough. How about durability too? If PK was available to play, PK started. Was he subbed off even once 
throughout the season? Apparently only once when he was yanked by CDR for giving away a penalty 
against Brindabella. Ha, funny. PK took it all with a smile. A nice dude to boot, mowing down anyone who 
dare get past him, and then offering a hand to help them to their feet with a gentle, but cunning, smile. 
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Matt Clissold 
 
When the silence of an electric bike or of the thundering roar of an olive-green Kombi rolls up to the 
football fields of a crisp Sunday morning, you know ‘Butch’ Clissold is taking to the field. Who’d have 
thought that at the start of the season, before pre-season was done and dusted, Matt would have the new 
nickname. And what an apt moniker: solid as a brick shithouse at the back, Butch was a key part of the 
immense defence the over-45s squad had this year. With such confidence in his fellow defenders, Butch 
was able to explode from the backline to make his iconic surges through the midfield. His dogged tenacity 
and commitment maybe rewarded with a free kick or yellow card, but the passion is always there, much 
like his Pulp Fiction namesake.  
 
In an interview for One Minute With for his relevant government department, Butch said the best advice 
he has been given is: ‘There’s always room for disappointment.’ When Butch takes to the field, this is not 
the case; like the wines he makes, he is a robust, full-bodied player, a little fruity, well balanced, with a 
peppery undertone. He has a nice finish if Pat hasn’t nipped it off his toes. 
 
Matty Cuttell 
 
New to ANUFC, though sporting an old RMC tracksuit, Matty had an outstanding season in 2021, being a 
permanent member in the left back position in what was the meanest and stingiest defence in the league. 
A quietly-spoken man, Matty definitely let his match play do the talking come game time whether it be 
through crunching tackles, marauding runs down the sideline or seemingly boundless reserves of energy. 
In 2021, Matty took our squad, and pretty much the league, by storm.  
 
A genuine box-to-box, two-way runner, Matty was able to turn defence into attack at the blink of an eye 
with his incredible and blinding turn of pace, quite unbelievable for any Masters League team let alone a 
over-45s team. Revelling in Coach De Ruyter’s game plan of compressing in defence then using the width 
of the pitch going forward, Matty gave his right-sided opponents endless headaches with his weaving 
runs down the sideline and into the penalty area. Never was this more evident than in our critical, and, as 
as it turned out, final match against Brindabella. After an early period of dominance from the Brindabella 
team, it was Matty who turned the tide. Using his customary speed and hard gut-running, he drove into a 
good position just outside the penalty area before seizing on a deflected clearance, aiming a sweetly 
timed left-foot shot low and hard past the hapless keeper at his near post. It was this goal and the 
subsequent 2-0 victory which propelled the ANUFC over-45s team to a perfect twelve from twelve record, 
an unassailable lead in the league with three matches to spare, and thus the deserved title of premiers. 
 
By all accounts Matty has elevated his game to new levels this year, and it was a shame that his prowess 
was denied a finals appearance due to a pesky global pandemic. However, with the prospect of an 
uninterrupted, fully-vaccinated season ahead in 2022, he will once again fill a pivotal role in both attack 
and defence for the defending over-45s premiers. 
 
Ravi Prasad 
 
Ravi graced the team this year with his mild-mannered temperament and impeccable work ethic for the 
season. He could be found at 8:15am each Sunday setting up the net with Pat ahead of the ‘rat pack’ 
making their arrival. He relished in setting up the net to the highest possible standard, taut, not too much 
tension, and attentive to detail in the spacing and angle of the pegs. 
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Ravi was one of the most versatile players and found himself at home in the defensive line and in the 
midfield, on the left and on the right.  
 
He was ever-reliable taking it out from goal kicks and putting together good combinations down the left 
or right, and generating counter attacks down the sides with lightning crosses into the box to the waiting 
feet of strikers. He was also always smiling during dubious offside calls. 
 
Who could forget the great goal on matchday two against Woden Valley with a drift in from the left and a 
beauty into the opposing right corner? The match report would read ‘how he got the ball in the first place 
remains a mystery’ (and we’re still wondering). 
 
Ravi had a great year and made a valuable contribution to the over-45s, and we look forward to him 
returning next season for more high-quality football. 
 
Domenic Barbaro 
 
Dom’s 2021 for the over-45s’ ‘Invincible’ season was cruelly cut short, apart from the extraneous COVID 
and weather issues, by a perennially dodgy hamstring which plagued him for most of the season. After 
initially doubting his return to active duty during the pre-season due to said injury problems, Dom was 
persuaded to join the squad following some late withdrawals to make up the numbers and add more 
balance as a genuine utility player.  
 
After easing his way back into match fitness with short bursts against Woden Valley and Canberra Croatia 
in the first round of fixtures, it was in the next game, a hard-fought 2-0 defeat of Brindabella, that Dom’s 
confidence in his body and mind was re-established after he was forced into elongated second half 
defensive duties as the bench consisted only of injured players with Brindabella throwing everything at 
the ANUFC goal to try and draw level.   
 
Buoyed by successfully getting through more game time, Dom was named in our following game as a 
starting player against Weston Molonglo in the right-back position. He was playing with his usual calmness 
at Lyneham when out of nothing on the 30 minute mark his hamstring blew out completely, effectively 
ending his season then and there in late May. 
 
So, is this the end of the Dom Barbaro ANUFC story for season 2021? Absolutely not, as Dom is the 
ultimate club and team man. Whether it be attending training later in the season knowing he would have 
limited game time, or running the line during games for much longer than his due (and copping a fair bit 
of abuse in the process, I might add) or just turning up on gameday to offer words of encouragement and 
advice, these are the one-percenters that make good teams great (and let there be no mistake, this was a 
great team) and makes a coach’s job that much easier. 
 
So, we tip our hats in thanks to Dom for all the one-percenters he added over 2021, each making a 
significant contribution to the 100% season that it eventually turned out to be. 
  
Tony Bruce Jarman 
 
Teebeejay dominated the right back position during the 2021 over-45s season: dominant in defence, 
happy to stick in the boot where needed, and always eager to make Salah-esque runs down the wing only 
to realise he was stuck at right back and not playing for his beloved Liverpool FC. At times, Teebeejay 
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found himself aching to get on the pitch when left on the bench, the internal rhythm of a footballer’s soul, 
thumping, pounding in his ample chest, always wanting to be back on the turf and part of the action.  
 
Teebeejay was exactly that, a driving force in the backline, running up and down the wing like a bass 
guitarist’s fingers in a 1970s prog-rock group: reliable, dependable, full of swagger, but gets the job done 
with a cheeky smile and a wink, and done well. But most of all, doesn’t get the credit they deserve. 
 
As the Mike Rutherford of ANUFC over-45s, Teebeejay had an incredible season on the field. He kept his 
shirt tight, the defence tighter, and always had decent chat over a resplendent beer from the esky. 
Unfortunately, Teebeejay missed the last few games of the season. He took a Voluntary Redundancy, 
spending his week days barefoot at the coast, and got caught locked down. While there, he spent his time 
downing glasses of red in a caravan, working on his FIFA skills, gazing wistfully at the ocean as the sun 
sunk below the horizon, and improving his fingering; after all, that guitar wasn’t going to play itself. 
 
Tom Klekner 
 
Ground control to Major Tom. The silent force at right back. 
 
An aura of calm descended on the right flank when Tom glided out onto the pitch. Unflappable in the face 
of onrushing quinquagenarians (or, in the case of Canberra Croatia, septuagenarians). He knew where the 
ignition sat—but waited until ground control to Major Tom: ‘Forget the protein pills, I’ve got this’. 
 
His (inter)stellar through ball to a streaking star upended the balance. A galaxy of season’s brilliance in 
one transcendent moment. May over-45s’ love ever be with you.  
 
Michael Palfrey 
 
The Destroying Ball Winner. The Beast. The Enforcer. The Everything. Defensive midfielders are supposed 
to operate in the shadow of more creative players, but there ain’t no shadow dark enough to contain Palf, 
and he doesn’t need too much convincing to get all colourfully creative himself. When we needed a 
number six to deal with the shit, deal with the ball, deal with opposing midfielders, deal with getting the 
ball back, deal with plugging up everything in the middle, and deal with Wisey…Palf was there. Except 
when he wasn’t, which was when he listened too intently to the sweet, sweet nothings whispered into his 
ear by trequartistas Nick or Cosmo, who then swept him up with their enchanting tales and away upfield 
into some slick attacking move bristling with intent and anticipation.  
 
During these moments, it was easy to forget the gaping hole Palf had just left behind him, but really, who 
cares? Just look at him go! Yes, some will judge him harshly because of all those misses in that Charnwood 
game, where he couldn’t buy a goal in the six yard box. But I intend to focus on his art of the duel, the 
absolute lusciousness of his passing, and that Adonis-like physique. 
 
Could he be the squad’s most complete player? Arguably, yes.  
 
When Channers is injured. 
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Scott Haig 
 
There are many words one thinks of when we look back to 2021 and the Delta strain…vaccine, 
vaccinations, void. But this does not come close to the words that come to mind when the veteran Scotty 
Haig Vague crossed that line onto the football field in 2021 for over-45s. 
 
How about? Versatile, vintage, veteran, venerable, vacillating, vague, vacuous, vacant, vacuum, victorious. 
 
Haigy Hairy Vaguey lived all these! Such a variety.  
 
A much-loved team member who personifies the club’s motto vilis est sermo, he was able to deliver on 
talking up a big game with team members and opponents. With an ability to recover his position from 
marauding runs, he was a crucial lynchpin, stepping up into a range of positions when injuries hit hard. 
Vaguey is near perfect. Just needs a wig.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Robert Stodart 
 
Like most footballers, Stods is extremely specialised. However, he’s managed to pick up the odd skill or 
two along the way that definitely isn’t standard issue. Seduction and sleight of hand, for example—he needs 
to attract and hold the attention of the opposition, feigning desire so perfectly that they believe his passion 
is real, and then he produces out of nowhere a shimmy or feint, and is gone. Puff. 
 
Stods has keener senses than you or I. His vision is far superior in resolution to a normal human’s, and he 
can also hear sounds beyond the normal range – a ladybug’s heartbeat murmur or the slightest intake of 
breath by a hummingbird – usually as he dinks the ball effortlessly past you and jets away after it.  
 
But this is just the surface. Beneath the gloss of this high-end human, he’s programmed to listen, 
sympathise, and to fulfil all fantasies, which is normally to get the ball to Pat or Wisey’s feet, or tiki-taka 
with any one of us that's lucky enough to fall under his magnetic gaze. Tall, flawlessly handsome, and 
preternaturally graceful at all times, he draws and holds your eye. What a player. What a man. 
 
Nick Houston 
 
Nick was promoted from M1 to over-45s in 2021, and relished the opportunity to display his wares in 
games where the pace was dialled down but the football dialled up. He would always quietly take his 
place in the squad, be it starting on the bench or in the midfield engine room. Nick's quiet demeanour (at 
odds with his written repartee) risked his achievements flying under the radar. Nick has a mean right foot, 
and if he found his way into space near the edge of the opposition's area, the shot would always force a 
save. One game stands out, the first-round clash vs Canberra Croatia; Nick's goal was low, hard, straight 
and deadly, and helped us to a 2-1 win.  

Verify—where did he play? Various, though he did not play GK. Scored a couple as well! 
Favourite strike weapon?  V…Gluteus maximus 
Beer?    VB 
Stomach?   Vast 
Lacking?   Vacation 
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Low, hard, straight and deadly might also describe Nick's tackling style. But wait, there's more! Nick's work 
off the ball did not go unnoticed by our front-facing defenders, as he was always working off the ball to 
provide an option to pass that was usually accepted. Nick has confessed that he didn't even mind too 
much being subbed in this team, claiming the sideline banter was enough to keep him engaged. It is 
suspected though that he just wanted to keep an eye on the esky and make sure it didn't get started 
without him. 
 
Nick Houston 
 
The silent assassin of over-45s 
 
Scott Channing 
 
Adapted from a Nursery Rhyme itself adapted from a poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow: 
 
There was a tall midfielder; 
A wisp of grey at his forehead; 
Who when he was there he was very, very good; 
But when he was away he was horrid.    
 
Channers spent large parts of this year as a horrid absence at the back of the ANUFC midfield. He would 
appear from time to time to watch the game or to do some private running and stretching at training, 
perhaps a minute on the field, but generally speaking, his main presence was his absence. While it waz 
the calf wot dunnit, the fact that the season was so short also contributed to his absence, because just as 
he was back, the season was artificially shuttered, and so he was gone again, along with the rest of us.
  
To be fair, Channers could not have played worse when he was not there. No tackles, no effort, no insistent 
words of encouragement or kindly up-braiding of teammates, no covering for other people’s mistakes, no 
breathtakingly risky dashes forward, no looming on the edge of the box, no shots on goal, no goals. Okay, 
maybe one. He could not have done less for the team or himself, to be honest. He was a blank canvas 
upon which nothing was written, largely. An empty vessel waiting to be filled. 
 
But, as observed by the nursery rhyme, when Channers was there, he was good, and for many reasons. 
There were shots, and goals, and tackles both desperate and suave, surges forward and covering runs, 
athletic heading in defence and attack, and all manner of artistic kicking, stroking, jiggling, and playing of 
the ball both in the air and along the ground. But wait, that’s not all. 
 
A feature of Channers’ game is the speaking. In fact, in a season cut down by absence, speaking is almost 
the definitive part of Channers game. This involved making calming and encouraging speeches at half 
time to assist Coach De Ruyter, the issuing of positive directives to teammates on the field, little chats to 
the referee providing guidance and counsel at quiet interludes in the game, and, most effectively, great 
and rampant abuse of opposition players when and if required. 
 
Channers’ season in 2021 was defined by his absence and voluble presence, by his deeds and words both 
kindly and caustic, but mostly by his delivery of the Flea in the Ear of the Year to an Opposition Player for 
which there should be a god damn award. 
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Michael Wiseman 
 
Wisey is a finely-honed footballer who treats his body like a temple and wants to make sure everything is 
in optimal working order before he graces the Canberra football pitches with his talent. Such footballing 
aptitude is not dispersed with such largesse to simply anyone. However, although this may have been a 
fully understandable strategy two decades ago, in over-45s today, it may explain why each minute played 
this season cost Wisey around $10 (his appearances nowadays are measured in minutes or dollars, rather 
than matches). Wisey is possessed with a full range of skills—a great eye for a pass, a thunderous shot, an 
elegant body-swerve, and a deceptive stepover that, however slowly it is executed, never fails to send the 
hapless defender the wrong way. 
 
Personally sponsored by Makita power tools, Wisey is a veritable Rolls Royce footballer, with his technical 
skills complemented by having the footballing intelligence to instantly spot what any of his teammates 
have done incorrectly. While others may struggle for breath at the pivotal moment and be forced to keep 
these thoughts to themselves, Wisey’s high levels of aerobic fitness—both physical and mental—ensure that 
he is always able to gently point out these errors, and thus helpfully provide his colleagues with the 
opportunity for continuous improvement even into the twilight of our careers. I’m sure all of us appreciate 
his selfless determination to help us finally reach our potential in our 50s... 
 
Even though Wisey’s minutes on the paddock were limited, he was responsible for two of the season’s 
most memorable moments. The first was being sin-binned less than three minutes after coming on for his 
first game in a while against his old foes, Canberra Croatia. I don’t think he’d even touched the ball, and 
yet managed to get instantly involved in verbals with the opposition (hard to believe, I know) and 
sufficiently antagonised the referee to the point that he was asked to ‘take a spell’. The second is a moment 
that stretches credulity. The bare bones are that he opted to take a free kick in a defensive position close 
to our by-line near the corner flag. Of the many options available to him, slicing it directly towards our own 
goal and forcing Plastic to chest the ball behind for a corner was perhaps the least conventional and most 
physics-defying. Wisey is now the only player in our squad where we’ve decided to form a wall whenever 
he’s taking a free-kick in our own half, such is his unending talent. 
 
Nigel Palfreman 
 
Nige loves this team. And when I say he loves this team, I mean he loves this team. Like, in a way you would 
never ask a devoted partner to do lest you risk them shortly thereafter calling a divorce lawyer. 
 
Nige had a slow start to the season with the report from matchday one quoting: ‘had he actually played in 
the game, was he even in the squad?’ The over-45s comp can be a cruel cauldron, but Nige was well and 
truly up to the task, and took the bull by the horns during the remainder of the season.    
 
Nige worked tirelessly in the midfield and even dabbled up front on the wing. He was an endless and 
reliable source of crosses from the right which met their intended mark on the foot of an ANUFC teammate 
and swiftly into the back of the net. His countless number of assists certainly made many a striker and 
fellow midfielder look good, demonstrating his unselfish approach to the team. He certainly had his 
priorities in order, and was not afraid to tie one on at social evenings the night before. To his credit, this 
did not impede his performance on or off the field.  
 
Nige was the source of many blistering runs down the right side, deceptively quick and elusive, seemingly 
gaining unstoppable momentum. This was highlighted during the last match report: ‘Nige reached 
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hyperspace with a blistering run down the right side to rival the Millennium Falcon’s Kessel Run and fired 
a great ball across the face of goal’. 
 
Nige is a great teammate who can be relied on when the chips are down and always up for good yarn 
around the esky after the game. Now all we have to do is just convince his missus that he’s actually made 
the team… 
 
Steven McIntyre 
 
The Extraordinary Talent of Macca 
 
There were moments (or, more accurately, phases) this season where he absolutely dominated a game—
shots, dribbles, crosses—without any real sense of the ball actually going in, but in it went. He seems an 
unlikely superstar, this ‘Macca’. Many will say he isn’t, or shouldn’t be, with that towering frame and rangy 
way of movement. Nor, under that prescient nose, ungainly humour, and sniping wit, does he want to be 
or pretend to be a superstar. But, simply put, he is. Talent has a place in this side. Often it is everywhere. 
Often it is not. But it never seems to leave this man, this phenom, this outlier.  
 
De-shackled from the familiar gravity of the insanely driven roles like those of Pat or Matty Cuttell, or the 
purely insane like Wisey, and far removed from the complete lunacy of Haigy or Plastic, he’s often the 
bridesmaid, left unappreciated a little bit wider and a little bit behind the others. Not lost though. Not 
gone. As there’s something urgent about his basic presence. Something earnest and vital. Put him in the 
mix and he’s feinting and springing with torque and turn, leaving defenders clutching at ghosts—or, as he 
so often does—ghosting in to a pocket of space. Only a pocket—that’s all he ever needs to be the magic 
dust that tinkles the ball to wherever it needs to go. And go it must, as there is an inevitability about him. 
It’s hard to think of another player who has such a trouncing effect on a game, but is so misaligned. Those 
who watch know how good he really is. 
 
Raoul Craemer 
 
Raoul Craemer, otherwise known as Captain Cosmo, has just finished a remarkable season leading the 
ANUFC over-45s squad from the front. 
 
El Capitan Cosmo had the distinction of captaining one of the most successful undefeated teams in 
ANUFC history. Not only did the over-45s squad not lose a game in 2021—it also didn’t drop a single point. 
This was unexpected in a league full of wily old buggers who all knew a thing or two about niggle and 
giggle and winning, and who did not get beaten gracefully.  
 
No sliding into the good night by those old buggers, but all rage, rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
 
But beaten they got, all of them, every week, under the tutelage and guidance of our very own Captain 
Cosmo. Subcomandante Cosmo led from the front. 
 
First, he did not lose a toss all year. Week in, week out, the team kicked off first, perhaps one of the most 
underrated ingredients of great success after ruggedly handsome good looks. 
 
Second, Cosmo led with his elbows, flashing around opponents’ heads and causing all kinds of outrage 
(but very little damage) and some celebrity card-age. Coronel Cosmo in his private life is an actor, treading 
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the boards in various guises and creating drama at local theatres. In one of his elbowing incidents, the 
audience was never quite certain whether he whacked the guy or pretended to whack the guy, or whether 
the guy took exception to being pretended to be whacked if that is what occurred, and that’s what sent 
him over the middle-aged edge. 
 
Third, Cosmo led with words, often tales tall and scarcely true about high level training regimes in 
Germany where he did his football apprenticeship as a youth. But he also added wise halftime comments 
about the status of the games and answers to the age-old halftime question, first posed by Vladimir Ilyich 
Lenin, of: What Is To Be Done? 
 
But mostly, Cosmo led by making great runs, working hard in the midfield and up front, being fit and fast, 
and scoring some special goals. A fast forward is worth his weight in gold at any age, but in the over-45s 
comp, a fast forward is worth twice his weight in gold, or three times the weight of your average fat, old, 
slow, balding forward, or lazy, aged midfielder, or peg-legged left back, or dopey goalkeeper. 
 
Finally, the goals scored by Cosmo were often very beautiful, played in from unimaginably tight angles or 
bent around opposing goalies in one-on-one situations before the goalie had a chance to move. There is 
vison-a-plenty there and I cannot understand why the captain did not take all of the penalties and free 
kicks. To be the greatest, you have to have been the least, I suppose. 
 
A winning team requires many ingredients, but the one that should not be forgotten in this greatest of all 
possible seasons of this greatest of all time ANUFC sides is the role of the captain. 
 
Patrick Walker 
 
An unseen sniper could slow, but not deter, Goldbooter. 
 
The mercurial striker initiated Operation Grand Final, a well-vocalised scheme conceived in the first round 
the 2021 season to grab the Goldenboot by the short and curlies, and, oh yes, with the rest of the Oddjobs 
around, to obliterate over-45s opposition. Two silent shots splaying him across the pitch, and one 
momentary (penalty) shot lapse, left him stirred, but not shaken. The platinum esky and rallying play by 
the Flying Circus fortified Goldenbooter—no time to be rescued—and he suavely delivered Goals Galore. 
 
Time for a drink, Miss Moneypenny?  
 
Chris De Ruyter 
 
On accepting the coveted ANUFC over-45s coaching job, CDR handed all the players a HB pencil and a 
little slip of paper at the end of his first training session. He wanted them to write down where they wanted 
to play and how they wanted to line up. He then went through all the replies: 
 
“Midfield, midfield, Channers, midfield…”  
 
With a sigh, CDR then tore up all the papers and said we are ‘going to do this my way. See youse blokes 
next week.’  
 
The following week, CDR stood on the training pitch holding a thick dossier of every formation used in 
every over-45s game from seasons 2015-2020 prepared by Plastic, along with his own handwritten notes 
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on variations and players that he compiled from months of meticulous research over the summer. He 
quickly identified the focus for the year, that we ultimately heard again and again as the 2021 season 
progressed: ‘I like goals. I like winning. We all do. Yes…? But I can’t say my only interest is winning. What 
also interests me is the way we build victory. Yes…? We will expand in attack, and we will contract in 
defence—as if breathing, like a beautiful living thing.’ 
 
CDR’s signature formation of his over-45s squad was the patented ‘4-4-1-1’, or, if Channers was fit, the ‘4-
Channers-4-1’. This utilised the wealth of midfield talent at his disposal to form either an attacking or 
defending structure. CDR also asked a lot of his wide players, to move up and down the pitch into 
attacking and defending roles as required. Substitutes were used frequently to ensure the pace of the 
game was as fast as it could be. 
 
CDR is quietly obsessive rather than unhinged, but it’s a fine line. Psychologically speaking, he’s probably 
on the radar of most law enforcement officials. Getting inside the mind of CDR is not for the faint-hearted, 
nor an easy endeavour. This is perhaps why opposing coaches struggled tactically in overcoming his 
team’s onslaught on the over-45s league this season. They just couldn’t pick where the mad genius would 
materialise—defence, attack, out wide, give the ball to Cosmo. What did seem certain is that wherever the 
ball went, something good would happen. And that’s good coaching. 
 
CDR is an admirable and impressive coach with a wealth of experience and motivation. He inspired the 
over-45s players this year to become more committed and dedicated to the cause. A worthy recipient of 
the ANUFC Coach of the Year after his WWWWWWWWWWWW season. 
 
‘CDR: ANUFC Coach of the Year – for nothing but wins.’ 
 
Yes…? 
 
Yes. 
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Nickname: 
 
I was called ‘Plastic’ my very first season in 
1998 and its been with me ever since. 
 
ANU Debut: 
 
1998 for the (lowest-ranked) State League 4 
team coached by Argentine maestro Hector 
Rodriguez, who I knew from the ANU 
Department of Chemistry and Purple Shin 
football. He said: ‘I’ve been asked to coach 
for the ANU Soccer Club and need a 
goalkeeper...’ (It was ANUSC back then.) My 
first training session at Willows was when it 
was grass. 
 
 

 
Team and League History: 
 
1998: SL4 
1999: SL3 
2000: SL1/SL2 
2001: SL1/SL2 
2002: SL3 
2003: SL6 
2004-2006: Overseas 
2007: Torn ACL 

2008: SL5 
2009: SL5 
2010: SL5  
2011: SL4/M1 
2012: SL4/M1 
2013: M1 
2014: M1 
2015: M1 

2016: M1 
2017: M1 
2018: M1 
2019: M1 
2020: MO45 
2021: MO45 

 
Highlights: 
 

• Winning three Grand Finals, in 2000 for State League 2 (now 
NPL2 Reserves), 2002 for State League 3 (now SL1) and 2017 
for Masters League 1. The M1 win was especially sweet after 
nearly a decade playing that grade and four Grand Final losses 
in a row. 

• Winning ten League Championships in 2000, 2002, 2008, 
2009, 2010, 2011, 2015, 2018, 2019, and 2021. The Masters 
over-45s win in 2021 was memorable after a season when we 
won every single game and didn’t drop a point. 

PLAYER PROFILE:  
PETER PAPATHANASIOU 

20 YEARS WITH ANUFC 

Winners are grinners:  
With Lachlan Cotter after the 
2017 M1 Grand Final 
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• Two Federation Cup (now FFA Cup) ties against Premier League opposition when we scored upset 
results against heavily favoured opponents in Monaro Panthers (2000) and Gungahlin Juventus 
(2002), both of whom had just won the NPL1 titles the previous year. 

• Playing 40+ games per season during the 2010s was an exercise in endurance, and probably 
stupidity too. Got my value for money though. I try to remain durable. 

• Being awarded ANUFC Life Membership in 2017. I genuinely appreciate this recognition. 
• Becoming a dad and having my kids see me play. I hope I can keep this up! 
• Writing match reports and editing SCUM. 
• The friends I’ve made through the club. Most of the blokes I’ve encountered have been great value. 

Our club culture is second-to-none. 

Smile! All the emotions after a big win 

Kick and chase: Plastic in full flight Kick and chase: Plastic in full flight 
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Lowlights: 
 
Losing finals. The injuries and general soreness. But that’s all part of football. 
 
All-time ANU team (3-5-2) 
 
This is ridiculously hard. My apologies to anyone I might have omitted, it’s a near impossible task given 
the quality of players over 20 seasons. 

 
Did I tell you about the goal I scored when: 
 
I confidently strode up the field to take a penalty...? It usually happens every couple of seasons. Hilarity 
ensues. 
 
Best/most enigmatic coach: 
 
Too many to mention. Find me an ANUFC coach who isn’t enigmatic. 
 
The main reasons you have stuck around the club for so long: 
 
The culture; the exercise and fitness; the competition;  the camaraderie. 

Peter Papathanasiou 

Gary Pendlebury Nick Strauch Robert Bennett 

Scott Haig 
Michael Wiseman Richard Barry Michael Palfrey 

Chris De Ruyter 

Scott Channing Raoul Craemer 
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ANUFC lost one of its icons in 2021 with the sad passing of Peter Hanisch. A school science teacher by 
trade, and a keen supporter of Liverpool Football Club, Peter played over 300 games for ANUFC during 
the 1980s and 1990s. His scouse tones coached many an ANUFC side from Division 2 to Division 5, 
alongside the numerous school football sides he coached during his time at Radford College. 
 
A hard-charging footballer, Peter was dogged in his tackles, hard-running, and highly effective through 
the midfield. More than that, he was great company and an exemplary clubman. Though he stopped 
playing football competitively in the 1990s, he continued to play both tennis and squash, and sustained 
great fitness and a wonderful curiosity about the world. 
 
Peter will be fondly remembered and greatly missed by both his family and the whole ANUFC community. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

ANUFC REMEMBERS 
PETER HANISCH 
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Masters League 1 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG Masters League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Queanbeyan City FC 1 12 9 1 2 45 27 18 28 2.3 1 Weston Molonglo FC 16 10 9 0 1 42 9 33 27 2.7
2 Weston Molonglo FC 15 12 7 2 3 30 19 11 23 1.9 2 Gungahlin United FC 7 10 6 1 3 25 23 2 19 1.9
3 UC Stars Football 14 12 7 1 4 43 29 14 22 1.8 3 ANUFC 17 10 5 0 5 21 23 -2 15 1.5
4 ANUFC 16 12 5 4 3 27 21 6 19 2 4 Monaro Panthers FC 5 10 5 0 5 18 23 -5 15 1.5
5 Belwest Foxes SC 7 12 2 2 8 17 38 -21 8 0.7 5 Burns FC 5 10 3 2 5 16 25 -9 11 1.1
6 Lanyon United FC 4 12 0 2 10 14 42 -28 2 0.2 6 Woden Valley SC 2 10 2 2 6 20 20 0 8 0.8

7 Gungahlin United FC 6 10 2 1 7 21 40 -19 7 0.7

Masters League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG Masters League over-45s P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Belsouth FC 4 12 11 1 0 56 9 47 34 2.8 1 ANUFC 19 12 12 0 0 43 6 37 36 3.0
2 Tuggeranong United FC 7 12 11 1 0 61 16 45 34 2.8 2 Woden Valley SC 4 12 8 2 2 44 15 29 26 2.2
3 Belnorth FC 14 12 9 0 3 69 23 46 27 2.3 3 Brindabella Blues FC 2 12 6 1 5 22 19 3 19 1.6
4 Brindabella Blues FC 3 12 8 0 4 55 29 26 24 2 4 Canberra Croatia FC 1 12 4 1 7 12 20 -8 13 1.1
5 Gungahlin United FC 9 12 5 1 6 30 36 -6 16 1.3 5 Woden Valley SC 5 12 4 0 8 16 41 -25 12 1.0
6 ANUFC 18 12 5 1 6 28 34 -6 16 1 6 Weston Molonglo FC 45 12 0 0 12 15 51 -36 0 0.0
7 Weston Molonglo FC 17 12 4 2 6 23 32 -9 14 1.2
8 Belnorth FC 15 12 2 1 9 13 52 -39 7 0.6
9 Woden Valley SC 3 12 1 1 10 12 48 -36 4 0.3

10 Gungahlin United FC 10 12 0 0 12 10 78 -68 0 0

2021 MASTERS 
LEAGUE STANDINGS 

Looking to celebrate the off-season? Pizza Capers Gungahlin is here 
to help heat things up with our new Texan BBQ menu! 

 
Try it out today – you’ve earned it! 

 
Take a look at the menu 
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ANUFC congratulates the following players for notching up five years with the club in season 2021: 
 

Alexander Scott 
Andrew Bekkema 
Andrew Haynes 
Andrew Manley 

Brett Bennett 
Cameron Sambridge 

Cameron Thomas 
Chris Brinley 

Connor Woulfe 
Edward Dickinson 

Eoin Noble 
Eranga Punchihewa 

Finlay Turpin 

Harrison Vlahos 
Jake Bradley 

James Kimber 
Jan Wojna 

Jared Hearn 
Joel Anderson 

John Mammoliti 
John Patfield 

Jonathon Lieschke 
Joshua Woodyatt 

Juan Guerschmann 
Justin Graf 

Lachie Bayliss 

Lachlan Mcgovern 
Liam Sanby 
Liam Carroll 

Mark Shrewsbury 
Rowan Du Toit 
Ryan Vickers 

Scott Deguara 
Simon Speldewinde 

Thomas Close 
Tony Bruce Jarman 

Tyler Grindal 

 
 
 
 
 

 

LONG SERVICE AWARDS: 
5 YEARS 
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Team Coach’s Player of the Year Players’ Player of the Year 
NPL2 Alasdair Moore Sam Carters 
NPL2 under-23s Callum McGarty Lee Hynes 
SL1 (ANUFC 1) Miles Jennings Jack Gibson 
SL1 (ANUFC  3) Alfie Killigrew Nick Warren-Smith 
SL1R (ANUFC  2) Angus Darragh Nicholas Thompson 
SL1R (ANUFC 4) Ruairi Fleming Ross Edwards 
SL2 Marcus Loane Cameron Thomas 
SL2R Karl Peric Sebastian Szambowski 
SL3 Thomas Cherian Stefan Rebel/Eoin Noble 
SL3R Jonathon Lieschke Damien Carroll 
CLM2 Joshua Carroll Daniel Morrison 
CLM3 Fabian Hoffman Solomon Roach 
CLM4 (ANUFC 10) Danyon O’Rourke Louis Garnett 
CLM4 (Dolphins) Joseph Gorta Harry Williams 
CLM5 (ANUFC 12) Will Tudehope Callum Vincent 
CLM5 (ANUFC 20) Harrison Vlahos George Giannakakis 
CLM6 (ANUFC 13) Sebastien Bignell Peter Philippa 
CLM6 (Onions) Rubén Mayenco Benjamin Kennedy 
CLM6 (ANUFC 15) Jonah Holmes Edward Budd 
ML1 Paul Mullens Nathan Ashton 
ML2 Thomas Young Cian O’Driscoll 
ML3 Simon Prasad Jake Sheehan 
ML over-45s Lalit Prasad Patrick Walker 

2021 TEAM AWARDS 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
10965104 Aarya Bhatia 4 1 1 0 
10624062 Abreham Mauri 0 0 0 0 
50922467 Adam Claxton 9 1 0 0 
70085972 Adam Condipodero 0 0 0 0 
11007683 Adam Glanville 11 1 0 0 
44020212 Adam Gottschalk 0 0 0 0 
11005396 Adam Muller 5 0 0 0 
84284017 Adam Solano 11 1 0 0 
70020615 Adam Wilson 14 0 0 0 
80537780 Adeeb Enayati 11 3 0 0 
50845882 Adrian Cunningham 10 0 0 0 
70040753 Adrian Snooks 8 0 0 0 
44011476 Aiden Jacobson 9 0 0 0 
76746999 Akira Yee 6 0 0 0 
50885037 Alasdair Moore 18 0 1 0 
75714733 Alaxandar Anandhan 10 0 0 0 
10624720 Alex August 9 1 0 0 
10603342 Alex Clarke 15 1 1 0 
50886332 Alex Ollman 8 0 0 0 
82203837 Alex Von Treifeldt 14 4 0 0 
59934471 Alexander Abel 10 1 0 0 
51205383 Alexander Bajer 9 0 0 0 
59984856 Alexander Dudley 8 2 0 0 
10750368 Alexander Hendry 11 0 0 0 
10967488 Alexander Robinson 9 1 0 0 
61405270 Alexander Scott 10 2 0 0 
11214178 Alfie Killigrew 13 1 0 0 
10981986 Alfred Chidembo 12 6 0 0 
70714951 Amer Salman 7 1 0 0 
61751962 Amir El Hassan 14 1 0 0 
77479384 Andrew Barr 7 0 0 0 
64615735 Andrew Bekkema 10 0 0 0 
77072155 Andrew Gourley 11 0 0 0 
73815599 Andrew Haynes 11 1 2 0 
10666881 Andrew Langford-Wilson 10 0 0 0 
50939842 Andrew Manley 8 1 0 0 
75663518 Andrew Tankey 8 0 0 0 
10625013 Angus Cowan 11 0 1 0 
54797568 Angus Darragh 13 2 0 0 
10864474 Angus Johnson 13 0 0 0 
11237937 Angus Mcculloch 8 2 0 0 
83377671 Angus Pratt 13 0 0 0 
10629437 Angus Vos 9 0 0 0 

2021 STATISTICS 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
57172330 Anton Harper 12 0 0 0 
78791274 Ariel Larkey 16 14 0 0 
10968730 Ayden O’Neill 13 8 0 0 
77360600 Ben Willson 4 0 0 0 
10603764 Benedict Frohlich 7 1 0 0 
84986876 Benjamin Aquilina 9 3 0 0 
10617553 Benjamin Clark 10 2 0 0 
64200827 Benjamin Kennedy 14 1 0 0 
71780803 Benjamin Rathjen 10 3 0 0 
11210256 Benjy Jacobson 11 2 0 0 
11216281 Bill Sandstrom 12 1 1 0 
54113923 Braydon Turner 7 1 0 0 
52082013 Brendan Hennessy 13 7 0 0 
61479333 Brett Bennett 20 0 0 0 
84495027 Brett Graham 12 1 0 0 
55843882 Brett Power 13 2 0 0 
50942986 Callum Johnstone 12 2 0 0 
51408326 Callum Lindsay-Smith 5 1 0 0 
71519490 Callum Mcgarty 14 3 0 0 
11219053 Callum Vincent 6 1 0 0 
67276428 Callum Watson 13 0 2 0 
50926161 Cameron Fox 11 1 0 0 
70885082 Cameron Lees 10 0 0 0 
10520376 Cameron Low 5 1 0 0 
57223893 Cameron Reeves 15 0 0 0 
50903616 Cameron Sambridge 10 10 0 0 
10583025 Cameron Thomas 19 16 2 0 
50921014 Carl Hynes 13 3 0 0 
70030275 Carl Mossop 12 2 0 0 
11218940 Cathal Leslie 12 0 0 0 
10625561 Charlie Thaxter 13 4 0 0 
75688895 Chase Deans 12 6 2 0 
10606115 Chris Dryland 6 0 0 0 
50846385 Chris Wall 9 1 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
79914768 Christopher Brinley 5 0 0 0 
82328808 Christopher Carroll 5 1 0 0 
50846104 Christopher De Ruyter 0 0 0 0 
50883230 Christopher Schimizzi 8 2 0 0 
11261042 Christos Gouramanis 7 0 0 0 
10926314 Cian O'Driscoll 10 3 0 0 
10589587 Connor Woulfe 9 2 0 0 
11224952 Conor Oslington-Elliott 7 1 1 0 
79209565 Cooper Bergin Piggott 15 1 0 0 
73376741 Craig Dadds 11 2 1 0 
10627358 Cuneyt Caglar 17 4 0 0 
10733500 Daffa Widjanarko 12 0 0 0 
50926914 Damien Carroll 15 6 0 0 
85075893 Dan Nguyen 15 2 0 0 
81514887 Dan Tyler 9 0 0 0 
55207633 Daniel Blair 12 8 0 0 
78261245 Daniel Clink 13 8 1 0 
50911858 Daniel Hick 16 3 0 0 
50954379 Daniel Morrison 10 1 0 0 
50911007 Danyon O'Rourke 11 0 0 0 
11210252 Darcy Morgan 8 4 0 0 
84143924 David Alexander 12 0 0 0 
80935265 David Britton 9 3 0 0 
56334444 David Marshall 15 8 0 0 
82555319 Diego Albornos Olaya 7 1 1 0 
50846708 Domenic James Barbaro 6 0 0 0 
50846377 Dominic Bartone 5 0 0 0 
85094720 Dominic Leal Smith 11 0 0 0 
10285795 Doug Bartley 9 4 0 0 
85113918 Drew Christie 9 0 0 0 
70443486 Duncan Wigley 9 2 0 0 
85055853 Dylan Kim 11 0 0 0 
10965074 Dylan Morris 1 0 0 0 
61794095 Dylan Prime 8 0 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
75307660 Dylan Siow-Lee 14 2 1 0 
10695085 Edgar Leong 14 0 0 0 
56286784 Edward Budd 12 0 0 0 
76590496 Edward Chen 12 0 0 0 
55427553 Edward Dickinson 15 3 0 1 
10626196 Edward Raftesath 11 1 1 0 
71962096 Edwin Chan 13 2 0 0 
11216200 Eli Powles 5 0 0 0 
50926351 Elliot Lavers 11 10 0 0 
63599781 Emanuel Berg 12 3 1 0 
59797167 Eoin Noble 12 9 2 0 
50910249 Eranga Punchihewa 12 0 0 0 
70390828 Ethan Gaunt 13 0 0 0 
59729376 Ethan Tudehope 8 2 0 0 
73625238 Eu Jern Tan 13 1 0 0 
50894807 Evan Liew 9 2 0 0 
85091742 Fabian Hoffmann 11 0 0 0 
80445323 Felix Freckmann 19 5 1 0 
60820792 Finlay Turpin 14 1 0 0 
84015528 Francisco Goncalves 10 2 0 0 
11220729 Francisco Gutierrez 6 1 0 0 
65175309 Franklin Hood 13 0 1 0 
77733988 Freddy Blanco Blanco 8 0 1 0 
11003939 Gavin Styles 8 0 0 0 
10580889 George Giannakakis 12 1 0 0 
57223935 George Owens 18 7 3 0 
10624059 Gerard Boyd 14 4 0 0 
10649696 Grant Buckley 4 0 0 0 
50893551 Gregory Mathams 6 0 0 0 
63097190 Gus Coleman 16 6 2 0 
83544163 Han Gao 13 0 0 0 
57372633 Harrison Keys 8 1 0 0 
11013517 Harrison Mckenzie-Mcharg 12 3 0 0 
50848407 Harrison Vlahos 12 0 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
85091437 Harry Crawford 11 1 1 0 
10554452 Harry Moseley 10 3 1 0 
50832088 Harry Williams 9 7 0 0 
11218092 Henry Campbell 10 4 0 0 
74775297 Henry Jambor 12 4 0 0 
75290791 Henry Ricketts 13 1 0 0 
10758785 Hugh O?Brien 15 5 0 0 
70364583 Hugh Paterson 6 0 0 0 
70727235 Iain Warner 9 0 0 0 
50846807 Ian Moes 14 6 0 0 
85480424 Ian Shillito 11 4 0 0 
82522640 Ikmal Salim 7 4 0 0 
73356495 Ilann Labouze 10 5 1 0 
60902368 Isaac Ellis 17 5 2 0 
10625994 Isaac Norden 14 0 0 0 
50926120 Jack Bell 9 2 0 0 
11196357 Jack Gibson 14 8 1 0 
11212406 Jack Jenkins 10 3 2 0 
51762714 Jack Mendham 10 0 0 0 
11005656 Jack Nicoll 1 0 1 0 
60632700 Jacob Masina 10 0 0 0 
85032019 Jafar Babaei 12 2 0 0 
55214795 Jake Adlam 11 2 0 0 
50939669 Jake Bradley 13 0 0 0 
61081527 Jake Sheehan 10 0 0 0 
50923739 James Belcher 13 0 0 0 
50921816 James Gazy 11 0 1 0 
50919109 James Kimber 15 0 0 0 
50994359 James Murphy 16 1 0 0 
51558476 James Patterson 8 0 1 0 
70813100 James Prest 11 1 0 0 
61028007 Jamie Dawe 13 2 0 0 
11227941 Jamie Dunn 10 0 0 0 
80485568 Jan Wojna 16 1 3 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
50929033 Jared Hearn 13 6 0 0 
11196231 Jarrod Bowd 0 0 0 0 
52838646 Jason Yang 13 2 0 0 
59251496 Jay Benson 6 0 0 0 
50891944 Jay Hawkins 17 3 0 0 
50924711 Jeremy Bernabe 9 4 0 0 
74329442 Jeremy Cains 9 0 0 0 
50831890 Jeremy Saleh 13 5 0 0 
60959442 Joaquin Cross 9 1 0 0 
77391621 Joel Anderson 3 0 0 0 
67273367 Joel Van Herten 5 4 0 0 
50845619 John Couch 9 0 0 0 
50882067 John Mammoliti 11 0 0 0 
59229997 John Patfield 6 1 1 0 
11265696 John Steward 4 0 0 0 
63557235 Jonah Holmes 11 0 0 0 
10626056 Jonah Kaufman 5 1 0 0 
75208033 Jonathan Challis 8 0 0 0 
63823157 Jonathan Saunders 12 1 2 0 
55742977 Jonathon Lieschke 17 2 0 0 
11020409 Jonathon MacLean 6 0 1 0 
50924265 Jordan Byrnes 9 0 0 0 
11172614 Jose Luis Bobadilla Torres 9 2 2 0 
57150377 Joseph Fox 8 6 0 0 
59662320 Joseph Gorta 10 7 1 0 
11220667 Joseph Williams 6 0 0 0 
85132538 Josh Campbell 12 0 0 0 
71177349 Josh Mason 10 1 0 0 
10470683 Joshua Carroll 17 0 0 0 
50948660 Joshua Hampson 14 3 0 0 
83602961 Joshua Woodyatt 8 1 0 0 
85262145 Juan Garces 12 5 0 0 
50869726 Juan Guerschman 9 9 0 0 
83516880 Jules Richalot 15 3 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
70001649 Justin Graf 11 4 0 0 
51697597 Justin Matthew Holland 14 0 0 0 
10964876 Karl Peric 14 0 0 0 
10970125 Kaushal Sharma 11 2 1 0 
50973122 Keegan Jackson 13 0 0 0 
10624801 Kenyon Mcmahon 12 1 0 0 
11217975 Kevin Yang 12 1 0 0 
57334799 Kieran Casey 2 0 0 0 
65360646 Kieran Connor 14 0 0 0 
70467642 Lachlan Bayliss 15 1 0 0 
10590932 Lachlan Martin 9 5 0 0 
73322430 Lachlan Mcgovern 8 3 1 0 
11007536 Lachlan Mcnamara 8 3 1 0 
67250407 Lachlan Tan 5 1 0 0 
50878099 Lachlan Wisdom 15 1 3 0 
70097043 Lalit Prasad 12 2 0 0 
10624117 Lam Tran 12 3 0 0 
50871672 Lee Hynes 19 15 0 0 
11156331 Leo Hadley 15 0 0 0 
81953093 Leonardo Baeza 9 1 1 0 
75905646 Liam Bessell-Koprek 20 0 0 0 
59928499 Liam Carroll 10 1 1 0 
74997735 Liam King 12 1 1 0 
11219255 Liam Murphy 9 0 0 0 
60393204 Liam Neeson 6 3 0 0 
10325730 Liam O'Rorke 8 0 0 0 
57136327 Liam Sanby 15 0 1 0 
75855874 Liam Stewart 12 0 0 0 
50924737 Linden Spain 12 7 0 0 
10968957 Louis Garnett 14 2 1 0 
11225069 Louis Merrill 7 0 0 0 
77462281 Lukas Moelle 16 1 0 0 
55612303 Luke Manassero 2 0 0 0 
11219328 Luke Palombi 12 8 2 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
50933241 Marc O'Neill 16 0 0 0 
50921303 Marco De Angelis 13 5 0 0 
85098747 Marcus Alim 6 0 1 0 
57153355 Marcus Loane 13 1 0 0 
61475471 Mark Shrewsbury 12 1 0 0 
61476610 Markus Koeck 14 0 0 0 
10969994 Matt Aitken 14 1 1 0 
51634467 Matthew Brown 11 0 0 0 
50847425 Matthew Caldow 10 0 0 0 
70325758 Matthew Clissold 11 0 1 0 
11213824 Matthew Cuttell 9 2 0 0 
57209264 Matthew Delves 11 0 0 0 
50839794 Matthew Rice 15 0 0 0 
59404095 Matthew Ryan 8 1 0 0 
50918762 Matthew Wilson 13 1 0 0 
74988080 Max Bonic 11 1 2 0 
10570089 Max Robertson 14 1 0 0 
11216266 Max Tranter 9 0 0 0 
11219189 Maxim Wiggins 9 17 1 0 
11210225 Maximilian Meyer 11 3 0 0 
50904903 Maximillian Mottl 12 1 1 0 
75637397 Michael Blacksell 11 0 0 0 
10594331 Michael Deng 10 4 0 0 
75200550 Michael Lewis 7 0 0 0 
56342371 Michael Palfrey 10 1 0 0 
10631748 Michael Sywak 9 0 0 0 
50845940 Michael Wiseman 6 2 0 0 
11175174 Miguel Lattz 11 2 0 0 
55071187 Miles Fordham 12 1 0 0 
44046001 Miles Jennings 12 2 2 0 
10963163 Mohamad Nurhan Raihan 14 0 0 0 
10599301 Montegah Grace 15 0 0 0 
11260824 Nathan Ashton 8 1 0 0 
11217859 Nathan Scotter 9 0 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
50972272 Nelson Cary 8 1 1 0 
50939875 Nic Pyne 11 3 1 0 
44013423 Nicholas Ang 7 0 0 0 
11208743 Nicholas Burton 10 4 0 0 
52263795 Nicholas Chapman 7 0 0 0 
11242241 Nicholas Devlin 11 4 0 0 
10747313 Nicholas Douros 13 5 0 0 
11025480 Nicholas Gibson 14 3 0 0 
54673074 Nicholas Hope 17 0 2 0 
73934754 Nicholas Houston 11 1 0 0 
10981166 Nicholas Philp 10 0 0 0 
11232219 Nicholas Seefried 6 0 0 0 
50865153 Nicholas Speldewinde 11 0 1 0 
71809271 Nicholas Thomson 13 0 0 0 
70322433 Nick Ahern 13 5 0 0 
50847458 Nick Dean 17 0 0 0 
11077480 Nick Terrell 9 0 0 0 
11003179 Nick Tillack 14 1 1 0 
10631517 Nick Warren-Smith 14 0 0 0 
11219264 Nicolas Holberton 5 0 0 0 
77753705 Nicolas Robens 7 0 0 0 
50846518 Nicolaus Strauch 7 1 0 0 
70318191 Nigel Palfreman 11 0 0 0 
10446539 Noah Stael 11 11 0 0 
78121183 Nsangou Issah 9 1 0 0 
11170508 Nuno Isidoro 11 0 0 0 
79996468 Nunzio Franco 9 0 0 0 
77734135 Octavio Medina Gonzalez 9 0 1 0 
70279153 Oliver Ciano 2 0 0 0 
10584496 Oliver Grist 15 2 0 0 
66479924 Oliver Hough 0 0 0 0 
11213491 Oliver Nathanson 7 1 0 0 
57223943 Oliver Owens 11 9 1 0 
11219263 Oliver Savazzi-Kyneur 8 3 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
54217138 Oliver Twyford 16 2 1 0 
63561690 Oscar Lees 12 0 0 0 
10758779 Oscar Wilson 13 0 0 0 
10254001 Otis Connor 12 8 0 0 
74082538 Patrick Doyle 12 1 0 0 
71628879 Patrick Holloway 13 0 0 0 
72846025 Patrick Niven 6 0 0 0 
59777326 Patrick Walker 11 17 0 0 
50923713 Paul Gordon 12 2 0 0 
59425587 Paul Kowal 12 0 1 0 
10635350 Paul Mcgeachie 11 0 0 0 
50934835 Paul Mullens 12 10 1 0 
11040267 Peter Cheyne 9 0 0 0 
75719195 Peter Cooke 3 0 0 0 
66991647 Peter Goweid 16 3 2 0 
10747455 Peter Kibble 14 0 0 0 
61479770 Peter Papathanasiou 18 1 0 0 
10976442 Peter Philippa 13 0 0 0 
74354721 Peter Yang 11 2 0 0 
53325833 Philip O'Byrne 15 0 1 0 
75762047 Phillip Adam 14 8 2 0 
50847102 Ransome Mclean 9 0 0 0 
70342282 Raoul Craemer 11 6 1 0 
78771086 Rhodri Davies 12 3 0 0 
50972637 Rhys Mcmahon 16 0 0 0 
63912968 Riaz Deen 7 2 1 0 
56032089 Richard Naumovski 7 0 1 0 
76184787 Ritwik Ganguly 9 1 0 0 
11169777 Rob Armstrong 10 0 0 0 
10612614 Rob Illingworth 15 1 1 0 
52834181 Robert Coelli 7 3 0 0 
59932889 Robert Mason 10 0 0 0 
50732098 Robert Monterosso 12 1 0 0 
50845866 Robert Stodart 10 0 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
50925601 Ross Edwards 10 3 0 0 
50939685 Rowan Du Toit 8 0 0 0 
73947384 Rowan Peterkin 17 9 0 0 
10616848 Ruairi Fleming 13 3 0 0 
10626112 Ruben Mayenco 14 0 0 0 
11218079 Rupesh Basnet 6 0 0 0 
82003062 Ryan Allen 8 1 0 0 
10587894 Ryan Blake 14 1 0 0 
61751400 Ryan Vickers 9 0 0 0 
78785094 Ryan James Lovie 24 2 0 0 
10555848 Sam Carters 16 14 2 0 
11054377 Sam Edwards 10 1 0 0 
10743725 Sam Guerit 8 6 0 0 
10616909 Sam Long 11 5 1 0 
50989672 Sam Nixon 16 1 2 0 
82009671 Samuel Burt 12 0 0 0 
10749258 Samuel Hays 11 3 1 0 
54885207 Samuel Smith 10 10 0 0 
50991728 Sanjai Lakshmanan 12 3 0 0 
59934463 Scott Channing 8 1 0 0 
63823306 Scott Deguara 13 9 0 0 
50846781 Scott Haig 11 2 0 0 
70926407 Scott Kimber 6 2 0 0 
70358478 Scott Sharp 21 5 0 0 
59842898 Scott St Amand 10 0 0 0 
59131391 Sebastian Szambowski 15 7 0 0 
64232614 Sebastien Bignell 13 1 0 0 
71516660 Sharvesvarar Gounder 5 0 0 0 
50974096 Sherab Guo-Yuthok 12 1 1 0 
75481713 Shobhit Bajpai 12 2 0 0 
70293592 Shohan De Silva 9 1 0 0 
10754403 Si Kayser 11 1 0 0 
10964314 Siavash Ghelichkhan 8 0 0 0 
50846302 Simon Prasad 14 2 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
61476362 Simon Speldewinde 5 0 1 0 
85085371 Sin Chi Sheung 8 0 2 0 
51747368 Solomon Roach 12 3 0 0 
70189121 Stefan Rebel 9 8 0 0 
56032766 Steven Mcintyre 10 7 0 0 
80453087 Steven Roach 15 4 1 0 
70317391 Stjepan Kaleb 2 0 0 0 
75743757 Sundeep Kesavadas 13 4 0 0 
10613539 Sureiyan Hamond 7 1 0 0 
50837327 Thomas Baker 9 3 0 0 
10631482 Thomas Cherian 14 2 0 0 
57270373 Thomas Close 6 1 0 0 
52259843 Thomas Cowen 10 4 0 0 
50892637 Thomas Crossley 14 0 3 0 
50999804 Thomas Elford 12 13 0 0 
65180895 Thomas Gane 16 2 2 0 
50966399 Thomas Harrison 4 0 0 0 
10630264 Thomas Larkin 12 0 1 0 
75447789 Thomas Mason 13 0 0 0 
10995120 Thomas Willcock 13 1 0 0 
79179214 Thomas Young 20 0 0 0 
50913425 Thomas Zeitlhofer 9 3 0 0 
78991627 Tim Lopez 15 1 2 0 
11216329 Tim Makeham 8 0 0 0 
83991323 Timothy Brown 16 5 0 0 
81715773 Timothy Harris 13 2 0 0 
11145098 Tobias Gunn 11 0 1 0 
50846229 Tom Klekner 10 0 0 0 
73246522 Tom Rope 15 0 0 0 
10965138 Tom Wate-Bootle 10 7 1 0 
78308434 Tony Kelly 11 0 1 0 
50935675 Tony Bruce Jarman 10 0 0 0 
59156398 Tyler Grindal 15 1 0 0 
10711901 Vivikth Raghavan Narayanan 12 0 0 0 
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 Name Games Goals Yellow Cards Red Cards 
61476321 Warren Arndt 14 10 0 0 
50845833 Warren Hauck 10 1 0 0 
11237177 Will Tudehope 11 2 0 0 
11007635 William Joce 18 1 0 0 
54279914 William Staples 13 8 1 0 
10743698 Willian Boag Taylor 9 7 0 0 
71216782 Xavier Ellingham 12 14 0 0 
10751890 Xiangyun Zhou 10 1 0 0 
71292569 Yussuf Mohamed 11 0 1 0 
61853750 Zachary Collins 11 0 1 0 
11218970 Zachary Fernandez 7 0 0 0 
11217459 Zachary Hall 5 0 1 1 
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Jim Dawson President’s Award:        Coach of the Year: 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year: Recipient: 
2021 Michael Blacksell 
2020 Brett Graham 
2019 Harrison Vlahos 
2018 Jack Mendham 

Julian Stockwell 
2017 Tom Sharp 
2016 Sam Edwards 
2015 Carl Souness 
2014 Patrick Holloway 
2013 Jared Holt 
2012 Neil Price 
2011 Matthew Caldow 
2010 Karin Martin 
2009 Neil Price 
2008 Ransome McLean 
2007 Edward Huddy 
2006 Jeremy Murray 
2005 Graeme Dunn 
2004 Hector Rodriguez 

Jason Ives 
2003 Steven McIntyre 
2002 Jose Del Rio 
2001 Andrew Allen 
2000 Steven McIntyre 
1999 Oscar Labasse 
1998 Domenic Barbaro 
1995 Allan Bontjer 
1994 Stephen Royes 
1993 Allan Bontjer 
1991 Adrian Cunningham 

Year: Recipient: Team: 
2021 Chris De Ruyter ML over-45s 
2020 Gregory Kelly SL1/CLM4 White 
2019 Jim Dawson NPL2 

Nicholas Seefried NPL2 
Adam Condipodero NPL2 
Richard Edwards NPL2 

2018 Jack Mendham SL5 
Christiaan Hind SL5 

2017 Jim Dawson CL 
2016 Jim Dawson SL2 

Iain Warner SL2 
2015 Branko Milenovic CL 
2014 Branko Milenovic CL 
2013 Jim Dawson SL4 
2012 Patrick Holloway SL9 
2011 Jeremy Murray SL3 
2010 Peter Baker SL5 
2009 Paul Hughes SL6 
2008 Don Lovie SL10 
2007 Paimon Bashiri SL2 

ANUFC PERPETUAL AWARDS 
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Golden Boot: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ben Paull Golden Gloves: 
 

Year Awarded: Recipient: Goals: Team: 
2021 Max Wiggins 17 CLM6 Blue 

Pat Walker 17 ML over-45s 
2020 Ayden O’Neill 18 CLM4 Blue 
2019 Damien Carroll 41 SL4 Reserves/SL5 
2018 Damien Carroll 34 SL8/SL10 
2017 Damien Carroll 35 SL8 
2016 Thomas Elford 24 SL5 Blue 
2015 Jay Vlazlovski 40 SL9 
2014 Kole Aitken 22 SL11 Blue/SL3 

Steven McIntyre 22 ML1/ML2 
2013 Thomas Elford 35 Div 7 
2012 Alex McCoy-West 19 SL8 
2011 John Post 26 SL10 
2010 Brad Robertson 29 Div 9/ML 
2009 Warren Arndt 31 SL5 
2008 Rohan Danis-Cox 22 SL8 
2007 Ransome McLean 19 Div 8 
2006 Wendell Zwiers 28 Div 8 
2005 Michael Wiseman 20 SL3/ML 
2004 Wendell Zwiers 26 Div 7B 
2003 Anthony Barac 28 Div 3 
2002 Jeremy Murray 28 SL6 White 
2001 Christopher De Ruyter 18 SL4 

Neil Van Broekhoven 18 SL6 Blue 
2000 Muino Taquidir 28 SL5 (2) 
1999 Scott Channing 25 PL2 
1998 Steve Free 27 PL2R 
1997 Michael Wiseman 24 SL1 
1996 Wendell Zwiers 34 Div 3A 
1994 Steve Free N/A SL4 
1993 Keith Gillespie N/A SL1R 
1992 John Coates N/A Div 4A 
1991 Angus Begg N/A 3rd Res 
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Ben Paull Golden Gloves: 

  

Year Awarded: Recipient: Goals/Game: Team: 
2021 Cameron Fox 0.73 CLM4 Orange 
2020 Joshua Carroll 0.22 SL3R Orange 
2019 Jake Bradley 0.67 NPL2 
2018 Nick Dean 0.88 SL8 
2017 Nick Dean 0.5 SL8 
2016 Peter Papathanasiou 0.867 ML1 Blue 
2015 Mark Sjolander 0.79 ML4 Orange 
2014 Johnathan Ely 0.67 SL3 
2013 Hugh Paterson 0.7 Div 8 
2012 Shyamal Singh 0.69 SL11 
2011 Adam Robens 0.81 SL3 
2010 Nick Dean 1 Div 7 
2009 Peter Frazer 0.83 Div 2 
2008 Hugh Paterson 0.72 Div 6 
2007 Nick Dean 0.64 SL9 
2006 Martyn Smith 0.38 SL5 
2005 Nick Young 0.59 SL2 
2004 John Coates 0.38 Div 6 
2003 Richard Munstermann 0.78 Div 3 
2002 Jason Davidson 0.93 SL6 Blue 
2001 Peter Signorini 0.8 SL6 Blue 
2000 Darren Newington 0.8 SL1 
1999 Peter Papathanasiou 1.03 SL3 
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With thanks again to our 
fabulous 2021 partners: 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SCUM  EDITORIAL GUIDELINES 
We at SCUM have really enjoyed the diverse and interesting match reports submitted to volume 31, and want 
to thank each and every person who made a submission throughout the season. Here’s to a great 60th 
anniversary year! 
 
Although submissions are designed to be humorous and satirical, the ANUFC committee and SCUM editor 
have a responsibility to prevent the publication of: 

• Unwarranted personal attacks (including, but not limited to, slander, vilification, and defamation); 
• Language that a reasonable person would find obscene, offensive, racist, or sexist; and 
• Anything else deemed unreasonable or objectionable. 

 
If you find something wrong with this issue of SCUM, please feel free to contact the editor at 
scum@anufc.org.au, or to access ANUFC’s dispute resolution policies. 
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c/o ANU Sport 
Building 19 
North Road 
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Racism has no place in sport or in 
society. ANUFC are proud partners of 
Racism. It Stops With Me and are 
committed to taking a stand against 
racism and discrimination in all its forms. 

2021 COMMITTEE 
President:  Jonathan Saunders 
Vice President:  Lachie Bayliss 
Treasurer:  Marcus Alim 
Secretary:  Fabian Hoffman 
Ordinary Member: Alice McNeill 
Ordinary Member: Brett Graham 
Ordinary Member: Michael Blacksell 
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Ordinary Member: Thomas Crossley 
Ordinary Member: Isaac Ellis 
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ANU Sport Liaison: Michael Blacksell 
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